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Preface
Architecture Made Me What I Am Today·
310 & 320 Third Avenue Southwest, Pipestone, Minnesota.
The Craftsman house at
310 Third Avenue
Southwest still stands in
Pipestone, Minnesota.
In 1919, my father, Will
Morgan, built the house
for my mother and my
four siblings. In January
1933, my father died of
spinal meningitis as a
result of a scratch from
a barbed-wire fence
contacted while hunting.
Three months later, I was born in my mother's main-floor bedroom. By the time I was three, my
sister had married and my brothers had left home for college and later the war. For 18 years,
Mother and I shared the house together.

'

On the photograph's far left edge I can faintly see the porch on the Victorian foursquare my
maternal grandfather, Warrington Brown - a Civil War veteran - built in 1898. When I was a
child, Grandfather rocked me on his porch swing and promised to take me "up north in a
wagon."
In the 1920s, Aunt Anne and Uncle George Winters moved into my grandparents' house to care
for Anne's ailing parents. When my uncle and aunt traveled in the 1940s, they hired me to keep
their furnace stoked. I can still smell the sweet odor of coal dust that, mist-like, hung in the
basement's air.
The lawn between 310 and 320 Third Avenue Southwest was a special place. Often, I crossed
that space to take piano lessons from my aunt. In the late 1940s, the yard was filled with an
overflow of new tractors from Uncle George's John Deere dealership on Main Street. In winter
a low spot among the trees filled with water, creating a dandy skating rink.
The photograph was taken sometime between 1952 and 1955. The car, a 1939 Ford Coupe, was
my first automobile. I imagine I was home from college that day.
The bare trees and deep shadows suggest the photograph was taken on a sunny afternoon in
early spring or late fall. The photograph helps me to remember the houses that shaped my love
of architecture.
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Introduction
I like to think of my life from 1978 to the present as a series of journeys. In the summer of 1978
I left Florida, where for seven years I had taught American Studies, and that summer, before
beginning a new teaching career at St. Cloud State University, I worked as a historian for the
Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)1 in a region of north-central Missouri called Little
Dixie.
That summer, the federal government hired five architects and two historians to construct measured drawings and write histories of two villages and several historic 19th-century rural buildings slated for future flooding by a dam and a lake. 2
Our HABS crew lived in Perry, Missouri, a village 30 miles southwest of Hannibal - Mark
Twain's boyhood home. On the day of my arrival in Perry I found a small room for rent on the
second floor of an 1825 Georgian Revival house, where I would sleep that summer. At night, I
could look out my window and see a row of vacant, three-story Victorian buildings that in the
dim light of a streetlamp were often shrouded in a ghostly mist of Missouri humidity I felt that
summer as if I were living in one of Mark Twain's sleepy river towns - towns the author evocatively described in his novels and stories.
The challenge of working with strangers, and the exposure to life in a Southern rural community, made that summer a rewarding journey - and, incidentally, one of my life's happiest experiences.
On one memorable afternoon I sat in the haymow of a hewn-log barn while classical music
played on my tape recorder. The music and the handcrafted beauty of the post-and-beam structure seemed - at least in my romantic mind - to merge into one transcendent being.
On a more practical level, HABS taught me how to trace land deeds, conduct interviews, write
concise architectural descriptions, and study buildings on site rather than merely viewing them
on classroom slides.
I left Missouri with a deep appreciation for rural buildings and a desire to help save landmarks
from the fate the houses, barns, and villages in Little Dixie would soon face.
Following the summer m Perry, I began a new career at St. Cloud State University where I
planned new courses in architectural history, family history, and heritage studies - courses
designed to help majors plan careers in architectural history, museum work, and preservation.
That fall, a member of the Minnesota Historical Society's State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) sent me a plat map of Steams County upon which SHPO field workers had marked
sites where 19th-century log buildings were still standing. The map eventually became a key
source for locating pioneer-period buildings in Stearns County

X

When I realized I needed a research assistant, I asked one of students, Marilyn Salzl Brinkman,
to accompany me on my next journey Marilyn was an ideal ally for this project because she had
been born on a farm in Steams County and was living with her husband at that time on a dairy
farm. With the SHPO map in hand, Marilyn and I set out to locate, research, and later co-author
a book about log buildings and pioneer life in 19th-century Central Minnesota.
Beginning in 1980, while Marilyn interviewed farmers in Steams County, I walked around their
farmyards photographing and measuring buildings. In time, Marilyn and I broadened our
research area to include Benton, Sherburne, Todd, Wright, and Morrison counties as well. We
learned that several people - like John and Anna Petrich - were still living in log houses - surprisingly, even in the last quarter of the 20th century Interviewing folks like the Petriches
helped us to understand what 19th-century life in Steams County might have been like.
At the end of our two-year journey, in 1983, St. Cloud's North Star Press published our coauthored work, Light From the Hearth, Central Minnesota Pioneers and Early Architecture
Another journey was about to begin - one that would help to save St. Cloud's vanishing landmarks.
During the 1980s, the following St. Cloud landmarks were razed:
The 1888 Shingle Style Unity Church
The 1898 Georgian Revival Saffron House
The 1902 Beaux-Arts Carnegie Library
The 1903 Renaissance Revival City Hall/Post Office
The 1922 Prairie Style Jail
The 1928 Renaissance Revival Fire Station
People who had lived, worked, and worshipped in these buildings raised a public outcry following their destruction, especially after bulldozers leveled the popular Saffron House and the historic, gem-like Carnegie Library. Following the loss of these landmarks, several citizens and I
gathered to form a preservation group we called Citizens for Architectural Diversity. Organizing
a Historic Preservation Commission to help protect the city's remaining architectural landmarks
became our organization's stated mission. As a result of that work, and the actions of several
city officials, St. Cloud's HPC met in 1990 for the first time.
As a charter member of the HPC, I watched an architectural renaissance unfold in downtown St.
Cloud and, later, in neighborhoods throughout the city St. Germain Street in particular has
evolved into an aesthetic showcase following the removal of modern "slipcovers" from the
facades of 30 historic commercial structures.
In the past three decades, the Historic Preservation Commission, the City of St. Cloud Planning
Division, the St. Cloud City Council, and the Downtown Council have been instrumental in des-
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ignating five historic districts, a multiple property district, and 105 individual sites potentially
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
In 1998, I began another journey - writing monthly columns about landmarks, architecture, and
local history for the St. Cloud Times In 2008, I compiled a selection of articles, published as
Earth, Wood, Stone Central Minnesota Lives and Landmarks Articles that I wrote for the Times
- mainly between 2008 and 2012 - are published below in Earth, Wood, Stone· Central
Minnesota Lives and Landmarks, Volume II.
Chapter headlines and brief summaries for Volume II are as follows.
Chapter 1 - Central Minnesota Landmarks
Chapter I covers a 150-year span of historic building types, including: houses, a mill, a prison, two hotels, a bank, a railroad depot, and two churches.
Chapter 2 - St. Cloud's Downtown
St. Cloud's downtown is a showcase of architectural styles due, in part, to efforts made by several groups, including the Historic Preservation Commission, to remove inappropriate materials
from historic facades. The restored facades along St. Germain and Fifth Avenue reflect stylistic
changes from the 1880s to 2012. For structures yet to be restored, one must look up to the second story to see the builder's original design.
Chapter 3 - St. 'Cloud State University
In recent years, several SCSU buildings have been restored or renovated, including Lawrence,
Riverview, Eastman, and Shoemaker Halls. These, and other SCSU structures, supply an excellent on-site laboratory for architectural and historic preservation studies.
Chapter 4 - Central Minnesota Ethnic Groups
Steams County is a colorful quilt of European ancestry representing immigrants who came to
Minnesota to pursue the American Dream. National groups covered in this chapter include
Germans, Norwegians, Swedes, Danes, and Slovenfans.
Chapter 5 - The Great Depression & WWII
During the Great Depression, New Deal programs like the CCC and the WPA helped put people
back to work. Another government agency, "The Section," hired actors, artists, writers, architects, historians, and other unemployed workers and made use of their individual talents for
major artistic federal projects. Art Deco Modeme, a stripped-down version of classical forms
that mirrored the austerity of the 1930s, is one of the greatest styles to emerge from the
Depression. Buildings in this chapter include, village halls in Grey Eagle and Milaca, St.
Cloud's downtown post office, and a school in Rockville. Several of these buildings contain
priceless murals -and sculptures by artists who worked for "The Section."
Chapter 6 - The Natural World
This was one of my most rewarding areas of research. I was fortunate to have had DNR personnel and SCSU science-professor friends accompanying me on field trips. From these folks I
learned about the importance of protected natural areas in Central Minnesota. This chapter also
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deals with grasshoppers, wolves, crows, and ravens, and how these organisms relate to the natural history of Central Minnesota.

Chapter 7 - Remnants of Early Sites
This chapter contains descriptions of lost trail sites in Central Minnesota. Oxcart tracks can still
be found here, and Lincoln Avenue (once part of the Jefferson Highway) is still a busy East St.
Cloud street, but only faint traces of Sartell's Five Points Crossing and the St. Cloud-toSisseton, South Dakota, Wadsworth Trail still remain. Lost sites stimulate the detective-historian's hunt for trails from Minnesota's past.
Chapter 8 - Special Topics
The pursuit of the American Dream is a major theme in the stories in this chapter. Following a
fire that wiped out his business, Vernon J Pick left Morrison County for Utah, where his uranium discovery made it possible for the adventurer to spend the rest of his life pursuing humanitarian endeavors. A quest to find the names of her birth parents and the circumstances relating to
her abandonment as an infant, became orphan-train-survivor, Sr. Justina Bieganek's, dream. For
Amos and Charles Berry, veterans of the famous First Minnesota Regiment's charge at Gettysburg, the American Dream meant surviving the Civil War and returning to normal lives in
Morrison County

1ma ,

Saffron House as it appeared in 1980 prior to its
destruction.

•

11:iud,

Minn.

The handsome 1902 Beaux-Arts' Carnegie Library
was razed in 1982. (Postcard, author's collection.)

1

The Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) was established as a New Deal agency during the Great
Depression to give work to unemployed architects and draftsmen. Its mission was to make detailed drawings and
historical descriptions of threatened historic American buildings and sites. HABS is still active today.
2

In 1984, the Clarence Cannon Dam and Mark Twain Lake were opened- a project that inundated 18,000 acres,
including the area where our two villages and dozens of 19th-century buildings had stood. The project was initiated
to help cure a flooding problem in the Salt River Valley and to provide an economic boost to the region by creating
a recreational lake.
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It's an iconic photograph from the Great Depression. It s)lows the journey undertaken by the Renaissance Revival
St. Cloud Post Office as it was moving from its original site at 720 West St. Germain to a spot where the River's
Edge Convention Center sits today.
St. Paul Architect James Knox Taylor designed the gray-granite post office in 1903. In partnership with Cass
Gilbert, architect of the 1905 Minnesota State Capitol, Taylor also built, in 1887, the handsome, red-brick Masonic
Temple at 518 West St. Germain.
In 1936, the federal government provided funds to replace the out-moded 1903 post office. Mayor Phil Collignon
argued that the old building was too beautiful to demolish, and when an expert said that moving the 2,500-ton
building would be a comparatively simple operation, a Sioux Falls, South Dakota, firm accomplished the task for
about $7,000.
On February 15, 1937 - a 20-below-zero day - the massive structure was raised on jacks by twenty men hired by
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). Working in shifts, the men had to crank between 400 and 700 jacks to
lift the building off its foundation. To keep the structure level, each jack had to be turned one-quarter of a turn at a
time. Eventually, the entire building rested on a support system of steel and wood.
When everything was ready, the building began its 32-day journey, pulled by a team of horses, and moving at a
speed of 12 inches an hour. Not only was the move a masterful feat of human and animal endurance, it became a
community affair when entire families drove downtown to view the procedure. Someone even came up with the
idea of laying pennies on the track to stamp out souvenirs.
(Photo courtesy of the Steams History Museum)
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Chapter 1: Central Minnesota's Landmarks

Central Minnesota)s Landmarks

186)-1955
Between 1856 and 1936, St. Cloud manufacturers made a particular shade of yellow brick after
clay pits were discovered south of town near Plum Creek. At one time, 370 yellow-brick - often
called cream-colored or Milwaukee brick - houses stood within a one-mile radius of the county
courthouse in downtown St. Cloud. A recent survey found that 169 "yellows" still stand.
Although red brick was also once manufactured here, one wealthy owner, Nehemiah P Clarke,
ordered red presseq-brick from St. Louis and had it shipped upriver in 1892 for his Queen Anne
home on St. Cloud's Third Avenue South.
Steams County has an abundance of granite quarries - beginning with Breen & Young's quarry,
established in 1868. From that site, prisoners at the St. Cloud Reformatory learned how to quar·ry, cut, dress, and lay stone. The prisoner-built wall that surrounds the Sherburne County site is
supposedly the longest granite wall built by penal labor in the world.
The chapter about landmarks is a sampling of historic building types in Central Minnesota including houses, a mill, a prison, two hotels, a bank, a railroad depot, and a church - structures
that encompass a time period of more than 150 years.
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Burbank/McKelvey House, 1863

D

avid Morreim remembers at age four in 1956 seeing dust flying out the front door of the
Burbank/McKelvey House as workers removed the woodwork prior to the house's razing.
Sitting in her parlor, 77-year-old Daisy McKel vey defiantly awaited the death of the grand mansion that Henry Clay Burbank erected in 1863.
Burbank arrived in St. Cloud in 1853, where he and his brother James started the famous stage .
line, J.C. and H.C. Burbank & Company Henry married Mary C. Mitchell, a niece of journalist
Jane Grey Swisshelm. When Burbank move9 to St. Paul in 1874, James M. McKelvey purchased the house at 202 3rd Avenue South, where the approach to the DeSoto Bridge stands
today
James McKel vey was also related to the
Swisshelm family Born in Pennsylvania in
1835, he graduated from law school in 1856
and moved to St. Cloud the following year.
In 1858 he was elected prosecuting attorney
for Steams County, and in 1866 appointed
judge of the 7th Judicial District. In 1861 he
married Margaret Garlington.
When the Civil War broke out, McKelvey
mounted his horse-drawn buckboard and
circled Central Minnesota, rounding up volunteers for the Union cause. As captain of
the Seventh Minnesota Volunteer Infantry
(Frontier Rifles) he was wounded in 1864 at
the Battle of Nashville. Until his death in
1884, McKelvey suffered from pain caused
by a Civil War surgeon's cauterization with
a hot iron to his war wound.
Judge McKelvey's death left Margaret with
seven children - James, Rose, Jesse, Wilbur,
Eva, Margaret, and Daisy Writer Tom
(Photo courte y of the Stearn History Museum.)
Roeser wrote, "The family were St. Cloud
bluebloods, educated, bright; and his girls
read Longfellow and wrote papers in fine script about Whittier. While the town struggled to rise
above the mud and boardwalks, the cultural life of the McKelvy's was crest of the wave."
Portrait of Judge James McKelvy, Civil War hero and
prominent St. Cloud attorney.

The Burbank-McKelvey House was the perfect setting for two blueblood families. Although
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This engraving of the Burbank/McKelvey House appeared in an 1874 atlas.

(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

brick was locally available in 1863, Henry Burbank imported yellow brick from St. Paul and
designed his home in the elegant Italian Villa Style. The interior contained a winding staircase,
summer and winter kitchens and parlors, and five bedrooms upstairs.
Three tower rooms overlooked the Mississippi. Judge McKelvey used one room to watch for
boats, which he met by horse and wagon when they docked in St. Cloud. The tower was also a
playroom, as well as a place of punishment for misbehaving children.
At the time the mansion was slated for razing, Eva, 83, Margaret, 81, and Daisy, 77, were still
living in the house. The year before it was tom down, Daisy had the north parlor wallpapered
and carpeted. As plans were being laid for the new bndge, Daisy said, "I love this house and I
will never leave until those highway people order me."
Anyone who wishes to see a limestone replica of the Burbank House can visit James C.
Burbank's house at 432 Summit Avenue, St. Paul. The 1865 structure was also designed in the
Italian Villa Style.
2006
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Sauk Centre House, 1865

D

uring the winter of 1866 New Munich, Minnesota, was ravaged by diphtheria. In the Sauk
Valley wolves attacked cattle and a trapper was forced up a tree when five wolves
emerged from a nearby woods. The man saved his life by throwing down meat he carried as
bait.
In the same column that carried this news, the St. Cloud Democrat reported that Sauk Centre
was becoming "quite an enterprising town." Among a number of other burgeoning businesses,
the village contained two hotels, three stores, a sawmill, a flouring mill, a cabinet shop, a
cooperage, and a tannery.

The Greek Revival
Sauk Centre House
stood from 1865 to
1900. The hotel was
the social center for the
frontier community.
(Photo courtesy of the
Stearns History Museum.)

The Sauk Centre House was the social center for the western Stearns County hamlet. On New
Year's Eve 1865, fifty couples gathered for a wedding ceremony in the newly-built ·hotel.
"Mine host, Safford, gave a party which was the largest ever given at that place," the reporter
said.
In a primitive area where wolves were still a menace, the Sauk Centre House must have been
viewed as an architectural marvel. An early photograph shows a Greek Revival structure with a
graceful veranda, a pedimented roofline, returning eaves, and wide raking boards - a slice of
New England grandeur standing on the Stearns County prairie.
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In 1864, Sauk Centre pioneer J.D Smith arrived with his family from Hastings, Minnesota, after
a nine-day journey by an ox-drawn covered wagon. Smith found that other families from
Dakota County had erected a log-slab shanty where women sewed by candlelight and cooked on
a "rickety stove with the top all warped out of shape."
Interviewed in 1932 by a WPA historian, Smith recorded his impressions of the Sauk Centre
House. His account of the structure's interior shows a marked contrast to the exterior elegance
shown in the photograph. The dining room and kitchen walls were lathed but lacked plaster, and
rugs and carpets had not been ordered, Smith said. He added that an indoor washroom contained
a long wooden trough that held a dozen tin pails. Full pails were poured into the trough, which
emptied into a large collecting pail below Guests had to carry this pail through the hall, dining
room, and kitchen to empty it in the outdoor latrine.
On June 26, 1900, the Sauk Centre House burned to the ground. The following year Richard L.
Palmer erected a new hotel. When he was in high school, Sauk Centre native Sinclair Lewis
worked as a night clerk in the Palmer House. He lost his job when he failed to awaken a salesman who was schequled to take an early train. In his 1920 novel Main Street Lewis calls the
hotel the Minniemash1e House. The restored Palmer House is on the National Register of
Historic Places.

Sinclair Lewis worked
briefly at the Palmer
House, which was built
in 1901.

2006
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Fair Haven Mill, 1867

T

ake a fishing pole and a picnic lunch. Make it a summer's excursion back into the 19th
century - a step taken by driving ten miles south of St. Augusta on Highway 7 Your destination - the Fair Haven Mill.

The village of Fair Haven (some sources make it one word) resembles a New England village
nestled in a Stearns County valley A gravel road in town draws you down to the Clearwater
River and a five-acre park - an ideal place to shoreline-fish, eat a picnic, and, for a few hours,
escape the hectic life
Minnesotans live during our
abbreviated summers.
The Fair Haven Mill, the
park's historic hub, sits within
this idyllic setting. No building on the American landscape, except for a grain elevator, has as simple a form as
a flour mill. The Fair Haven
Mill is a tall, rectangular box
with a gabled roof, sash windows, and clapboard siding an ideal form for its function.
The history of the mill began
in 1857 That year, Thomas C.
Partridge built a dam and a
sawmill on the Clearwater
River. In 1867, a flood swept
away both dam and mill.
Later that year, Jackson A.
Linscott and William Vye
erected the building that
stands today By 1869, the
millers were producing 2,000
barrels yearly Between 1871
and 1880, a turbine and later a
water-and-steam engine
replaced a water-wheel.
A caption in an early millers' magazine said: "An artist's dream is
the lovely Fair Haven millpond."
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Grant Graham, the man whose name is most closely associated with the mill, took over the
operation in 1899 Graham, a third-generation member of a milling family, was born in
Springfield, Wisconsin, in 1864. Before settling in Fair Haven, Graham and his father operated
mills in Big Bend and Milan in Chippewa County, Minnesota.
Graham was named for Union Commander Ulysses S. Grant. A brother was called Sherman for
Civil War General William T Sherman. A sister, Marietta, was a third sibling. Grant Graham
married Alma Olson, who immigrated to Minnesota from Sweden. The couple had four daughters, Viola, Hazel, Daisy, and Ethel.
For 41 years, Graham's mill provided local farmers with a place where their grains could be
ground, sacked, and sold. Products included graham flour, cracked whole wheat, cornmeal,
breakfast food, and a special "XXXX-brand" flour that won a prize at the Chicago World's Fair
in 1893
By the time of the Great Depression, Graham's operation was limited to hand-packed custom
work. An article in 1933 millers' magazine said that Graham's mill could not compete with the
railroads and "the invasion of the larger mills." At the time of Graham's retirement in 1941, the
mill was nearing the end of its usefulness, though for a short time thereafter other millers tried
to make a go of the business.
During World War II, most of the milling equipment was removed and donated as scrap for the
war effort. In the 1980s, local historians planned to replace the equipment and tum the mill into
a living museum. Prohibitive costs ended the project.
The Fair Haven Mill stands in Steams County, though both St~ams and Wright Counties share
maintenance. Unfortunately, the mill's relative isolation makes it a target for vandals. Broken
windows, graffiti, and break-ins are perennial problems that have plagued authorities for
decades. Even its National Register status has not deterred vandals from desecrating this rare
historic site.
Recently, a South Haven woman willed a substantial gift to the Mill Foundation that will be
used to replace the loading-dock floor and to repair the concrete foundation. Hopefully, these
measures will help make the site less vulnerable to vandalism.
As for now, just pack a lunch and pick up a fishing pole.
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St. Joseph Church is the Legacy of Fr. Pierz

I

n his close-fitting cap, worn and wrinkled clothes, and heavy backpack, the Slovenian-born
missionary resembled a latter-day John the Baptist. A portrait of the Rev Francis Xavier Pierz
also shows his half-closed eyes, a condition caused by traveling under a glaring sun and from
time spent in smoke-filled tents.
Fr. Pierz arrived in St. Paul in the summer of 1852. In Crow Wing, a village near present-day
Brainerd, the elderly priest built a church and a school. Using the village as his headquarters he ~
launched out on foot or on horseback to visit parishioners at Fort Ripley, Belle Prairie, St.
Stephen, St. Cloud, and Clinton - later named St. Joseph.
In the 1850s, Fr. Pierz was the only missionary holding services for Native Americans, mixedbreeds, fur traders, and white settlers along a 100-mile stretch of the Mississippi River.
Fr. Pierz also hoped to attract Slovenian and German immigrants to the wilderness of Central
Minnesota. Using German-language American newspapers, he published glowing accounts of
Minnesota's soil, climate, and bountiful nature. In 1854, fifty German families from Indiana
arrived to stake\claims along the Sauk River.
Fr. Pierz later wrote: "Most of [the settlers] have already built fences and houses, and are waiting for a plentiful harvest. I have opened a small church at Sauk Rapids and hope I shall be able
to have a school next year on the Sauk River, a new church for German settlers is now building
on St. Joseph's Praine, and a site has already been chosen for a third church at St. Cloud."
In 1855, Fr. Pierz held services rn John Linnemann's log house in St. Joseph. The following
year, a handful of local parishioners erected a tiny log church with a single door and four small
windows.
During a church service in the summer of 1856, the sermon was drowned out by noise resembling a hailstorm. An eyewitness later wrote: " .. .It was something worse than hailstones; for
when we left the church our eyes beheld nothing but greedy grasshoppers. This small, yet voracious insect had in a short time devastated all that bloomed and grew upon the face of the earth.
In the space of two or three days the fields presented the appearance of having been newly
plowed. The entire crop was a dead loss."
The church that stands in downtown St. Joseph today was built in stages between 1868 and
1884. In the winter of 1868-69, local farmers hauled field boulders by oxen to supply the thick,
heavily-mortared walls. Masons Andrew Fuchs, his son Balthasar, and Martm Fieldler built a
wooden inclined plane for hoisting stone-filled carts for the walls. When funding became available, a tall, Gothic-inspired tower was added to the fa~ade. Other Gothic elements include buttresses, arched windows, and slender pilasters at the comers of the tower and the walls.
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In Legacies of Faith, John and Robert Roscoe's recent study of Steams County churches, the
authors say the church's interior went through major changes after Vatican II. "The interior of
Saint Joseph immediately reveals, if not declares, its mid-twentieth century extreme makeover
from traditional Gothic to Vatican II. Here embellishment by detail became replaced by minimalist rectangularity forsaking detail."
If Fr. Pierz could walk down Minnesota Avenue in St. Joseph today he would be pleased to see
the results of his mission - a prosperous community and a church built to stand the ages.

Rev. Francis Xavier Pierz

The St. Joseph church is the oldest Catholic church still in use in
Stearns County and the oldest
consecrated church in Minnesota.
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Fandel Yellow-Brick House, 1887

O

ne brick on the south wall of Peter Fandel's house, 416 9th Avenue South, is inscribed
with the names Hess and Moog. Like so many elegant 19th-century homes in St. Cloud,
Fandel' s 1887 house was constructed of local yellow brick, a type manufactured by Henry Hess
and John Moog.
Fandel's home is one of
about 169 still-standing ,~
"yellows" built between
1884 and 1928.
Peter Fandel is the greatgrandson of Frank
Fandel, who founded
Fandel's Department
Store that operated
between 1883 and 1985
In 1914, Fandel erected a
three-story commercialsty le building that was
razed in 1985 (The structure stood on the present
site of Herberger's
Department Store.)

Peter Fandel's yellow-brick
house stands at 416 9th
Avenue South.
One brick on the Fandel
house is inscribed with the
names of the leading St.
Cloud brickmakers - Hess
&Moog.

Frank Fandel symbolized
the American Dream.
When Fandel was 15, he
and his parents left
Luxembourg and in 1871
arrived in St. Paul. A precocious youth, Fandel
mastered six languages.

For several years he
worked as a waiter in the
St. Paul Hotel - where he once served General George Custer - before deciding to head west to
Montana where he planned to open a general store. Tired of traveling, Fandel left the wagon
train in St. Cloud and decided to stay and seek his fortune.
In 1882, Fandel and Michael Nugent formed the Empire Store. When the store opened at 7 a.m.,
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Frank Fandel personally greeted customers, some of whom brought butter and eggs to barter.
Some customers opened charge accounts m the spring and waited until harvest time to pay theu
bills. In 1895, Fandel bought out his partner and the store became Frank Fandel's, later just
Fandel's.
Frank and Kathenne Schaefer Fandel had five children. After Kathenne died m childbirth _in
1896, Frank marned Margaret Marshall. Frank Fandel died in 1944.

1914 postcard shot of Hess & Moog
workers.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

Bnckmaker Henry Hess's
career also fulfilled the
Amencan Dream. While the
family was hvmg m St. Paul,
Henry's father, a Prussian
immigrant, died. To support his siblmgs, Hess worked as a shoeshme boy and sold newspapers
on city streetcomers. Hess settled m St. Cloud m 1882 after workmg m several Minnesota
towns where he apprenticed m the bnckmaking business. Hess formed a partnership with
Michael Bandel, and later with John Moog. In 1905 Hess, workmg alone, produced two million
bncks a year at a cost of $6.50 a thousand.
Hess was twice-marned to Berdma Laudenbach and to Adelme Neeser
by each spouse. The bnckmaker died m 1931

and had four children

Bncks were made m St. Cloud as early as 1857 In 1861, Weber and Volz opened a yard m
Section 22, two miles south of St. Cloud. In 1865, Greven and Lommel bought the yard and put
out 500,000 bncks a year, described as "red color and of fair quality, selling at $8 to $10 per
thousand." The partners folded m 1888. Beginnmg m 1865, John Zenner began manufacturmg
the cream-colored bnck that gives St. Cloud much of its architectural character. In 1905, after
John Moog left the firm, Henry Hess operated his bnckyard alone until 1936.
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Hess & Moog workers, date unknown,
standing beside a storehouse of bricks.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

The Great Depression ended the bnckmakmg busmess m St. Cloud. Poor economic times, the
high pnce of cord wood for finng kilns, and the deplet10n of clay beds put an end to one of the
area's most enterpnsing businesses.
Today, the number of still-standing yellow-bnck buildings attests to the hentage left by the
enterpnsing craftsmen who found a home m St. Cloud and Steams County.
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Minnesota Correctional Facility, 1889

S

tandmg at the Junction of Highway 10 and Minnesota Boulevard, the Minnesota
Correctional Facility 1s a testament to the art of pnson design and construction.

The pnson's story begms in 1885 when the Minnesota Legislature decided to erect a reformatory for men, ages 16 to 30, considered "presumably salvageable from a life of cnme." The new
reformatory would also serve as an mtermedrnte facility between the Temtonal Pnson,
Stillwater, and the State Reform School m Red Wing.
Legislators agreed that a new facility should stand "at or upon one of [Minnesota's] stone quarnes." In 1887, after v1s1tmg 22 Minnesota commumties, the pohtlcrnns voted unammously to
bmld the reformatory m East St. Cloud. The selected site would surround the state's oldest
quarry, the Breen & Young Quarry, established m 1868.
The site was ideal for a pnson because plans called for teachmg mmates to quarry, cut, dress,
and lay stone. Most of the adm1mstration bmldmg and cellblock umts, as well as the one-milelong wall, were prisoner-built. An early account noted that the quarry contamed "a [stone] ledge
deep enol\gh to keep convicts busy for hundreds of years."

A ca.1908 postcard view of the State Reformatory shows the building in progress. The two girls (center, right) may
have been the daughters of guard Allen fyi. Hulbert. (Author 's collection.)
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Standmg on 240 acres of land, mcludmg 40 acres of usable gramte, the Sherburne County site
was chosen not only for its quality and abundance of gramte, but also for availability of land
and water and its proximity to transportation.
In 1889, the legislature selected a design by St. Paul architect John Walter Stevens for the new
facility In 1891, another St. Paul architect, Clarence Johnston, took over the proJect ~nd modified the origmal design so masons could more easily handle the elaborate omamentat~on.
As State Architect, Johnston designed public bmldmgs across Minnesota, mcludmg four bmldmgs on the St. Cloud State Umversity campus. Johnston is best known as the architect of
"Glensheen" the Congdon Mansion in Duluth.
The admmistrahon buildmg and adjommg cellblocks were designed in Richardsoman
Romanesque style, a term popularized by the work of Henry Hobson Richardson, one of
America's premier architects. Massive stonework, arched openings, and bold massmg characterize the Romanesque style.
!

For tiavelers along Highway 10, the prison wall is a popular feature. From 1905 to 1922,
mmates laid up the four-feet-thick, 22-foot-high wall, block-by-block. When the wall was completed, the Daily Times called it the "largest gramte wall m the Umted States."
In 1948, the Times said that the reformatory project "comprises one of the most extensive outlays of gramte m the Umted States." A 1981 article calls the wall the "second longest connected
wall m the world" next to a wall m Chicago that surrounds a shoppmg mall.
My best mformant is former warden Bill McRae. In a recent phone mterview Bill told me the
wall is "the longest wall m the world built by penal labor, except for the Great Wall of Chma."
(The Great Wall is 2, 150 miles long with 2,195 miles of branches and spurs.)
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Alden/Kelly House, 1890

W

hen he was a semor at St. Cloud State Umversity, Richard Kelly attended a party at the
Alden House, 524 7th Avenue South, St. Cloud. Kelly admired the Victonan woodwork
and dreamed of one day ownmg a house like it. Kelly's dream came true in 1998 when the
Alden House came up for sale.

St. Cloud pioneer, Thomas Alden, lived a sumptuous life
in his yellow-brick Victorian home.

Minnesota was a raw frontier when Thomas
Childs Alden arnved m St. Cloud m 1856.
Born m Hartford, Connecticut, m 1826, Alden
left New England m his early twenties and
sailed around Cape Horn to JOm other
adventurers during the California Gold
Rush. Untyillmg to end his Journey there,
Alden sailed to the Sandwich (Hawanan)
Islands and then on to China where he
bought goods to start a mercantile business. Accordmg to Histonan Wilham Bell
Mitchell, Alden was "deternnned to estahhsh himself a home, yet longmg for the
outposts of civihzation, he came to St.
Cloud."
Mitchell wrote that Alden failed at his first
busmess after lendmg money to "irresponsible
parties." Rais mg beef and sell mg meat improved
his fortunes. Dunng the U.S -Dakota War in 1862,
Alden served as an officer in Captain Ambrose
Freeman's Northern Rangers. From 1869 to 1872 Alden
worked as a Steams County shenff

In 1858, Alden married Amelia S. Talcott. Immigratmg from New England, Talcott amved in St.
Cloud's Lower Town where she became the first female teacher m Steams County Talcott
taught at the Everett School, which stood one block east of Central (now Barden) Park, where
she was paid $1.50 a month. The Aldens had five children. Anna, Mary, Rosetta, Thomas, and
Wilham. "Billy" Alden became a promment St. Cloud attorney and Judge.
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In 1890, the Aldens hued Allen E.
Hussey, St. Cloud's premier architect, to
erect a three-story, yellow-brick house
on the comer of 7th Avenue and 5th
Street. The entrance to the house begms
at the double doors that openyp into a
large foyer. On the left stands_: ·an elaborate newel post that contams Alden's
imtials and a carved face that, accordmg
to farmly folklore, was supposed to
ward off bad dreams for those about to
ascend the stairs. Spaces downstairs
include four rooms, includmg a formal
parlor, a dming room, a billiard room,
and a modernized kitchen. Five bedrooms stand on the second floor and a
ballroom on the third. Hussey provided
light fixtures for electricity with gas as
a backup m case of a power failure.
Thomas Alden died m 1905 and Ameha
iri 1930 Followmg her mother's death,
daughter Anna hved m the house until
The Alden/Kelly home is a Southside St. Cloud landmark.
1947 When Anna moved to Chicago,
she left behmd a vacant house that
neighbors felt was haunted. For 36 years the house served as a boarding house. It was a sorority
house when Kelly purchased 1t.
Many houses surroundmg the SCSU campus
have suffered from use by multiple owners
and renters. Thanks to Richard Kelly, the
Alden House· still retams most of its ongmal
Victorian character.

Richard Kelly has restored the Alden
dining area to its Victorian splendor.
2008
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Majerus/Foote House, 1891

W

hen Loms Foote was a high-school sophomore he delivered newspapers at 404 9th Avenue
South, St. Cloud. In 1971 ; Foote bought the elegant dwellmg he admired as a newsboy
In 1996, Louis and his wife Bobbi turned the house mto a bed-and-breakfast called Victonan
Oaks. The Footes are the fifth and longest-residmg mhabitants of the 117-year-old house.

Inside and out, the place is a medley of smells and colors. The odor of nch vegetation em~nates
from a garden that abuts the carriage house and a pleasant mustmess surrounds the front dbor.
Once mside, the visitor finds the cozy warmth and colors commonly found m Victonan houses.
Loms Foote says an old house "combines the formal elegance of the 19th century with the casualness of today" Perks of hvmg m a Victonan house mclude Halloween and "Dickensian
Chnstmases," he said. When the front door is shut, Foote said, no one can hear traffic on 9th
Avenue because the house is so well built.
A local busmessman, Michael Majerus, was the origmal owner of the Foote house. Born m
Luxembourg m 1841, Majerus served three years in the German army before commg to
Amenca m 1864. His biographies show that Majerus was a restless spmt, moving from place to
place unf his death m 1906.
Dunng his first year m St. Cloud, Majerus worked as a bricklayer. He moved to Sauk Centre m
1866 where for two years he ran a hotel. Moving back to St. Cloud, he opened a general store
and in 1875 relocated to Dubuque, Iowa, where he operated a mercantile store. He returned to
St. Cloud m 1880 and opened another store that he sold m 1883
Majerus mamed a local woman, Mary Maus, m 1868. The couple adopted two girls.
In 1891, Majerus hired a German bmlder, Theodore Kevenhoerster, to erect a house for $5,000
It 1s the only house m St. Cloud designed in Second Empire style, one of the most ornate of the
various Victorian sub-styles.
Second Empire is named for the reign of Napoleon III (1852-1870), a time when Paris was
transformed mto a city of grand boulevards and monumental buildmgs. In Amenca, the style is
often called "General Grant" because its popularity dovetails m time with President Grant's two
terms.
Like most Victorian houses the mterior is loaded with architectural mysteries mcludmg two
stamed glass panels that were either mstalled upside down by mistake or mounted mtentionally
as a symbol of good luck. And even though the house ongmally had a central heatmg system,
major rooms have mdividual stoves or fireplaces.
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The Majerus/Foote House is an outstandmg example of Second Empire because 1t contams the
maJor charactenstics of the style.
• A mansard roof bell-shaped form that adds mtenor space m the attic story
• An asymmetncal fa~ade with an offset tower. (The Majerus/Foote tower is five-stories tall.)
• Elaborate ornamentation rendered m terra cotta and iron.
• Use of red, pressed-brick. (Majerus imported his bnck from Dubuque.)
• Use of stamed glass wmdows and expensive woods for floors and woodwork.
• A multi-room mtenor that allows space for a large family
The MaJerus/Foote House
was placed on the National
Register of Historic Places
m 1978 In 1999 it became
a St. Cloud Century Home.

Louis Foote says he is honoring
St. Cloud's heritage by "preserving a
chunk of local history."
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Great Northern Depot Was Built to Last, 1899

W

hen I was a child m the late 1930s and early 40s, my mother and I would often dnve down
to the Great Northern Depot in Pipestone, Minnesota, to await the 9:22 p.m. train. Just
before nightfall, the train would halt to drop off and take on mail, and for a few bnef moments
we were able to gaze at passengers sitting m the coach cars. Occasionally, someone would wave
at us before the tram moved on. Mother called these people we saw but once m our hves "ships
that pass m the mght."
The Great Northern Depot I knew as a child had brown-bnck walls and a deep overhang that
provided shade and rain protection for folks meetmg trams. Although the Pipestone depot was
torn down long ago, tram-watchmg memones have stayed with me to this day

An early view of the Great Northern Depot.

(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

The first St. Cloud Great Northern Depot was built m 1872 between 11th and 12th Avenues
North. A four-stall engme house was located three blocks west of the depot. A second depot was
erected m 1883 on the south side of the tracks between 8th and 9th Avenues North.
In 1898, the railroad baron, James J Hill, authorized erection of a depot at 1715 Breckenndge
Avenue. In 1899, 1t was completed at a cost above $18,000 The depot, like all of Hill's build-
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ings, was built to last because the railroad mogul was noted for demandmg from his architects
and contractors supenor matenals, high craftsmanship, and work completed on time.
The walls of the Richardsoman Romanesque depot are constructed of irregular quarry-faced
gray gramte blocks that soar above a foundation of red (agate) granite. Blue slate, now replaced
by asbestos shmgles, covered the origmal roofs. White maple floors and white oak wqodwork,
features now hidden behmd modem drywall partitions, graced the depot's intenor.
·
Following a practice common to the Victonan era, men and women had separate waitmg rooms.
In the St. Cloud depot the central bay contamed an office flanked by these two rooms. A wellappomted lunchroom stood on the west end, and two east bays contained baggage and express
rooms.
Origmally, the depot's sweepmg rooflmes termmated man elaborate iron tram shed. This handsome structure framed a small diamond-shaped park developed m 1904. Histonan William Bell
Mitchell noted that the park was carefully attended, "making the grounds most attractive and
givmt travelers on passmg trams a favorable impression of the city" Neither the park nor the
train shed exists today
In 1884, 14 trams ran daily between St. Paul and St. Cloud. A one-way ticket cost $3.00 As late
as 1970, the year the Great Northern Depot served its last passenger, a round-tnp ticket between
the two cities still cost as little as $5.90
Today, the depot houses offices for tram crews and switchmen.

2003
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Avon's Lake View Hotel, 1905

I

n his 1915 History of Stearns County, Wilham Bell Mitchell said that the village of Avon,
Mmnesota, was "an elegant place for summer resorts, havmg many lakes and excellent railroad facilities and not too far from the large cities of the state."
The Lake View Hotel was undoubtedly the most elegant resort, m or near Avon, m its day The
hotel buildmg still stands on the comer of 1st Street and Avon Avenue, two blocks east of
Middle Spunk Lake.

The 1905 Lake View Hotel is a fine example of the yellow-brick tradition.

Erected m 1905, the rather plam rectangular block 1s embellished by arched wmdows and doors
as well as by ornate bnck bandmgs across two walls. The yellow-bnck walls stand on a foundation of large gramte blocks, a common feature of early Central Minnesota structures. Albert
Reh, known as "a champion stone and bnck mason," was the hotel's builder.
Mathew Grossman, the village marshal and lamplighter, may have been the Lake View's first
manager. According to histonan Jeanette Blomgen Clancy, the road in front of the hotel at that
time was a swamp and a pasture. A 1911 photograph of Avon's mam street shows that the Lake
View Hotel was the sole bnck structure m town.
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In 1911, Frank and Margaretha (Gasperlm) Rass exchanged the1r farm for the hotel and an
adJoining hvery Their son, Sebastian, ran the livery stable. Clancy wntes that the hvery provided horses and buggies for rent for people arrivmg m Avon by train.
In 1915, Carl Rettenmaier bought the hotel from the Rass family Rettenmaier 1mm1grated from
Germany in 1883 At age 13 he attended St. John's Umversity. In 1895, he mamed M:'1gdalena
Chnsten. Both Carl and his wife taught school m the Avon area. In 1930, Carl sold th~ hotel
because of ill health.
The Albany Enterprise m August 1916 reported that over 100 meals had been served in one
week at the Lake View Hotel. That year, an addition was planned to handle 25 more guests.
The plan called for rooms with sleeping porches. No addition was ever built, however. Durmg
this same penod, two local doctors used hotel rooms to meet patients.
A travel guide issued in 1930 advertised the Lake View as a 12-room hotel with ten housekeepmg cottages. Rooms rented for $1 a day, $9 per week, and a monthly rate of $30 One hundred
yearstago, patrons had an unobstructed view of the lake.
I

In the early 1940s, Benedictine sisters managed a home for 13 disadvantaged children in the
bmldmg. Today, 1t houses Dr. David Schle1cher's chiropractic practice. Schleicher and his wife,
Jan, and their two children, Amy and Becca, hve upstairs. When the chiropractor bought the
hotel in 1995 he put on a new roof, rntucked the bricks, and replaced the wmdows. David said
he had heard that the old hotel was one of several built 20 miles apart across Steams County to
accommodate railroad workers.

2007
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First State Bank of St. Joseph, 1917
No Minnesota Mam Street has a more gem-like buildmg.

R

ock 'n Roll lege_nd Bobby Vee has his recordmg studio there today For 60 years, however,
the handsome building at 23 West Minnesota Street housed the First State Bank of St.
Joseph.
Still emblazoned with the bank's logo, the structure is a rare example of Egyptian Rev1val:arch1tecture, a style marked by tapered polygonal columns and flared cornices. The style flourished
for a brief time m 19th-century America after Napoleon's archaeologists undertook research m
Egypt. The St. Joseph bank 1s a late example of that style.
Umque features of the bank mclude a
decorative fa~ade executed in glazed
terra cotta, h1ghhghted with umque
bas-rehef designs. The buildmg was
placed on the National Register of
Historic Places m 1982.
Louis Pinault, one of Minnesota's
finest architects, designed the bank m
1917 Born m St. Joseph in 1889,
Pinault graduated from high school m
St. Cloud in 1909 He completed his
degree m architecture at the
Umversity of Illmms m 1914. In partnership with his former college professor, Pinault opened an office m St.
Cloud.

The St. Joseph bank building is a rare example of Egyptian
Revival Architecture.
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When the United States entered World
War I, the architect enlisted m the
army where he served as an officer m
the Engmeermg Corps. Upon discharge, he enrolled m the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts, Pans, the ':\'Orld's premier
school of architecture. Between 1923
and 1963, Pinault practiced alone m
St. Cloud until forming a partnership
with Peter L. Truszmski. The architect
retrred at age 83 m 1972.
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Pinault's work mcludes the Chancery (1917), the Jail and Armory (1921-22), and the Gramte
Exchange (1928-29). One of the architect's best works 1s the fa~ade of the former Daniel
Funeral Home (now Five Elephants Coffee) m downtown St. Cloud, designed m 1932.
The First State Bank of St. Joseph was orgamzed m 1904 with an m1tial cap1tahzation of
$10,000 The.board of directors mcluded F.P Le1sen, Nicolas Muller, and John Lauerµiann.
Lauermann was a teacher, village and township clerk, and a postmaster. John C. Crev~r was
president at the time the 1917 bank was bmlt.
According to a 50th anmversary story m the St. Cloud Times, St. Joseph m 1904 had "drrt roads
grooved with buggy ruts and chickens ambled to the other sides." The first building, accordmg
to the 1954 story, "had the appearance of a fnendly delicatessen with overhanging awnings and
a bangmg screen door." That bank stood on the corner of College Avenue and Ash Street.
The 1917 bank survived the bank failures during the Great Depress10n. In the 1930s, the officers
purchased the assets of the Farmers State Bank of St. Joseph. A third buildmg, erected m 1978,
was located at 25 College Avenue North. The present bank was bmlt in 2000 and stands at 400
~
4th Avenue Northeast.
The cream-colored bmldmg on Minnesota Street still retams not only its fine fa~ade but also
several mtenor features from the World War I penod, mcludmg the vault. The little gem in the
middle of town should be a source of. pride for citizens of St. Joseph.

2008
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St. Cloud Bungalows, 1920s

The

last stanza of a popular 1920s' song goes like this.
A bit of heaven
Beside a stream
I know you'll love 1t so
Our bungalow
Of dreams.

During the 1920s, builders filled Midwestern towns and cities with Craftsman-style bungalow
houses one of Amenca's most distinctive architectural forms.
The Craftsman style entered the US m California around 1900, and from there spread eastward
until declmmg m fashion by the late 1930s. Rooted m England's Arts and Crafts tradition, the
Craftsman movement was based ma revival of handcraftsmansh1p and the use of natural matenals.

A fine example of a Craftsman home stands on West St. Germain. The rolled roofline is meant to resemble a
thatched roof.
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The bungalow, a smgle-story or story-and-one-half version of the two-story Craftsman house, is
the most popular Craftsman sub-style. In India, natives hved m "bangles," thatched-roofed cottages surrounded by sun-shaded verandas. Hence, the ongm of the word "bungalow"
St. Cloud 1s a showplace for Craftsman houses and bungalows. Pnor to World War I, automobile magnate Samuel Pandolfo erected a model town for his workers near his Northwt!st St.
Cloud plant. Fifty-eight ,o f the 100 houses ongmally planned, still stand today
>
Pandolfo's architect~ Arthur C. Clausen, designed the largest Craftsman homes for Pandolfo's
executives and modest bungalows for the workers. These homes can be seen today ma sixblock area from 30th to 33rd Avenues North between 8th and 10th Streets North.
Two lesser-known bungalow clusters stand at West St. Germam and McKmley Place, and above
fhe Mississippi River on 6th Avenue North between 6th and 8th Streets.
Contractor Paul J Pappenfus designed both sets of Craftsman-sty le houses and bungalows.
Papp1nfus, who died m 1985, age 90, was born m St. Cloud, served in World War I, and later
operated his own construction company In 1923, Pappenfus marrled Valena Himsl, who, m the
1950s, traveled to Europe to study political and economic affairs. Valeria died at 89 in 1992.
McKinley Place 1s a umque urban expenence. The narrow street keeps traffic to a mmimum
while enhancmg the architectural meFits of the bungalows lmmg it. Although many houses have
been remodeled, a few retam their ongmal appearance. Craftsman-style charactenstics mclude:
clipped gables, bracketed eaves, tapered porch columns, and stucco, bnck, or wood wall surfaces. A massive extenor chimney is an especially handsome Craftsman feature.
Pappenfus called his Miss1ssipp1 development River Terrace. In 1981, Ann (Streit) East, who
worked for the contractor's family as a young woman, told the St Cloud Times she remembered
the area as a wilderness m the 1920s, and that people used the nverbank as a garbage dump.
A 1925 advertisement for the development said. "Within a few short years River Terrace will be
a beautiful neighborhood of fine homes sheltered beneath an abundance of towering trees and
envied for its view of the Miss1ss1pp1 River." A tour of 6th Avenue North today reveals the
breadth of the contractor's v1s1on.
Craftsman houses and bungalows are scattered throughout the city symbols of local bmlders'
creativity Buymg and restoring a Craftsman house today 1s not only a homeowner's dream, but
also q nch addition to our local hentage.
2005
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First Methodist Church, St. Cloud, 1955

O

n this early fall Sunday, the hght from stamed glass casts a soft, warm glow on the sanctuary's tan-colored bnck walls. In an acoustically perfect room everyone sittmg m this
landmark church can hear the hturgist's voice.
More than 150 years have passed since St. Cloud's First Umted Methodist Church was organized.

A contemporary view
of the First United
Methodist Church,
erected in 1956.
Otto G Dallmann's
sculptural piece
(circled in white)
graces the exterior
wall of the First
United Methodist
Church.

Durmg the time when 11 hardy souls gathered to form a new Methodist congregation, Red
River oxcart caravans were still campmg m Waite Park on the1r way to and from Canada and
St. Paul.
Circmt riders John Pugh and Levi Gleason are credited with helping to create the new congregation in 1857 one year after Lower, Middle, and Upper Towns Jomed hands to form the city of
St. Cloud. In the m1d- l 850s, the strugglmg village had fewer than 500 settlers.
Ambrose Freeman was an early leader in the new congregation. A native of Virgmia, Freeman
landed m St. Cloud m 1857 by way of Illmms. After breakmg ground on his farm, he saw
grasshoppers destroy his first crop. In time, the Freeman household became a gathering space
for the growmg church's rehgious and social occasions.
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In the early years, ministers arrived a11d left on a regular basis. (Between 1858 and 1898, 27
mimsters served the church.) Pastors often had to moonlight to make ends meet. Accordmg to
church historian Gertrude B Gove, "Most of the pastors had to live from hand to mouth and had
to see that the hand did not go to the mouth too often."
The First Umted Methodists have worshipped m four different buildmgs. In the begin~ing,
services were held m a wooden structure, the Pioneer Semmary and Institute, that stood m an
oak grove m present day Barden Park. In 1864, the congregat10n erected a white frame buildmg,
topped with a cupola and a bell, on the corner of 4th Avenue and 6th Street South.
After many Lower Town residents moved to Middle Town, the Methodists tore down their
church m 1873 and used its remnants to bmld on 5th Avenue and 3rd Street the church's present site.
In 1911, the congregation voted to put up a new structure. In 1914, a Gothic Revival buildmg
was erected on the site of the former church. St. Cloud granite was used for the first floor walls
and cteam bnck and red-bnck tnm for the second-story walls. The massive building housed a
gymnasium, a ladies parlor, a chapel, a social room, and a sanctuary that sat 1,000
In 1955-56, the present church was built next door to the 1914 church. Local architect Virgil E.
Siddens designed the church. Siddens' edifice was mspired by the work of Eero Saannen, one of
Amenca's premier architects from the middle years of the 20th century
Siddens' design 1s an excellent example of the Modern Movement in architecture that took place
between 1920 and 1960 Modern architecture makes broad use of geometnc forms, unadorned
wall surfaces, reJectlon of ornament, and most references to the histoncal past.
For the First Methodist Church, Siddens built three rectangular bnck blocks. One block houses
the narthex, a second contams the sanctuary and chancel, and a third block serves as a campanile. With the addition of an educational wmg m 1960, a fourth block was put m place where
the 1914 church had stood.
The church contams several works of art that relieve the relative starkness of Modern design.
To the left of the maih door stands a bas-relief figure of an adult and child carved from limestone by local sculptor Otto G. Dallmann. Dallmann taught art m the local schools before retirmg m 1964 to devote full time to sculpture. He died m 2006 at age 98
Dallmann arrived m St. Cloud m 19 i 6 and began his trammg at the Minneapolis School of Art
m 1929 At Cold Sprmg Granite Company the artist honed his talent as a sculptor. Dallmann
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attamed an mtemational name after sculptmg likenesses of Pope Pius XII, Pope Paul VI, and
Emperor Haile Selassie of Eth10pia.
On the sanctuary's north wall hangs a black walnut and metal piece by a second internationally
known sculptor who also spent most of his career m Central Minnesota. Joe O'Connell's carvmg "Tree of Life" honors stones and figures from the Bible. O'Connell, who died m 1995,
worked as a sculptor, pnntmaker, and a teacher at the College of St. Benedict and at St. Jop.n's
Umversity
,.
A senes of stamed glass wmdows grace the sanctuary on the south and west walls. A twentypanel piece by Pennsylvania-based artist, Milcho Silianoff, depicts the Sermon on the Mount.
this is one of several mdividual stained glass panels that enlivens the church's mtenor.
In an mterview with Rev Wilham Meier, the pastor said he expenences a "sense of awe" while
preachmg in the sanctuary "The sun casts a glow into the congregation that makes the sanctuary
a special place to preach," he said.
Unfortunately, this landmark may soon be razed. Church members have spent three years. discussmg whether or not to build anew Lack of parkmg spaces, the changmg character of the
neighborhood, and other limitations were cited before the decis10n to relocate was made. The
new church will stand on a 19-acre site on Pinecone Road m Sartell. Rev Meier says that the
artwork will be saved and mcorporated m the design of the Sartell church.

2010
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Downtown St. Cloud ca.1900s. (Photo courtesy of the Steams History Museum)
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Downtown St

cloud

1855-19)8
In the 1850s, St. Cloud was a collection of three villages separated by two ravmes. Upper Town
(Acadia) stood between where Cathedral High School stands today and the Sauk Rapids Bndge.
Led by Sylvanus B Lowry, Upper Town was settled by Southerners who brought AfncanAmerican servants with them from Tennessee. Lower Town sat between the present Tenth Street
Bndge and the ravme that once connected Lake George and the Miss1ss1pp1 near Thrrd Avenue
South. Known as "Protestant, temperance-lovmg Yankee merchants," these settlers patromzed
the Steartjs House, a Gothic Revival style hotel that stood where St. Cloud State University 1s
today
In between these two settlements, John Lyman Wilson, considered St. Cloud's founder,
purchased the 320-acre Middle Town site m 1853 for $100 Wilson attracted busmessmen by
offering land to anyone who promised to erect commercial bmldmgs. German Catholic
tradesmen and shopkeepers who had read reports of hfe m Central Minnesota by an early
m1ss10nary, Fr. Francis X. Pierz, responded favorably to Wilson's offer. Accordmg to local lore,
1t was Wilson who named the city after reading a biography of Napoleon m which the Pans
suburb of Saint-Cloud is mentioned.
Fifth Avenue (ongmally Washmgton Street) was the maJor corndor connectmg the three
settlements that became the city of St. Cloud in 1856. Because 1t was the most direct route for
farmers brmging products mto the city from the west, St. Germam became the maJor downtown
avenue of commerce. By the 1880s and '90s, many fine red-pressed and cream-colored bnck
buildings had replaced the frontier era's wooden false fronts. The city's cultural life flounshed
m the 1890s when mghtly theater performances were held at the Davidson Opera House.
A streetcar system, hydroelectnc power, a burgeoning quarry industry - twenty-five compames
by 1892 - and the arnval of the Great Northern Railroad shops m 1891 were technological and
commercial advances that ushered m a penod of rapid growth pnor to the tum of the 20th
century The restored architecture of St. Cloud's downtown symbohzes that era's vitahty
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John Lyman Wilson Named St. Germain and
St. Cloud, 1856
When you're alone
And hfe is makmg you lonely
You can always go downtown.
When you've got wornes,
All the noise and the hurry
Seems to help, I know, downtown.
"Downtown" by Petula Clark

I

am sittmg on a concrete tree nng on St. Germam on a summer afternoon. Above, billowy
clouds float m the wmd. So strong is the wmd that the flag atop the Federal Building is
stretched straight out. A man carrying a backpack and a fishmg rod is headed toward the n ver.
A motorcyclist stops nght m front of me before movmg on down the street. Because it's Sunday,
only one or two cars are crmsmg through downtown St. Cloud.
~

St. Ghmain. The name calls up a romantic _stroll on the Boulevard Saint-Germain, a maJor
thoroughfare that cuts through the heart of Pans. Although not as grand as its French namesake,
St. Cloud's St. Germam can, nevertheless, claim a history of its own.
The story of the street begms with John
Lyman Wilson, the pioneer who named both
St. Germam and St. Cloud. Often called the
Father of St. Cloud, Wilson immigrated from
Maine to Minnesbta m 1851 to build
sawmills. Pnor to settlmg m St. Cloud,
Wilson erected sawmills m Sauk Rapids,
Little Falls, and St. Augusta.

John Lyman Wilson, the man considered the Father of
St. Cloud, named St. Germain and St. Cloud.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)
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When Wilson arnved m St. Cloud, the community was divided mto three villages Lower
Town, Middle Town, and Upper Town (or Acadia) separated by two ravines. In 1853, Wilson
purchased 297 acres m Middle Town for $250 from a Norwegian squatter named Ole Bergeson.
When the three villages merged m 1856, the generous New Englander gave away parcels ~f
land to mduce settlers to erect buildmgs for busmesses m what is now downtown St. Cloud.
Wilson also provided free land for the first Steams County Courthouse and for Barden Park.
Wilson built the first frame house m Steams County, which stood on the site of Empire Park
overlookmg the Mississippi.
As a descendant of Huguenots, Wilson loved to read French history The story goes that at the
time Wilson filed the plat for the newly merged town, he was readmg a biography of Napoleon.
The biographer noted that Empress Josephine hved m the royal palace in Saint-Cloud, a Pans
suburb, at the time her husband was retummg to France from his disastrous Russian campaign.
When a messenger caught up with Napoleon with news from home, the lonely Emperor asked.
"And hoJ are things m
Saint-Cloud?" lntngued by
the name, Wilson saw to it
that the young community
would be called St. Cloud.
In 1855, Joseph Edelbrock, a
German nnmigrant, arnved
m St. Cloud. Usmg land
donated by John Wilson,
Edelbrock erected a wooden
bmldmg on the corner of St.
Germam and 5th Avenue
the present site of the Press
Bar that gave the fledglmg
community its imtial stock
of clothmg, dry goods,
boots, and shoes.

An 1877 view of the Edelbrock Store on the comer of St. Germain and
5th Avenue. (Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

For a bnef penod, Edelbrock served as postmaster of Upper Town where he oversaw a mail
route that connected the village to Fort Abercrombie m present day North Dakota. When St.
Cloud became a city, Edelbrock managed the 24-box post office out of the back of his store.
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Next door to his store, the pioneer built a frame house that served as the small community's first
school. The teacher, Fr. Cornelms Wittman, provided a free education to ten pupils, mcluding
the Edelbrock's children.
As part of St. Cloud's rehg10us hentage, the Edelbrock house site symbolizes two other
sigmficant histoncal events. On May 22, 1856, the first Benedictme Mass in St. Cloud was
celebrated ma makeshift chapel housed in the attic-·of the family's home, where the year before,
Fr. Francis Xavier Pierz, had said the first Mass.
The former Middle Town was settled largely by Germans. Pioneer farmers in western Stearns
County used St. Germain as a corndor for haulmg goods to town where German-speaking
merchants welcomed their ,busmess.
At the time when Edelbrock bmlt his dry goods store, most of the buildings along St. Germam
were ;made of log or frame construction. When bnck manufactunng became a maJor local
busmbs builders turned to that more durable matenal. The Victorian fa~ades that still stand
along St. Germam and Fifth Avenue m downtown St. Cloud represent the legacy of our pioneer
ancestors.

2010
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St. Cloud's Firefighters Have Rich History,
1864-Present
"Enthusiastic and Jolly fighters they were, bravmg hardship and danger, and always celebratmg
the close of a battle with the fire fiend by the recital of rather marvelous stones of md1v1dual
accomplishment."
St Cloud Times, April 25, 1906

I

n his history of the St. Cloud Fire Department, author Robert L. Imholte wrote. "Fire was a
constant companion [for the] first settlers of St. Cloud. The chances of a fire startmg m the
village were very great and once started there was usually no way of puttmg 1t out. Sometimes
entlfe blocks of buildmgs were destroyed. The only thmg left was to start over agam."
In 1864, in response to the threat of fires, St. Cloud founder John L. Wilson orgamzed the St.
Cloud Pioneer Fire Company # 1 One year later, a group of young men gathered by candlelight
m George Herberger's downtown blacksmith shop to found the Little Giant Engine Company
#1

This rare stop-action photograph of volunteer firemen was taken in the 1890s. The Hose House is the tall building
with a belfry on the right. (Photo courtesy of the Steams History Museum.)
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Ongmally operated by 30 volunteers drawn from a cross-section of St. Cloud society, the Little
Giants recnnted over 200 members by the time the group disbanded m 1886.
An 1886 Times article said, "The boys were a social lot of hale fellows, and the good cheer
which always prevailed at their meetmgs made the Little Giants a very popular orgamzation."
An early fire chief, Charlie A. Leagle, came to Amenca from Germany and settled m ~t. Cloud
m 1862 where he worked m several general stores. Leagle was known as the "Bismarck" of the
fire department because of his rigid management style.
The Little Giants depended upon an array of primitive tools, mcluding buckets that were passed
from one man to another while fightmg fires. Until hydrants replaced wells m 1886, water was
drawn from six cisterns located throughout the city When the cisterns were abandoned, one
fireman said 1t was like "burymg an old fnend."
On November 21, 1872, the Broker Block, one of St. Germam's finest buildings, was destroyed
by firf . The three-story bnck structure housed a dry goods store and a grocery store on the
ground floor, law offices and apartments on the second floor, and the offices of the St. Cloud
Times on the thrrd. Although many items on the first two floors were saved, the Times office
was a total loss.
Six months before the Broker Block fire, a new horse-drawn engme had been ordered from a
Boston manufacturer. The disastrous downtown fire occurred before delivery could be made.
On July 2, 1874, nine buildings, mcluding the West Hotel, were destroyed by fire. This fire
prompted citizens to work toward modernizing a system of fightmg conflagrations.
Two years later, a street parade marked the formation of the St. Cloud Hook and Ladder
Company #1 The company boasted a red-and-gold truck with black striping, manufactured
locally by wagon-maker Robert L. Scott. Other equipment included a thousand feet of hose, six
ladders, four pole hooks, four axes, 12 leather pails, and an assortment of lanterns.
On January 14, 1905, Lawrence Hall, the women's dormitory on the State Normal School
campus, burned to the ground. Pamc-stncken students abandoned the building, leaving behind
most of their personal belongmgs. Firefighters John and Wilham Donken and Ted Tenvoorde
were mJured after Jumpmg 25 feet from a ladder to escape a fallmg cornice. St. Cloud citizens
rushed to provide temporary housmg for the 100 women, and later raised money to replace therr
clothmg.
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A new fire station was erected in 1911 at 27 7th Avenue North. Paid personnel, includmg six
fire fighters, a fire chief, and a fire marshal, were housed there.
The last fire station horses were sold for $500 m 1912. Histonan John Dominik wrote, "Nothmg
could equal the sight of that team of white horses pullmg out of the fire barn, the1r nostnls
flaring, the1r eyes wide and mtense."
In 1928, local architect Loms Pinault erected a Renaissance Revival style fire station at North
7th Avenue m downtown St. Cloud at a cost of $100,000 Unlike many downtown false fronts,
the station was nchly detailed on three sides. Built of bnck tnmmed m gray gramte, the building
might have graced a 19th century Italian street comer.
When the present fire station was completed in January 1989, Pinault's buildmg was tom down
and replaced by a 95-stall parkmg lot.
Recently, St. Cloud Fire Chief Bill Mund gave me a top-to-bottom tour of the main fire station
at 101 10 ·h Avenue North. Mund showed me the bell that once hung from an early 1900's
stat10n that today hangs from the rooflme of the 1989 facility Chief Mund said that personnel
from St. Cloud's five fire stations would probably respond to approximately 4,500 emergencies
by the end of this year.

A downtown landmark, the Renaissance Revival Fire Station was razed in 1989.
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Mitchell Building is a Forerunner of a Modem
Strip Mall, 1883

T

he year is 1883 Chester Arthur is m the White House, the Brooklyn Bndge is about to
open, and Buffalo Bill Cody has launched his Wild West Show (In 1885, Cody will sleep
at the Grand Central Hotel on St. Cloud's Fifth Avenue.)

In 1883, St. Cloud Architect Allen E. Hussey erected the Mitchell Bmldmg, a st1ll-stal1dmg
structure on Fifth Avenue South. Now the site of the Red Carpet Nightclub, the building is a
maJor landmark withm St. Cloud's Commercial Historic Distnct.
Hussey's handsome edifice cost $45,000 Origmally, it contamed four stores downstairs with
offices and smtes upstairs. A yellow-bnck fa<;ade, crowned with elaborate galvamzed iron
cornices, ties the umts together into one harmomous whole. A false-front fa<;ade covenng
multiple store umts suggests that the Mitchell Buildmg was a forerunner of the modem stnp
mall, although much more pleasmg than most stnp malls standmg today
HussH's plan called for gramte-walled basements that extend ten feet under the sidewalk. Twofeet thick, the walls were designed to provide support for a later addition of one or two more
stones. Each umt was protected by firewalls that ascended from the foundations to the roof
Large plate glass windows provided ample intenor light for displaymg merchandise.
Hussey was a leadmg local architect petween 1856 and his death m 1900 He designed two of
St. Cloud's still-standmg, Victonan red pressed-bnck commercial structures. Fifth Avenue's
1883 McClure & Searle Building and the 1886 D.B. Searle Buildmg.
The architect also built two of St. Cloud's finest Victonan mans10ns. the 1889 Ramsay/Adams
House, 230 6th Avenue North and the 1889 Timothy Foley House at 385 .3rd Avenue South.
Several false-front structures on St. Germam Street are also Hussey creations.
The Fifth Avenue building is named for William Bell Mitchell, a St. Cloud pioneer and author
of the landmark History of Stearns County Mitchell arnved m St. Cloud m 1857 After a stint
as a surveyor, he worked as a compositor in the newspaper office of his aunt, Jane Grey
Swisshelm, another maJor local figure.
When Swisshelm moved to Washington, D C., dunng the Civil War, Mitchell purchased her
newspaper and over the followmg decades bought and combmed a number of papers. The St.
Cloud Times 1s a direct descendant of Mitchell's j'oumahstic endeavors.
Dozens of busmesses have been housed m the four-umt Mitchell Bmldmg. A Steams History
Museum staff study shows that at least 25 businesses have used 11 5th Avenue South as their
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The 1~83 Mitchell Building, now the Red Carpet Nightclub, is a major structure within St. Cloud's
Commercial Historic District.

address. Approximately 34 businesses have been housed in 13, 15, and 17 5th Avenue South,
mcludmg at least nme patrons m the rooms above.
Onginal occupants included Wilham Bell Mitchell's father, Henry Z., who ran a clothmg store,
Wales Henderson's Boots and Shoes, the Amencan Eagle Clothmg Store, and August Lmdenberg's Saloon & Billiards. The Wide Awake Dry Cleaners & Shoe Repair, one of the last
occupants, closed m 1997
Gary and Rick Gaetz, current caretakers of the Mitchell Buildmg and operators of the Red
Carpet Nightclub, recently gave me a tour of the facility The brothers have used all four
ongmal umts to house different types of entertamment spaces, mcludmg several bars, areas for
receptions and banquets, a pool hall, a dance floor, a band room, and a martmi lounge. Ongmal
gramte walls, pressed-metal ceilmgs, support beams, and coal bms that lie beneath the sidewalk
give the modem viewer a strong sense of the builder's ability to erect a structure that still stands
after 126 years.
2009
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Ghostly Heritage: McClure & Searle and
D.B. Searle Buildings, 1883 and 1886

G

ood Fnday, 10 p.m., Apnl 14, 1865 Abraham Lmcoln was seated m the presidential box at
Ford's Theatre m Washmgton, DC., watchmg a popular slapstick comedy of that day
called "Our Amen can Cousin."
Dolson Bush Searle, a veteran of several of the fiercest battles of the Civil War, was sittmg in
the auditorium below Searle could not have heard the shot that killed Lincoln, but he,: would
have seen the assassm, John Wilkes Booth, who, after shootmg the President, had leaped over
the box and onto the stage.
It was a mght that Searle, a future St. Cloud lawyer, busmessman, and cattle raiser, would
remember until the day he died.

Born m New York State m 1840, Searle enlisted ma
New York volunteer mfantry company at the outbreak
of the war. The young soldier fought at Second Bull
Run, the Battle of Fair Oaks, and - on the smgle
bloodiest day m U S history - at the Battle of Antietam.
At Fair Oaks, Searle helped carry his bngade
commander off the field after an explodmg shell had
shot off the general's arm. Searle then assumed
command of his company after all its officers had been
killed or wounded. By the end of the day, only 18 of 80
men from the company would have survived the battle.

(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

In 1863, after discharge due to disab1ht1es, Searle was
appomted to a position m the adJutant general's office
m Washmgton, D C., where he formed friendships with
Secretary of War Edwin Stanton and President Lmcoln.
After the war ended, Searle stayed in the national
capital to complete a law degree.

When he learned that money was to be made from vast stands of pme on the Minnesota frontier,
Searle made his way to St. Cloud. Here, after workmg in vanous law firms, Searle was
appomted Judge of the Seventh Judicial District, an office he held from 1887 to 1900
In 1875, Searle married Mary Elizabeth Clarke, the mece of St. Cloud entrepreneur Nehermah
Clarke. The Searles' only child, Ethel, died at age three.
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Like Clarke, who ·raised championship cattle and horses, Searle bred cattle on his 2000-acre
spread on Steams County's Pleasant Lake. Searle's shorthorns won pnzes at the Minnesota State
Fair and at the Chicago World's Fair m 1892.
Searle's fnend, Thomas C. McClure, arnved m St. Cloud m 1857, where he practiced law ·:and
ran millmg and lumber _businesses. Like Clarke and Searle, McClure owned thousands of acres
in Steams County In 1883, local architect Allen E. Hussey designed the McClure & Searle
Buildmg at 14-16 5th Ave. South. McClure died in 1881 without ever having seen the bmldmg
named m his honor.
In 1886, Dolson Searle bmlt an appropnate symbol of his wealth - the D.B. Searle Buildmg at
18 5th Avenue South, also designed by Hussey
Constructed of red, pressed-bnck tnmmed m gray gramte, the Searle Buildmg 1s a fine example
of a Victonan Queen Anne false front. An elaborate cormce reveals skilled German master1
mason craftsmanship. Inside, Hussey mstalled
steam heat, gaslights, fireplaces, and woodwork
crafted from cherry and black walnut.
1

Ongmally, the structure housed the German
Amencan Bank on the ground floor, Searle's
offices on the second floor, and the Masomc
Lodge on the th1rd. The bmldmg has served
dozens of busmesses over a 126-year penod,
mcludmg Tileston Milling, the Pan Motor
Company, the Colbert Funeral Home, and most
recently, D.B Searle's Restaurant.

A contemporary drawing of the German
American Bank, now D.B. Searle's Restaurant.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

In May 2012, four members of the local Barth
family purchased the Searle buildmg. According
to Nick Barth, 28, the restaurant has "a great
reputation even in the Twin Cities," so the
restaurant's name will be retamed. The Barths are
m the process of restoring what Nick calls "a
happy buildmg."

Like many other Victonan structures, the buildmg has had its share of ghost sightmgs. In 1991,
a manager told a Times' reporter that on several occasions he had seen a heavy stamed-glass
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lampshade move though no human was near it. Another employee entered a candle-ht room
where he was sure he had Just extingmshed the lights.
In 2000, a worker claimed she saw an ice cream scoop nse from the ice machme and ;float
across the room. On another occasion, a cook heard a gigglmg child and turned to see:.a small
boy run across the room.
,:
Nick Barth was told that a former wait staff could never depend on keepmg one comer table
properly set because silverware and dishes always ended up on the floor with the setting
perfectly arranged.
Haunted or not, the twm Victorians are an integral part of downtown's historic landscape.

The 1883 McClure & Searle Building (left) and the D.B. Searle Building are fine examples of false-front Victorian
Queen Anne structures.
2012
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Hunstiger Building is Beautifully Restored,
1888-2005

I

n 1888, the Umted States was engulfed ma rmld economic depression. In spite of the busmess
downturn, St. Cloud erected bmldmgs costmg close to three-quarters of a million dollars that
year. On January 3, 1889, the St. Cloud Journal-Press boasted, "a record of which any city of
10,000 people rmght well be proud, and it has not been equaled by any place of the same size m
the state."
·
One proJect from that year, the
Hunstiger Buildmg, still stands at 819
West Germain. Joseph Hunstiger,
founder of the Hunstiger Cash &
Carry Meat Market, hired Allen E.
Hussey to plan the red-brick and
gramte-tnmmed buildmg. The
structure cost $10,000 Hunstiger
asked Hussey to engrave the butcher's
name on tb e parapet where 1t can still
be seen today
Joseph Hunstiger 1mrmgrated to
Minneapolis from Westphalia,
Germany, m 1879 In Minneapolis,
Hunstiger marned a fellow
Westphalian, Augusta Schroder, and
the couple moved to St. Cloud m
1882. In 1897, Joseph died of
peritomtis followmg an appendectomy,
leavmg Augusta with their seven
children. The busmess stayed in the
family until 1930 Between 1930 and
2004, the two-story Hunstiger
Buildmg housed approximately 16
busmesses. Between 1971 and 2004,
the Townhouse Bakery occupied the
building.

The Hunstiger Building in 2012.

In 2004, GLT Architects, St. Cloud, gutted the 117-year-old buildmg and restored it to its 1888
appearance.
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Under the duection of architect Pat Waddick and project duector Dana Dahl, a historically
appropnate glass front was mounted, mtenor walls were stnpped back to the ongmal bare
yellow brick, and the 1888 pressed-metal cellmg was exposed and painted. Durmg the course of
renovat10n, the architects discovered an unusual feature three-mch-th1ck msulatmg .c;ork on the
basement walls and ceilmg, an element used to keep meat cool. Cork was also used oh the walls
of a second-story smokehouse area.
;:
The project garnered an adaptive reuse award for the GLT firm from the Preservation Alliance
of Minnesota. The Judges felt the "sensitive reuse preserved the feelmg of the h1stonc
downtown district."
In 2012, Calvary Chapel fills the generous 27'x100' downstaus' space. The spacious upstairs
room contams an exposed ceilmg with 2'x12' inch JOists.
Duriqg the past decade, St. Germam has experienced an aesthetic renaissance that 1s slowly
tumii\g the thoroughfare mto a downtown showplace. The Hunstiger Buildmg 1s a proud
addition to St. Cloud's urban landscape.
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Davidson Opera House Attracted Famous
Entertainers, 1897

T

he Davidson Opera House still stands at 115 5th Avenue South m downtown St. Cloud. At
its dedication m 1897, Manager Edward T Davidson wrote, "I am prouder of this theatre
than a boy with a paIT of red top boots."

In 1884, Davidson, 17, left his home m Oh10 to peddle handbills and assist actors on river::,
showboats. When his boat docked in St. Paul, Davidson left it to work as a stagehand at a Twin
City opera house.
In 1889, Davidson made his way to St. Cloud where, for a short time, he worked as manager of
a skating rmk at Lake George. In 1893, Davidson marned Charlotte Grace McCormick, a
concert pianist and music teacher. Later, he managed the Germania Opera House a name he
changed to the St. Cloud Opera House in downtown St. Cloud. In 1895, the theater burned to
the ground.

The Davidson Opera
House still stands at 115
5th Avenue, St. Cloud.

Davidson's dream of buildmg and ownmg his own theater matenalized m 1897 when he htred
Minneapohs Architect Harry G Carter to erect a $12,000, three-story structure on Fifth Avenue.
Romanesque Revival m style, the building 1s constructed of gray, quarry-faced gramte blocks
and a bnck called "Old Gold Minnesota."
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Although radically altered over the years, the theater has retamed its three-bay symmetry, arched
entrance, and polished gramte columns.
An array of famous artists performed at "The Davidson" mcludmg John Philip Souse\ ;whose
band played there m 1901 Other well-known performers mcluded Ethel Barrymore, Billie
Burke, Otis Skmner, Helen Hayes, Maude Adams, and Insh tenor Chauncy Olcott. Tlle theatre
often held one-night performances between showmgs m Chicago and Fargo, North Dakota.
One wnter described a typical openmg mght at the Davidson as a place where women wore furs
and jewels, and men spats and derbies. "The streetcars used to be lined up along 5th Avenue.
Carriages brought the town's promment people to the theater the Wh1tneys, the Haywards, the
Mit~hells, the Freemans," she wrote.
Durmg the mght of February 5, 1913, a bmler room fire consumed the theater, leavmg only the
s1de\\falls and the fac;ade in place. After escapmg with their lives, four residents found refuge m
a nearby livery barn.
The followmg year, Davidson rebuilt the theater, addmg a larger stage, ten dressmg rooms, and
seats for 950 The manager furnished the third floor for his family
Shortly after World War I, Davidson was forced to sell the theater, m part because the pubhc
now favored mot10n pictures over live entertainment. Davidson moved to Min•neapohs, where
he traveled for a bank supply busmess. He died in 1950.
Between 1917 and 1926, local busmessman George Miner used the opera house as a movie
theater. From 1926 to 1936, the theater again sat vacant until 1t was reopened in 1937 as the
Roxy Although extensively remodeled, the Roxy closed w1thm six months. In recent years, a
number of local busmesses have been housed m the 113-year-old St. Cloud landmark.
Today, the vmtage theater has been handsomely refurbished to provide workmg space for outof-town busmess people.
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Architect Hussey's Buildings Are Part of
St. Cloud's Downtown Heritage, 1856-1900
Who was Allen E. Hussey?

A

lthough his name 1s virtually unknown today, Hussey-designed buildings are a rich part of
St. Cloud's architectural heritage.

According to architectural h1stonan Paul C. Larson, Hussey· was "the best Main Street storefront
designer m the state dunng the 1880s and 1890s."
Between 1856, when he
arnved m St. Cloud, and
1900 when he died, Hussey
designed dozens of structures
m St. Cloud, mcludmg several
still-standmg bmldmgs m St.
Cloud's downtown.

Local architect Allen E. Hussey designed these buildings at (left to right)
805, 803, and 801 West St. Germain.

Hussey was born in Oh10 m
1829 In the m1d-1850s he
Journeyed by steamboat up
nver from St. Loms in search
of a place to practice his
profession. On that tnp,
Hussey met a fellow Oh10an
and promment St. Cloud
businessman, Captam J.E.
West, who persuaded the
young architect to settle m St.
Cloud. Soon after his arnval
m 1856, Hussey's wife, Sarah
Kinney, died and m 1861 he
marned Rosanna McClearey

When the C1v1l War broke out, Hussey enlisted as a private in the Seventh Minnesota
Volunteers. Between 1862 and 1865, he part1c1pated m some of the war's hardest-fought battles.
In July 1864, at Tupelo, Miss1ss1pp1, Hussey sustamed a case of sunstroke so severe that 1t
contributed to his death 36 years later. At the time of his discharge, the soldier had worked his
way up the ranks to second lieutenant. Followmg the war, Hussey returned to St. Cloud where
he advertised himself m the local papers as "A.E. Hussey· Architect and Builder."
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Hussey designed two of St. Cloud's still-standmg, red, pressed-brick Victonan commercial
structures. 5th Avenue's 1883 McClure & Searle Buildmg and the adJommg 1886 D.B Searle
Buildmg. Although two other Hussey buildmgs in downtown St. Cloud the 1881 Grand
Central Hotel and the 1892 Merchants National Bank have been razed, his handso~e
Davidson Opera House, 113 5th Avenue, stands today
Hussey also built two of St. Cloud's finest Victorian mansions. The 1889 C.L. Ramsay House,
230 6th Avenue North, and the 1889 Timothy Foley House, 385 3rd Avenue South.
Hussey-designed buildings at 801, 803, and 805 West St. Germam still grace St. Cloud's
downtown. Although altered at ground level, the second-story fa~ades retain theu ongmal
features. Hussey built the yellow-bnck Vossberg Building at 801 West St. Germam in 1872.
Arched wmdows and an elaborate cornice mark this distmctive comer site. Thirteen different
saloons, mcludmg the present occupant, have been housed m this buildmg.
!

Althdugh stylistically different, both 803 and 805 West St. Germam were erected m 1892. The
Romanesque Revival Bruener Buildmg (803) is sheathed m red pressed-brick and tnmmed m
granite. The second-story leaded glass wmdows and four granite pillars are outstanding
architectural features. The current owners have enhanced this landmark by restormg the groundfloor windows.
John Heimann hued Hussey to plan 805 St. Germam. Stnpped of its neighbor's Victorian
elements, this buildmg is therefore surprisingly architecturally advanced for its time. Peter Kost,
the first occupant, operated a saloon and leased out the second floor for offices and apartment
rooms.
Recogmzing Hussey's gemus may encourage more busmess owners to contmue their efforts to
restore St. Cloud's commercial heritage.
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Muralist Elsa Jemne and the Steams County
Courthouse, 1922

T

he Stearns County Courthouse 1s one of Central Minnesota's most beautiful buildmgs.
Erected m 1922, the $850,000 structure was designed m Beaux-Arts style by St. Paul
architects, Toltz, King and Day Six massive polished granite columns grace the courthouse's
front fas;ade. The walls are constructed of bnck and gramte, tnmmed m terra cotta.

In the 1980s, officials voted to restore the courthouse. Between 1987 and 1991 the county ~
constructed several bmldmgs around 1t to form a government campus.
Although many citizens admue the exterior of the courthouse and its surrounding plaza, few
people step mside to view the awe-mspmng rotunda's marble floors, marble columns, and
mtncate ironwork.
Among the many handsome intenor
features 1s the mural that stands at the head
of the central staircase pamted m 1922 by
St. Paul ah 1st Elsa Laubach Jemne.
The courthouse architect's plans called for
four murals depicting md1v1dual penods of
Stearns County's history Themes mcludep
Native American life before the commg of
white settlers, French settlers and early
m1ss1onanes;· and oxcarts and white
settlement. The last panel was reserved to
showcase "the prowess of Stearns County
as a banner agricultural area."
Unfortunately, the only completed mural
was Jemne's portrayal of Native Amencan
hfe before the commg of white settlers.
The courthouse mural depicts an imaginary
huntmg scene with two naked riders on

Elsa Jemne's mural hangs above a staircase at the Stearns
County Courthouse.
(Photo courtesy of Karl E. Thoennes III, the Stearns County Court
Administrator.)
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The Stearns County
Courthouse is a
majestjc symbol of
local ~overnment.

horsepack, chasmg a deer. Small birds and ammals native to Minnesota fill the lower rnrners.
Jemne wrote that her pamtmg captures a "sense of space, or rolling country, of freedom, and of
the spmt of the chase."
Elsa Laubach grew up m St. Paul where she studied at the St. Paul Art Institute. After receiving
an award to cover two years of study1ng fresco pamtmg m Italy, the artist was forced to return
to Minnesota after three months when World War I broke out.
In 1917, she marned an architect, Magnus Jemne. In the 1920s, Jemne pamted portraits of
Native Americans for advertisements for the Great Northern Railroad. At one time she lived in a
tepee among members of the Blackfoot tribe.
During the Depression, the artist illustrated children's books and painted post office murals.
From 1946 to 1950 Jemne taught at the Minneapolis School of Art. She died m 1974.
Today, few bmlders can bear the cost of hiring a muralist to adorn the walls of new structures.
St. Cloud 1s fortunate to have an 82-year-old landmark mural, and one that hangs where citizens
can enJoy 1t.

Gargoyle figures add an interesting
detail to the courthouse walls.
2004
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Federal Building Captures Spirit of Art Deco
Moderne, 1938

" pearl

White" was the term the St Cloud Daily Times used to describe the color of the
granite fa~ade on the new post office on West St. Germam when it opened on January 1,

1938.
The pohshed, grayish-pink gramte from the Undersander quarry, St. Joseph, still ghstens when
the afternoon sun bathes the structure's west wall.
The design of the St. Cloud Post Office which became the Federal Building m 1965 was an
appropnate expression of the economic constramts imposed by the Great Depression. Given the
lack of fundmg available m the 1930s, Federal Architect Rudolph Stanley-Brown used a
mmimal amount of classical details to create a stylized version of the Parthenon. The architect
provided ample intenor hght by filling in the spaces between the square columns with glass
from floor to ceiling.

A restored David
Granahan mural
hangs at the Steams
History Museum.
Originally, the mural
hung at the 1938 St.
Cloud Post Office on
West St. Germain.

Art Deco Moderne m style, the bmldmg expresses the premises set forth in the 1925 Paris
Exposition that strove for a style that complemented the machine age. Architects from this
penod used low-relief geometrical designs, often m the form of parallel straight Imes. In the
case of the post office buildmg, cost undoubtedly affected Stanley-Brown's restramed design.
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The 1938 buildmg was the second post office to grace the site at 720 West St. Germain. In
1903, Federal Architect James Knox Taylor designed a handsome gray-gramte structure m
Renaissance Revival style. -w hen it outgrew its use, Congress, m 1935, appropriated $275,000
to replace it.
On February 15, 1937: WPA
workers lifted the 2500-ton,
1903 structure from its site, and
after placmg it on rollers, had
horses pull it four-and-one-half
blocks down St. Germam at a
rate of 150 feet a day After
servmg several decades as St.
Cloud's City Hall, the buildmg
was torn down m 1986 to make
way for the Convention Center.
Upon complet10n of the new post
office in 1938, Postmaster Lionel
Spamol invited the public to use
the building as a commumty
center. Two WPA art pieces, a
The north fas;ade of the Federal Building captures the spirit of a
sculpture by Brenda Putnam, and
style common to the period of the Great Depression.
a mural by David Granahan,
greeted customers in the post
office lobby By 1964, space
once agam reached capacity and the present post office at 2nd Street and 9th Avenue was
erected. Between 1965 and 2005, the 1938 structure was used to house government offices.
In 2005, Matt Riley, Scott Baynes, Scott Warzecha, and the1r families purchased the Federal
Buildmg for use as the headquarters for Netgam Corporation. At present, the owners are
renovating the mtenor to capture the sp1rit of Art Deco Moderne.
A masterpiece from the Great Depress10n, the Federal Buildmg 1s a proud symbol of St. Cloud's
on-gomg downtown preservation efforts.
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St.

cloud State Universit~
187)-2000

For many years I taught architectural history at SCSU Leadmg student tours was one of my
favorite activities. Smee our campus 1s a time capsule of American architectural styles, I was
able to cover a large shce of history from the mid-19th century to the present without leavmg
the campus.
Standing m front of Lawrence Hall and R1verv1ew Hall made teachmg the elements of the
Georgian ~ ev1val style a richer experience than lecturing about them in class. When the first
Lawrence Hall (1902) caught fire m 1904, female students got out Just m time. R1verv1ew 1s a
campus favorite because many people beheve 1t 1s haunted.
A plaque on the south lawn of Stewart Hall describes the Steams House, a wooden masterpiece
decked out m Gothic Revival gingerbread. The 1869 hotel was a favorite retreat for Southern
tourists who came upriver to enjoy cool front-porch breezes.
In 1869, the state legislature approved the formation of the Third State Normal School. Local
citizens helped raise funds to purchase the Steams House for use as a women's dormitory and
for classroom space. The structure was razed m 1895 to make way for Old Mam.
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"Old Main," 1873-1950

S

t. Paul architect Abraham M. Radchffe designed a three-story Italianate style buildmg m
1873 for the campus of the Thud State Normal School m St. Cloud. Erected m 1874, the
structure, originally called The Normal School Buildmg, served multiple educational needs
before it was torn down in 1950. Over a penod of 76 years the edifice that students and faculty
came to call "Old Mam" was penod1cally updated to meet modem needs.

Radcliffe's design 1s a classic example of the Second Empue style. a senes of arched;:wmdows,
a mansard roof, a bracketed cornice, and a tower capped with an uon widow's walk. (The
Victonan Oaks B&B, 404 9th Avenue South, 1s a fine example of a still-standing Second
Emp1re house.)
Because of its role as a teachers' training institution, the Normal School needed space for
schoolrooms where student teachers could efficiently tutor elementary pupils. The ground floor
had six rooms devoted to classrooms. The second floor had a 50 x 65-foot "normal room"
surrounded by four classrooms.
Hiddf n behmd the mansard roof, the attic story was left unfimshed for possible future use. All
rooms were fitted with coal-bummg fireplaces. Unfortunately, "Old Mam" turned its back on
the vista of the Miss1ss1pp1, setting a precedent for later campus buildmgs.
In 1893, the state legislature appropnated $31,000 for "Old Mam's" south wmg. The state set
aside an add1t10nal $50,000 in 1897 for a north wmg. At the urgmg of St. Cloud Senator Ripley
B. Brower m 1901, another $30,000 was raised to remodel the 1874 fa~ade.
In 1901, builders removed the 1874 tower, erected a cupola, and added a classical portico,
features that collectively changed "Old Mam's" style to Georgian Revival.

Normal School student Andrew Lindgren took this photo in 1907 of Lawrence Hall
(1905), Old Main (1901), and the Model School (1906).
(Photo courtesy of the SCSU Archives.)
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The 1874 structure
was the Normal
School's second
buildmg. In 1857,
Charles T Steams
built the elegant
Stearns House atop
the Mississ1pp1
bluff m what was
then called Lower
Town. With its
nchly decorated
porch and eaves,
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the Gothic Revival style hotel was a local showpiece and a regional landmark.
According to histonan John J Dommik, Steams estabhshed his luxury hotel as a teetotalers'
refuge. The ideals underlymg the Steams House "may have been somewhat comprormsed by its
guests' propensity for cool mmt Juleps on hot afternoons," Dommik wrote.
The tourist trade along the nver declmed after the Civil War. In 1869, when the State
Legislature approved the creation of a th1rd normal school followmg Winona, 1858, and ~
Mankato m 1867 the State Normal Board considered four sites in St. Cloud for the new
campus.
Land near Lake George and space m Barden Park were ruled out of consideration. A downtown
site, donated by p10neer John L. Wilson, was also ehmmated because of its prox1m1ty to the
saloons. The aesthetic beauty of the Miss1ss1pp1 River bluff, plus the des1re to make use of the
Steams House, helped shape the
Board's final chmce.
After a $3,500 renovation, the hotel
became the new college's first building.
The ground floor was used for an
assembly hall and classrooms. The
second level was set aside for the
Model School (a teachers' trammg
department), and the third floor was left
mtact and used for a hght-housekeepmg
dormitory for 24 female students.

The Normal School Building (later "Old Main") as it
appeared in an 1875 atlas. (Photo comtesy of the SCSU Archives.)

The 1883 Normal School catalog noted.
"By workmg one half-hour a day under
the d1rect10n of the Matron, young
ladies are able to reduce theu expenses
without mterfenng m the least with
theu studies, and may enJoy a pleasant
home, with a wholesome diet and
agreeable society "

In 1895, the Steams House was razed to make way for the north wmg of "Old Mam." Its wood
was used to build a number of cottages.
2010
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Shoemaker Hall, 1913
"May the soul of the Normal be steadfast and true
As the gramte rocks on which it stands."
"Normal Song," Waite Almon Shoemaker, \916

W

aite Shoemaker's h_fe mirrors the rags-to-nches story common to a handful of fifures from
the 19th century Like Abraham Lmcoln, Shoemaker was born m a log house. H;is parents
left the Oh10 farm where Shoemaker was born and made therr way to Plainview, Minnesota,
dunng the Civil War. In 1870, the family settled m Maine Prame m Steams County As a boy,
Shoemaker alternated attendance m country schools with ngorous penods of farm work. At age
15, he taught m a country school.
Dnven by the desire for an education, Shoemaker walked from Mame Prairie to St. Cloud
leadmg a cow his grandfather had given him. In exchange for one year's tmtlon, the boy
bartered the cow with Normal School President David K1ehle.

Postcard view of Shoemaker Hall. (Postcard, author's collection.)
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Shoemaker graduated in 1880 as valedictorian. In 1884, he marned Lomse Polley The co~ple
had two children, Isabel and John. Two degrees from New York University followed. A master's
in education in 1897, and a doctorate the following year. In 1902, Shoemaker became prdident
of St. Cloud Normal School, servmg until 1916.
In 1913, the state legislature appropriated $80,000 for a women's donmtory Designed by State
Architect Clarence Johnston, the structure 1s a rare local example of Federal Revival architecture, a style rooted m Roman and English sources. Shoemaker Hall is an outstanding
example of the style with its ngid symmetry and wmdows set m recessed arches. A columned
porch graces the center of the east fa~ade, which once had a commandmg view of the
Mississippi before Eastman Hall was built. The building still retains its origmal appearance
except fo a balustrade along the rooflme that was removed several years ago.
Clarence H. Johnston also designed Lawrence Hall m 1905 after a disastrous fire the year
before. Other Johnston proJects include Riverview Hall (1913) and Eastman Hall (1929). In his
role as State Architect, Johnston was responsible for dozens of campus buildmgs througho\lt the
state between 1901 and 1931
Today, Shoemaker Hall is home to both male and female students who hve on alternate floors of
the bmldmg. An undistingmshed 1960 addition also houses students.
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Ervin House/Carol Hall, 1917

I

t's a structure that an 18th-century Pennsylvama farmer would recogmze a gramte-walled
house built m Dutch Colonial style. This rare local example stands on the St. Cloud State
University campus at 405 1st Avenue South. In 1917, Mary Sappmgton Ervm, a widow, built
the house for $50,000 (A similar house would cost approximately $900,000 today)
D1stmctlve elements of the Dutch Colomal style found on the Ervin house include a gambrel
roof, dormers, and a symmetncal fa~ade graced with a narrow, columned porch. Besi<;ies the
stone walls, the roof 1s sheathed with colorful slate shmgles. At one time the intenor included a
basement wme cellar, a solarium, and a third-floor ballroom. Although the house has been
remodeled for use as St. Cloud State Umversity's department of residential life, the ongmal
Palladian window and three staucases are still m place.
Harry Clay Ervm was born m Philadelphia in 1860 As a young man, he served a seven-year
apprenticeship m the millmg trade. In 1888, he and his wife, Mary Jeanette, moved to St. Cloud
where Harry managed the Tileston mill. In 1902, Ervm took over the Wesley Carter mill. The
Ervms had four children Thomas, Harry, Frances, and Kmgsley Henry Ervin died in 1914.

Built in 1917, Carol Hall is an outstanding example of a granite-walled Dutch Colonial house.
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Three years after her husband's death, Mary Ervm hired a builder to erect the stone house on the
edge of what was then St. Cloud State Normal School. Accordmg to local author Glanville
Smith, "Mrs. Ervin, in her widowhood, over-impetuously bmlt the large stone house on First
Avenue." Srmth wrote that the house was built of grout "at that time considered a waste
material at the quarries."
In 1936, when the house went mto receivership, College President George Selke used student
activity money to purchase the Ervm house for $11,000. Usmg his wife's first name, he called
the house Carol Hall, the name 1t has. today Between 1936 and 1940, the Wheelock Whitney
family hved there. During World War II, the house provided space for 20 to 40 servicemen
trainmg to become ghder pilots. In the early 1960s, when dorrmtory space was at a premmm,
13 female students shared bunk beds in the area once used for a ballroom.
St. Cloud State Umvers1ty 1s graced with a number of arch1tecturally-sigmficant buildmgs.
Carol Hall is the crown jewel of the older bmldmgs on campus.
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Eastman Hall, 1929

A

rchitects loved the Roaring Twenties because that decade allowed them to express the
romantic spmt of the time m glass, bnck, and stone. In 1929, St. Paul architect Clarence
H. Johnston, used the word "Moorish" to describe Eastman Hall, the elegant Spamsh Revival
buildmg he designed for the gymnasmm on the campus of St. Cloud State Teachers College.
Between 1901 and 1931, Johnston served as Minnesota's State Architect, whose offk~ governed
the design and construct10n of all buildings under the Junsdiction of the state. On the ,;St. Cloud
campus, besides Eastman Hall, Johnston designed two Lawrence Halls (one that burned down m
1905 and its replacement in 1906), Riverview Hall (1913), and Shoemaker Hall (1915).
An architect of wide-ranging talents, Johnston built hundreds of structures across the state,
mcludmg several umts at the State Reformatory m St. Cloud, the Congdon mansion
("Glensheen") m Duluth, and several buildmgs for the Umversity of Minnesota. His early work
graces St. Paul's Summit Avenue to this day

For Eastman Hall, Johnston lavished the west fa~ade with five, large multi-paned wmdows, two
symivetncal bays with ornamental balcomes, and entrances topped by gramte urns.
:

Clarence H. Johnston's rendering of Eastman Hall on the SCSU campus.
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(Unfortunately, the windows are filled in with concrete.) Diaper-patterned Minnesota clay bnck
and unpolished pmk gramte were used for the walls. Terrazzo floors and steps are found
throughout the interior.
The gramte cornerstone, mcised with the year 1929, is a chillmg remmder that the decade would
end with Black Fnday and the Stock Market Crash. Luckily, the state legislature had alreaqy
allocated $225,000 for the structure that held two gymnasmms, a swimming pool, locker rboms,
and several classrooms. The buildmg still sees contmuous use today, although Halenbeck Hall
(1985) and the Recreat10n Center (2005) house most of the modem physical education facilities.
Eastman Hall was named for Alvah
Eastman, a resident director on the
State Normal School Board. Born in
Mame in 1858, Eastman made his
way to Anoka, Minnesota, m 1880
where he worked with his uncle at
the Anokq Herald. In 1889, Eastman
was a member of the Minnesota
Legislature. In 1892, he bought the
St Cloud Journal-Press When the
Times and Journal-Press merged,
Eastman became its editor. The land
for Selke Field and Talahi Lodge
were the Journalist's gifts to the city
Eastman Park at Lake George is
named for him.
This Pre-Depression masterpiece
needs an mtenor restoration and
fa9ade wmdow replacements to
highlight its outstanding classic
features.

The charming balconies on Eastman Hall
suggest the romantic spirit of the 1920s.
2008
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James W. Miller Leaming Resources Center,
2000

I

t's the crown Jewel among the contemporary SCSU buildmgs. Completed m 2000, the library
officially called the James W Miller Leammg Resources Center 1s a model of Postmodern
architecture.
The library 1s named for Jim Miller, founder of Miller Construct10n and Miller Proper.ties, St.
Cloud. The library honors Miller for his generous contributions to the umversity
,:
Postmodern architecture, a style common to the period 1970-present, combmes historical styles
and modem materials. Postmodern architects often apply whimsical detalls to their works, like
the tallpipe wall on the St. Cloud Public Library, built m 2008
Minneapolis architect Leonard Parker d1v1ded the SCSU library mto three separate wmgs. a
yellow-bnck block, a yellow~bnck block with mtersectmg bands of red bnck, and a wmg made
of glass and metal.
The dombinat10n of red and yellow brick echoes back to early Central Minnesota bnck
manufacturmg. In 19th-century St. Cloud, many houses were commonly bmlt of local yellow
bnck, while many wealthier clients used red bnck, some of which was imported.
Another reason why Miller Center's architect chose yellow bnck was to connect the library to
other campus bmldmgs like Riverview, Shoemaker, Kiehle, and Stewart 20th-century bnck

The center bay of Miller
Library is graced by a
"lighthouse" that overlooks
a "ship's mast" below
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structures that also made wide use of various shades of yellow Red brick harkens back to
Centenmal Hall, the library that Miller Center replaced.
The architect looked back to the Middle Ages to find a source for slit wmdows, a common
feature m castles and other fortifications. Typical of the Postmodern tie to the historic past~_rows
of sht wmdows are a maJor motif m the library's west wmg.
The central bay 1s my favonte architectural feature. Here, a soarmg "lighthouse" allows hght to
flood the atnum below a space widely used by students as a comfortable place to sit, to
contact people by cell phone, and to meet fnends m person.
At the north and south entrances stand mast-like canopies that create the illusion of ships
passmg beneath the lighthouse above. These "masts" and their canopy "sails" provide a fluid
transition from the campus to the world of learnmg w1thm.
To fully appreciate the artistry of Miller
Center, step ms1de. The low ceilmg above
the ground-floor readmg room creates a
cozy study place. Across the hall, a coffee
shop offers another place to socialize.
Walk up to the second floor to expenence
the buildmg's mtenor grandeur. Here, the
room rises to a thffd level to form a 42-foothigh court. The court is crowned by a high,
barrel-shaped ceilmg with metal trusses
suspended across open space. This area 1s
remm1scent of an airplane hanger or an
urban air termmal. Clerestory wmdows let
m hght from the north and the south. A row
of sentmel-hke hght stands guard over this
awesome space.

The central court reading room is crowned
by a hanger-like truss system.
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Miller Center's history began with an extraordmary event. On January 20, 1999, while workers
were excavatmg the foundation for the library's southeast comer, a worker operatmg a backhoe
unearthed a human skull.
After authontles realized workers had stumbled upon a graveyard, SCSU archaeologists and
students began a four-month salvage dig. During that time the crew uncovered 21 grave shafts,
ten of which contamed human remams, mcluding traces of six children.
Archaeologists and local h1stonans believe that the graveyard may have been St. Cloud's
earliest Protestant cemetery with graves dating from 1854-1864 and that 1t belonged to St.
John's Episcopal Church. When North Star Cemetery opened m 1864, most of the graves were
removed to that site except for those found m 1999 Remams discovered at the time of the
library excavation were removed and remterred m North Star Cemetery
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Nature Sites
St. Cloud State biology professor David Kramer showed me an ancient dead and partially
decomposed cottonwood tree with evidence of ammal use from the past and still hostmg a
microcosm of other hfe forms. The tree stands m the Sand Prame Wildlife Area m Sherburne
County, where 80 acres of native prame have been replanted. The prame mcludes more than
100 species of native prame flowers and grasses. Human history has also left its mark on the
Sand Prame. On the prame's border, oxcarts once phed the1r way to and from St. Paul and
Winnipeg between 1845 and 1870
!

At one tutle the Big Woods covered 5,000 miles of Central Minnesota. DNR plant ecologist
Mike Lee, ret1red biology professor John Peck, and I spent an afternoon m the Partch Woods, a
rare vestige of pioneer-era timber m St. Wendel Township. The site honors Max Partch who
taught at St. Cloud State Umversity from 1949 to 1979 Besides an 80-acre stand of timber, the
area is home to 30 b1rd species, seven mammal species, and 127 fems and seed-beanng plants.
Only two percent of Steams County has been set aside to protect land that a retummg pioneer
would recogmze.
Dunng the Great Depression, biology professor George W Fnednch and his students, with help
from the federal government, planted 400,000 red and white pme seedlmgs, laid out trails, and
built granite walls. For several decades the area was used for educational purposes by SGSU
biologists.
For this chapter, I also learned a lot about grasshoppers, wildflowers, and crows, while
researchmg a few of the last handful of protected nature sites m Central Minnesota.
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George W. Friedrich Park is a Home to Animals
and Scientific Research
"The preservation of natural wooded areas near towns and cities should be encouraged. These
areas should not be closed to the public, but where necessary, should be acquired by school or
municipal authorities and maintained for the benefit of all who can use them."
George W Fnednch, Amencan Conservatiomst, 1885-1956.

T

he wmd has a bite to 1t on this cool June day perfect weather for a field trip with retued
SCSU colleagues. geologist Garry Anderson and b1olog1sts, David Kramer and Ralph
Gundersen.
As we make our way through George W
Fnednch Park, we chance upon a mallard, the
sole occupant of one of several quarry ponds
that dots this hauntmg site. The mallard swims
on the placid water, carvmg a large "V" across
the surface.
Over several decades, the three scientists have
used the park to teach college students the
wonders of the natural landscape. The park's
prox1m1ty to campus makes 1t an ideal outdoor
classroom.
In 2000, Gundersen helped survey the park and
recorded 26 ammal types, includmg deer,
turtles, hawks, and ruffed grouse. Almost 50
plant types, mcludmg a vanety of trees, currant
and gooseberry bushes, wild grapes, red
raspbemes, and wild onions, were also found.

/

\
The entrance to George W Friedrich Park may
become a major thoroughfare to SCSU

Begmnmg m 1868, the future park was a rich
source of gramte. Anderson shows us the
mottled surface of a ledge that contams patches
of red and gray gramte familiar hues seen on
local walls and monuments. Anderson says the
1 6 billion-year-old gramte ledge once served
as a base for a mountam that soared above 1t.
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The 114-acre park 1s part of the proposed East St. Cloud Quarnes Histonc D1stnct. Until the
m1d-1970s, the area was a popular place for bird-watchmg, sw1mmmg, p1cmckmg, and hikmg.
The park was closed m 1976 after a student was mjured at a beer party
The park contams more than 24 abandoned quarry pits. Fragments of several concrete roc~""
crusher foundations, demck supports, and buildmg foundations from the quarrymg era, still
stand here.
The abandoned structures are mute remmders of the
history of gramte quarrymg in Steams, Benton, and
Sherburne Counties. More than a half-dozen early
gramte compames quarried stone w1thm the limits of
the present-day park. Mathias Breen and John T
Young founded Minnesota's first gramte quarry here
Ill

1868. \

In 1886, Swedish 1mm1grant Gottfned J Hilder
opened the Hilder Quarry, where he manufactured
one million pavmg blocks for streets m Minneapolis.
WPA stonemasons bmlt the Selke Field Wall from
Hilder Quarry stone during the 1930s. Remnants of
the six-story Hilder stone-crusher still stand.
George W Fnednch was born m Fond du Lac,
Wisconsm, m 1885 He attended Ripon College and
the Umvers1ty of Chicago. Dunng World War I
Fnednch served m the heavy field artillery After the
war he moved to St. Cloud to accept a pos1t10n m the
biology department at the then State Teachers
College. He retued in 1950

Remnants of the Hilder Quarry Company's
six-story stone-crusher still stand.

Accordmg to historian Edwm Cates, Fnednch was
"One of the most popular and gifted teachers m the history of the school."
Like his later colleagues, Fnednch believed in hands-on education. In 1934, he persuaded
College President George Selke to purchase the land that later became Fnednch Park. The park
was designed for field studies m geology and b10logy
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During the Great Depression, Fnednch, along with students and workers from President
Roosevelt's New Deal programs, planted over 400,000 red and white pine seedlmgs, laid out
trails, built gramte walls, and erected a swimmmg and divmg facility
In 1935, Gov Floyd B Olson appomted Fnednch to the State Board of Conservation~;-Fnednch
also served for 20 years on the St. Cloud Park Board, and helped found the Minnesota
Conservation Volunteer magazme.
Today, both Fnednch Park and the proposed East St. Cloud Quarnes Histonc Distnct sit m the
path of a proposed multi-lane corridor that would connect Highway 10 to SCSU by way of
Umversity Dnve. If that project becomes a reality, most of the trees, gramte walls, and quarry
remnants will be destroyed.
The Minnesota Department of Transportation Cultural Resources Umt and the State Histonc
Preset vatlon Office have determmed that the project will have an adverse effect not only on the
park and the historic distnct but also upon the histonc landscape of East St. Cloud. Many East
St. Cloud residents and this wnter oppose this project.
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Belgrade's Crow Statue Encourages the Writer
to Study Crows and Ravens
"Most people do not study crows and ravens very closely In fact, a lot of people Just don't like
crows m particular."
Jon L. Dunn & Jonathan Alderfer,
National Geographic Field Guide to the Birds of Eastern North America.
"[The raven] 1s m1sch1evous. [He] steals golf balls from drivmg ranges, peels labels off toxic
waste drums, and removes nvets from aircraft."
Ted Floyd, Smithsonian Field Guide to the Birds of North America.

T

he citizens of Belgrade,
Minnesota, apparently do like
crows. In 1988, they mounted a statue
they call the World's Largest Crow
$

The 3,000-pound bird has a metal
skeleton, fiberglass skm, and a coat of
black automotive pamt. The 18-foothigh statue perches on a 41-foot-long
branch that rests atop a 25-foot cement
pedestal. The statue stands on Hwy 71,
south of the mtersection with Hwy 55

~

An Internet site describes the bird as
havmg "an eene, pagan idol quality,
particularly because 1t 1s so massive, so
well-done, and so out m the middle of
nowhere."
The statue 1s the work of well-known
outdoor sculptor Jerry Vettrus, whose
Wisconsm-based busmess 1s called
F.A.S T, which stands for Fiberglass
Ammals, Shapes, and Trademarks.
Local interest in crows probably stems
from the fact that Belgrade stands m
Crow River Township. The North Fork

The Belgrade crow statue is a major landmark in western
Steams County
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of the Crow River flows through its northeast corner. Crow River Township's western neighbor
1s Crow Lake Township.
In Wilham Bell Mitchell's History of Stearns County, the h1stonan devotes a full page to birds
found in the county dunng its p10neer penod. Although Mitchell hsts 59 song and game buds
mcludmg even blackbirds and grackles the lowly Amencan Crow is conspicuously Ihissmg.
My cunos1ty about crows and ravens was heightened while standmg beneath Belgrade's
monumental landmark. Durmg Minnesota's bleakest wmter days I have often seen crows
flockmg m the frost-hardened fields searching for loose bits of gram. Agamst the whiteness of
the snow-filled furrows the ebony-feathered crows make a v1v1d contrast.
While crows are found vutually everywhere m the state, ravens prefer wooded areas like
Minnesota's Arrowhead region. In his book, A Wild Neighborhood, author John Hennckss_on
says the raven "has a raucous, m-your-face personahty and 1s not cuddly Cute 1t isn't." (Ravens
are larger than crows and theu beaks out-proportion theu heads.)
!

'

Accordmg to naturahst Lyanda Lynn Haupt, both crows and ravens show signs of remarkable
mtelligence. Haupt says that crows will soak a piece of bread in a birdbath to soften it before
eatmg. The author has seen a crow drop a nut or a shell on the street so a car will do the Job of
crushmg it. If a crow 1s observed while makmg a nest she will fly to the wrong tree with a stick
m her beak.
·
In world folklore, ravens in particular have a long history In his book, Ravens, Crows, Magpies,
and Jays, author Tony Angell says the Vikings carried raven-imaged banners dunng their
conquests. Among Pacific Coast Native Amencans, "Raven" 1s a tnckster god who created fresh
water, tides, fau weather, salmon, and even human hfe itself.
European 1mm1grants hated ravens and crows. The birds were often blamed for crop failures,
hvestock fatahties, and the disappearance of game ammals. Treated as vermm, ravens and crows
were often the target of massive hunts.
The most famous hterary raven appears m Edgar Allan Poe's, "The Raven." In his poem, Poe
describes the mystenous bird as a" grim, ungamly, ghastly, gaunt, and ommous bud of yore."
Poe died m Baltimore in 1849 Football fans honored Poem 1996 by nammg theu team the
"Baltimore Ravens."
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Partch Woods is a Legacy of a SCSU Biologist
"It is mconceivable to me that an ethical relationship to land can exist without love, respect, and
admiration for land, and a high regard for its value. By value, I mean of course somethmg far
broader than mere economic value, I mean value m the philosophical sense."
Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac

L

eaves are Just begmmng to tum from green to red and gold dunng this treasured Minnesota
season between summer and fall. The temperature hovers between 65 and 70 degrees.
Along country fences, the sumac paints a gash of red. As I walk along the trail at Rockville's
Eagle Park, acorns crunch beneath my feet.

Partch Woods contains a rare stand of trees from Central Minnesota's pioneer days.

On this gorgeous autumn day, John Peck, retired SCSU b10logy professor and Rockville
resident, and I have plans to meet Mike Lee, DNR plant ecologist, to tour together a rare vestige
of pioneer-era timber m St. Wendel Township. Partch Woods stands 4-1/2 miles north of St.
Joseph on County Road 3
Before Mike arnves, John spreads out a map of Steams County that shows native plant
commumties and rare species still found m places where people can enjoy them today and,
hopefully, forever. (These species represent but 2% of the land shown on the county map.)
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Our walk will take us through a site that honors Max Partch, a field b10log1st who taught at
SCSU from 1949 to 1979
Max Lorenzo Partch was born m Lake Mills, Wisconsm, in 1916. He Jomed the Army several
months before Pearl Harbor and served until the war ended. At the Umversity of Wisconsin,
Partch studied under Aldo Leopold, one of Amenca's greatest naturalists.
John Peck and Max Partch were colleagues m SCSU's biology department. Mike, an SCSU
graduate, worked with Partch after Partch' s retuement. Mike says the relationship has ennched
his work over the past 20 years.
Partch Woods came about m this way· In 1957, a fnend told the b1olog1st that 80 acres of vugm
hardwood were on the market. In a later report, Partch wrote. "It seemed mcredible that such a
virgm forest relic [of sugar maple, red oak, and basswood] could still exist m central Minnesota
almost 100 years after Minnesota became a state."
Partc~ learned that the owner's father had harvested a few trees from the woods, but had died
before more timber was felled. "Here then was a magmficent natural area that had never been
pastured and that was near three educational mstitutions," the b1olog1st wrote.
Before Partch could raise funds to purchase the plot, a Wisconsin veneer company bought the
site. The followmg year a wet sprmg made 1t impossible to move m heavy logging eqmpment.
When Partch learned that another company was mterested m the woods, he and his wife Betty
borrowed money and purchased the acreage outnght. Later, the couple donated the land to the
The Nature Conservancy
Partch spent 30 years laymg out gnds to record changes m the wood's ecosystem over time. The
woods became a classic outdoor classroom for students of biology
Today, the land, designated a Scientific and Natural Area, 1s protected by the DNR on a longterm lease from The Nature Conservancy The site mcludes 80 acres of timber and an adJommg
40-acre meadow that contams a tamarack stand.
Ten species of butterflies, 30 bud species, seven mammal species, and 127 ferns and seedbeanng plants have found a home m Partch Woods, almost all native to Minnesota.
1

Partch Woods stands on the western edge of what was once a vugm stand of hardwood forest
known as the Big Woods. Before the arrival of white settlers, the Big Woods comprised a 5,000mile-square stand of trees that formed a rough tnangle between St. Cloud, Northfield, and
Mankato.
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Histonan Agnes M. Larson wrote that the Big Woods contamed "large stands of maple, elm,
ash, butternut, black walnut, and other broad-leaf species mixed with the prevailing oak. In the
development of Minnesota these hardwood forests counted for httle. It was the nch soil m
which they grew that was attractive to the settler. So the strong oaks, stately butternuts, and the
queenly maples were felled merely to be cast mto the fire so that wheat could grow where once
they had stood."
The 5,000-acre Nerstrand Big Woods m Rice County 1s Minnesota's best-preserved stand of
these trees.
Today, bright clumps of blue asters provide a splash of color on the forest's floor. A downy
woodpecker's msistent knock, a blue Jay's cry, and the sp1ral descent of dead leaves are the only
sounds heard here on this tranquil afternoon.

(John Peck, left, and Mike Lee)
At the end of the tour John said.
"Partch Woods is what the forest
primeval in Central Minnesota
should be."
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Area Has Long History With Grasshoppers
"[The grasshoppers] walked steadily over the house. They walked over the stable. They walked
over Spot until Pa shut her m the stable. They walked mto Plum Creek and drowned, and those
behind kept on walkmg m and drownmg until dead grasshoppers choked the creek and filled the
water and live grasshoppers walked across on them."
Laura Ingalls Wilder, On the Banks of Plum Creek

T

he first recorded grasshopper mfestation m Minnesota occurred m 1856. Accordmg to
h1stonan Wilham Bell Mitchell, the plague began near the Crow Wing Agency where,
travelmg ten to fifteen miles a day, grasshoppers "played sad havoc with gardens and fields."

Between 1873 and 1877, Minnesota farmers faced yearly v1s1ts from the ravenous creatures,
scientifically known as Rocky Mountam Locusts. (As homesteaders m Walnut Grove,
Minnesota, durmg those years, the Ingalls lost all of theu crops.)

.

In 1873, grasshoppers covered "not only gardens and fields, shrubs and trees, but houses and
barns wagons and fences, and were so thick at times on the railroad track that theu crushed
bodies prevented the wheels from takmg hold and trams were actually stopped," Mitchell wrote.
In the spring of 1877, entomologists reported that grasshopper eggs were spread over two-thuds
of the state 50-to-80-thousand square miles.
Accordmg to pioneer accounts, a cloud of msects could blacken out the sun, the roar of beatmg
wmgs was deafenmg, and the smell of crushed bodies was overwhelmmg. Eggs from chickens
who had eaten the hoppers were rendered uneatable.
Methods used to attack the grasshopper hoards mcluded settmg fire to the surroundmg praine
and digging ditches around md1v1dual fields. A clever device, dubbed the "hopperdozer," was
mvented to fight the v1c1ous msects. The dozer was a dustpan-shaped sheet of uon doused with
coal tar that was dragged across a field by humans or horses. Given the staggering number of
bodies m any smgle field, the dozer had but limited value.
Grasshoppers often attacked one area while leavmg others free of mfestat10n. In 1877, the New
Munich and St. Martm areas were cleaned out while Brockway and Le Sauk townships were
spared. The year before, grasshoppers visited forty Minnesota counties, destroymg 500,000
acres of crops.
In the spnng of 1877, the grasshopper plague finally ceased. That year, Governor John Pillsbury
proclaimed Apnl 26 as a day of fastmg and prayer. That mght, ram and snow followed by two
days of hard frost, killed off the locusts for good.
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The 1877 Grasshopper
Chapel is home to an
annual pilgrimage.

The chapel's interior
contains a simple
white-and-gold altar.

In 1877, the panshes of St. Augusta and Luxemburg JOmed hands to build a chapel on the Henry
Kaeters farm where an annual pilgnmage to petition God to end the grasshopper scourge would
be held. That year, a tmy wooden bmldmg with Gothic wmdows and a simple white-and-gold
altar was erected m honor of St. Bomface, patron samt of Germany June 5th was set aside as
the day of pilgnmage.
The chapel was deserted m 1897 followmg the deaths of semor church members. It was later
moved and used as a toolshed. In 1961 the buildmg was moved to its present location - a block
north of the onginal site. Today, Bob and Joan Schwinghammer maintam the chapel with the
help of local panshes.
At 7 p.m. on June 5, 2012, a Mass will be held at the little chapel. Before this event takes place,
the Schwmghammers, and local 4-H kids and their families, will gather to pamt the buildmg.
The same year that the St. Bomface Chapel was erected, Cold Spnng parish10ners built a
wooden chapel that was destroyed by a tornado m 1894. In 1951-52 the present pmk-graygramte structure, known as the Grasshopp~r Chapel, was built.
2012
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(Photo by Awen Briem, International Wolf Center, Ely, Minnesota.)
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Gray Wolves are Part of Minnesota's Folklore
and History
"With hauntmg eyes and leggy gait, the wolf at once remmds us of the family dog and the
blood-thirsty killer of medieval legend."
Greg Breining, "The Wolf Comes Home," Minnesota Volunteer Magazine,
January-February, 1992.

W

olves were a common sight during Central Minnesota's pioneer penod. When settlers
began arriving here m the 1850s, much of Central Minnesota was covered by a 5,000square-mile forest known as the Big Woods. Anyone brave enough to venture too far mto the
wooded mtenor ran the risk of commg face-to-face with a pack of wolves.

Accordmg to a biographical sketch of Joseph Mayer by historian Wilham Bell Mitchell, the
Eden Valley pioneer was once detamed m town and could not reach his home until daybreak.
Amvmg home, he found his wife, Anna Karanna, sittmg on the roof of their log house where
she had spent the mght hstemng to "the cry of the wolves and the call of the night fowls." To
protect herself, Kararina rang a bell throughout the mght.
In December 1878, the St. Cloud Journal reported that a Mr. Miner from Langola, Benton
County, was travelmg to a neighbor's house with his wife and three children when five large
timber wolves attacked his team of horses. When their dog challenged the lead wolf, the pack
devoured him.
In November 1911, County Supermtendent W.A. Boerger was retummg home from a reception
held in his honor when he was overtaken by "a huge pack of timber wolves" while walkmg
through what the newspaper called "the Black Forest." People who had gathered m Melrose to
fete him at a second banquet that mght found Boerger three hours later safely sittmg m a tree!
As late as 1920, four wolfhounds owned by John Klasen killed a wolf near Albany that the
newspaper described as seven feet tip-to-tip and three-feet-two-mches high. The wolf had killed
a number of cows near Upsala.
True-hfe stones like these had found their way mto folklore long before pioneers penetrated
Minnesota's Big Woods. The fable, "Little Red Ridmg Hood," ongmated m Chma thousands of
years ago. Although the pnnted version of "The Three Little Pigs" did not appear until 1840,
children were told the scary fable decades before that.
In his book, A Wild Neighborhood, author John Henncksson wntes that the OJibwe saw the wolf
as "a medicme animal, a totemic symbol of guardianship and perseverance." In OJibwe culture,
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the writer says, the wolf was considered the best parent among ammals and adnmed for its
huntmg ability
Pioneer settlers did not share this view As early as Minnesota's Terntorial Period, the fear of
wolves and their threat to humans, pets, and livestock, helped to gather support for legislation
leadmg toward elimmation of the wolf from northern forests.
Begmmng m 1849, Mmnesota legislated a bounty on all predators, included wolves. This law
stayed active until 1965
In 1893, $15 was paid for a female pelt, and $5 for either a male or a pup.
By the 1950s, only an estimated 600 wolves remamed m the state.
By 1960, wolves had been nearly elimmated from Wisconsm, Michigan, and Minnesota.
By 1973, the only remammg wild wolf population m the contiguous 48 states was found m
northeastern Minnesota and on Isle Royale.
In 19V4, the gray wolf often called the timber wolf gamed protection under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). In the 1980s and '90s an mcrease m the white-tailed deer population plus
legal protection helped the wolf to prosper. The latest Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
survey shows that Minnesota has the highest number of wolves m the lower 48 states roughly
3,000
In 1995-96, wildlife officials translocated 66 Canadian wolves mto Yellowstone National Park
and central Idaho, an area that today contams approximately 1,700 wolves. Wolves can be
legally hunted m Alaska, Idaho, and Montana.
On January 27, 2012, the gray wolf m Minnesota was officially removed from the Endangered
Species List and the federal government turned over wolf management to the state DNR. In
light of this change, the Minnesota Legislature will soon meet to discuss holdmg the first wolfhuntmg season m 30 years. If passed, a lottery will draw names of 6,00Q hunters and trappers,
and the season will close when 400 wolves are taken.
In a January 8, 2012, Minneapolis StarTribune article, Minnesota DNR comm1ss1oner Tom
Landwehr said, "This 1s a trophy animal. It will be a trophy [huntmg] season. It's a highly
worthwhile species, not vermm."
Last December, a two-and-one-half-year-old gray wolf crossed the Oregon border mto
Califorma, the first wolf observed there m 88 years. Its GPS collar revealed that the ammal had
survived a 1,000-mile trek that began m northeastern Oregon. A contest held by Oregon
schoolchildren gave the lone wolf its name "Journey"
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Wolves arouse both strong positive and strong negative feelmgs among humans. Only the future
will decide the fate of the wolf - a two-million-year-old North Amencan survivor.
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Sand Prairie, A Mirror of Nature and Human

History
"Each creature of the prame commumty, from bison to corn farmer, has shared the d1v1dends of
the grass. Each, m its own way, has proclaimed that 'all flesh 1s grass."'
John Madson, Where the Sky Began, Land of the Tallgrass Prairie

am standmg m a patch of wildflowers at the Sand Prame Wildlife Management and Envuon) mental Education Area across Highway 10 from the Minnesota Correctional Facility m
Sherburne County
In 1995, 80 acres of native prame were restored m the field adJacent to the parkmg lot. The
prame mcludes more than 100 species of native prame flowers and grasses.
On this day the au 1s cool and the sky 1s filled with billowy clouds. A yellow patchwork of
black-eyed Susans blankets the restored prame. As I walk along the marked trail, clusters of
monarch butterfhes follow me along the path.
So serene 1s this landscape that even distant sounds from a pistol range, trams, and highway
noise cannot sp01l my peaceful walk.
The remnant of an ancient cottonwood tree a marker for lost walkers stands along one trail.
Pockmarked with woodpecker holes, the 150-year-old tree 1s a witness to the changes that have
taken place here over time.
Biologists David Kramer and Ralph Gundersen recently gave me a crash course in wildflower
identification. On one tour they identified prame larkspur, little bluestem, ground cherry, and
butterfly milkweed from among dozens of other prairie plants.
A month later, on a second tour, a new array of colors dotted the landscape. Everywhere across
the land, prame pocket mice have pushed piles of sifted dirt above theu holes.
Geologist Garry Anderson told me that the M1ss1ss1ppi River covered this site 12,000 to 13,000
years ago. A watery remnant can be found today m the form of grassy wetlands. An observation
deck offers a fine view of the wetlands, as well as a great place from which to watch buds.
Beavers, sandhill cranes, trumpeter swans, wh1te-ta1led deer, fox, green herons, American
woodcock, blue-wmged teal, and a variety of warblers are Just a few of the wildlife species
naturalists have observed from the deck.
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The Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources, Div1S1on of
Wildlife, manages Sand Praine as a
conservation site and a place where
people can enJoy a natural environment. The DNR draws funds from
vanous sources for conservation and
public use. SCSU owns 500 of the
700-acre site, which the umversity
leases to the DNR.

The Sand Prairie Wildlife Area is a great place to study wildflowers and birds. Sand Prairie is located at the intersection
of Hwy. 10 and Minnesota Blvd.

Fred Bengtson is the DNR Area Wildlife Manager of the Sand Prame site. Sittmg m his Sauk
Rapids office, Bengtson told me that m the 1600s and 1700s bison roamed this area, and that the
ground may have witnessed deadly warfare between the Dakota and OJibwe before pioneers
came to q1ltivate the land.
Between 1845 and 1870, oxcart dnvers and theu families used a stnp of this land along presentday Highway 10 m theu Journeys between St. Paul and Winmpeg. Canadian traders loaded the
carts with dried buffalo meat, moccasms, and beaded garments for markets in St. Paul. Drivers
later returned north with grocenes, tobacco, liquor, and dry goods, to sell on the Canadian
market. A one-way journey of two-to-three hundred oxcarts m a smgle caravan took about one
month.
Standmg amidst the grass, I remember readmg that big bluestem often reached above the head
of a person on horseback. Streams of wild strawbernes ran off wagon wheels creatmg bloodlike pools. Before white settlement, grasslands extended from the Canadian border to mid-Texas
and from western Montana to Indiana a twelve-state area today About 4% of native prame
still remains m the Umted States and less than one-percent m Minnesota.
Before the land was tilled, the site contamed oak trees and grassy savannah. A remnant of a
fence discovered six feet below ground level suggests that the area suffered dunng the Dust
Bowl of the 1930s.
A WPA monument that commemorates the first commercial gramte quarry m Minnesota stands
m the Sand Prauie parkmg lot. Recently moved from an unapproachable site along Highway 10,
the restored monument celebrates the 1868 Breen and Young Quarry that stood near the walls of
the Minnesota Correctional Facility
2011
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John and Linda Peck's Reverence for Nature

Shares Space With Vintage Architecture

H

1stonc architecture, a natural envuonment, and a umque way of livmg merge on this
Steams County farms1te.

On this bnght November afternoon, downy woodpeckers flit between John and Lmda:.Peck's
suet feeders and nearby trees. The sun's reflect10n on the nver has turned the water's surface
mto a shimmering silver ribbon. So warm 1s the sun that neither John nor I need jackets while
tounng the Peck's farm on Rockville's Sauk River Road.
Above the twistmg course of the Sauk River stands a row of farm buildmgs, spannmg the years
1880 to 1929 Nicolas Kusch, an 1mm1grant from Luxembourg, settled here m 1862. Kusch, his
wife Anna, and their nme children lived ma two-story, dirt-floor, log house that was tom down
in the 1930s.
Kirsch erected a sturdy two-level granary with thm clapboard s1dmg held m place with squarehead~d nails that still overlooks the river today A well-preserved comcrib sits next to 1t.
In 1880, Kirsch built the house the Pecks live m now The "L" - or "T" -shape buildmg stands on
a fieldstone foundat10n. Inside, plank floors, upstairs
and down, testify to years of wear. The family sold the
farm m 1914 to George and Elizabeth Molitor.
According to family lore, when a new basement room
was needed, the Molitor daughters dug part of the
cellar by hand until theu brothers came to spell them.
Accordmg to another story, a beehive that hung m the
attic was preserved throughout one wmter.
When 1t was erected m 1929, a dairy barn-wooden silo
combmation represented a progressive style of rural
architecture. Accordmg to the mventors, the gambrelshaped roof sheds moisture, deters gusty winds, and
provides ample mtenor storage space. In 2010, the
barn shelters chickens, two horses, and spaces for
nestmg swallows.

The barn and silo represented a progressive
form of rural architecture in the 1920s.

When Lmda and John Peck saw the farm m 1970 they
were elated to also find a tamarack bog, the nver, and
a surroundmg forest that contamed 125- to 150-yearold hardwood trees. For Lmda, a DNR-perrmtted
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Master Wildlife Rehabilitator, the buildmgs provided
an ideal shelter for nurtunng orphaned and mJured wild
ammals.
Love of nature was an mtegral part of both Lmda's and
John's childhood experiences. John grew up on an
apple farm in New York State. Linda spent summers on
an apple and da1ry farm m Massachusetts. Both studied
biology m college. After several years of graduate
work at the Umversity of Califorma, Berkeley, the
couple moved fo Minnesota where John taught biology
at SCSU
In a 2001 mterview, Lmda said, "We try to live as
gently w1tp nature as we can. It is not a necessity for
us, it is a life chmce. We have been very lucky to live
where we can make that chmce."

Linda and John Peck share a style of life
that protects the natural environment.

"We try to keep thmgs simple, and are thoughtful about
what we do with the environment," Lmda' told me. To
reduce the1r imprint upon nature, the Pecks bum wood
for heatmg and cookmg, and until recently, they lived
without an mdoor bathroom.
In 2007, Steams County established the 284-acre
Rockville County Park, for which the Pecks donated
194 acres of the1r own land. This month, county
workers planted seeds of prame grass and flowers m a
40-acre plot withm the park. This natural prame grass
will provide a habitat for a diversity of wildlife,
mcludmg sandhill cranes.
The Pecks offer nature walks and tours on the1r farm.
They also conduct day camps and field tnps. In one
year alone, they had as many as 582 young people
part1cipatmg m vanous programs.

An injured barred owl has found a home
in the Peck's barn.

2010
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Nature and History Meet at Peace Rock
F

xcept for the distant chattermg of crows, a deafenmg silence penetrates the area beneath
LPeace Rock the huge stone outcrop m Benton County's Watab Township that one writer
has called the sleepmg giant.
Now standmg on private property, the stone formation rises 75 to 90 feet above the eastern
shore of the Mississippi River, a few miles north of Sartell. Today, the best view of Pe.ace Rock
is from a boat or canoe.
Approachmg Peace Rock,
I shuffle through a blanket
·of damp oak leaves that
partially hides remnant
oxcart tracks from the day
when nmsy caravans
passed by this familiar
landmark.
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The top of Peace Rock provides a beautiful view of the Mississippi River.

After a somewhat
hazardous climb, I arrive
at the top of the rock
where I discover a snow
mound that remams mtact
because of our mild wmter.
In contrast to the snow,
patches of bright green
moss clmg to the rock's
pmkish-gray surface.

The crystallme gramte-like formation is an outstandmg example of a place where nature and
history connect.
Native Americans undoubtedly held Peace Rock sacred because explorers have discovered
pictographs - prehistoric pamtmgs atop the rock's crest.
In 1825, Native Americans and government officials gathered at Prame du Chien m present-day
Wisconsm to sign a treaty that established a line across future Central Minnesota as a peaceful
huntmg ground for the warring OJibwe and Dakota peoples. Early maps show Peace Rock as a
landmark near the western edge of that lme.
Explorer Henry Rowe Schoolcraft passed Peace Rock m 1832 on his way south after
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discovering and nammg Lake Itasca. Schoolcraft 1s also given credit for nammg Peace Rock.
Schoolcraft, who married a woman of Bntish and OJibwe descent, mastered the OJibwe
language and wrote extensively about tribal legends.
In the summer of 1836, French explorer, astronomer, and mapmaker Joseph N Nicollet passed
by Peace Rock on his way to Lake Itasca. Like Schoolcraft, Nicollet revered Native American
life and his maps are filled with native place names. According to the explorer, the OJibwe
called Peace Rock Kouabika, which in rough translation means, "Where the little rocky hills
proJect out every once m a while here and there."
Between 1845 and 1870, the area around Peace Rock and Watab witnessed traffic from oxcart
caravans plymg thelf way to and from St. Paul and Winmpeg. The wooden carts and thelf
colorful French-Canadian drivers were the major purveyors of goods m the Upper Miss1ss1pp1
reg10n before the arrival of the railroad. A few oxcart ruts from the Woods Trail stand near
Watab as symbols of this nch chapter m Minnesota's history.

Red River oxcarts came from Pembina, North Dakota, on the Canadian border, through St. Cloud enroute to St. Paul.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

A tradmg post and hotel were established m 1848 near Peace Rock. Dunng Minnesota's
Temtonal Penod Watab was considered the most important commercial site northwest of St.
Paul, and for a bnef time the thnvmg commumty served as Benton County's seat of government. In 1906, the Sartell dam mundated what was left of Watab.
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("Watab" 1s the OJibwe word for the long slender roots of the tamarack and Jack pme, which
were dug, spht, and used as threads to sew birch bark canoes and wigwams.)
In 1907, when he was a boy, Watab resident Willard F McCrea sat beneath Peace Rock "on
balmy summer evemngs" and listened to a local resident tell stones "of the Indians, of the
oxcarts, and the trekkmg to and fro of the traders from the north."
Durmg the Great Depression, McCrea told an mterv1ewer, "If one would observe closely,
scattered hither and yon over the ancient site of the village, there are still to be seen remnants of
an active past."
In a 1964 letter, local author Glanville Smith said that people should v1s1t Peace Rock before 1t
became closed to the pubhc. "This lofty hill of gramte," he wrote, "still miraculously free of
beer cans and signs of p1cmc fires, affords an unrivaled view of an enormous area down to the
Veterans Hospital and off to the spire of St. Stephen."
In a r~cent phone mterv1ew, retired SCSU geologist George Shurr said he feels that the history
of Peace Rock 1s more important than its geological significance. The pictographs and the treaty
lme define the area as a "keepsake place," he told me.
The 1 8 billion-year-old rock 1s a testament to geologic time, a symbol of Native American
culture, and a tribute to more recent liistonc events.

2012
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The Great Depression and WW II
19))-1945
I was too young to absorb memories from the Great Depression, but growing up during World
War II, I garnered a treasure trove of memories. For three years with three brothers m the war,
Mother and I dreaded receivmg the telegram that began - "We regret to mform you that your
son was killed (or wounded or is MIA)" - a message, fortunately, that was never delivered.
I do have one memory from the Great Depression. One summer's day, a young man came to our
side door lookmg for work. Perhaps I remember this mcident because Mother had him chop up
an old wooden sandbox that had served my four siblings and, years later, me. In return for this
chore, Mother made the young man sandwiches and gave him several of my brothers' old shuts
after lettmg him bathe m the laundry tub m the basement. Later, I watched the young man head
west down Thud Avenue m Pipestone, M~nnesota.
Franklm Delano Roosevelt became President the month before I was born. He died when I was
twelve. His New Deal programs helped raise our spmts and put millions to work. I am a great
fan of the WPA, the CCC, and other programs that provided hope and employment durmg the
Great Depression.
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Federal Building Houses Major Depression Art

A

handful of post offices, schools, and other public buildmgs across the Umted States still
preserve murals and sculptures on the1r walls created by artists who worked for the WPA
dunng the Great Depression.

In 1938, upon completion of the St. Cloud Post Office, 720 West St. Germam, the federal
government commissioned sculptor Brenda Putnam and muralist David Granahan to qreate
artwork for the lobby of the new facility
Putnam's sculpture "The Southwest and the Northeast Divided by the Mississippi" and
Granahan's mural depictmg the local quarry mdustry were removed m 1965 when the post
office became the Federal Bmldmg. For several years, Putnam's work was stored first m St.
Cloud and later m St. Paul.

Putnam's sculpture hangs on the south wall of the Netgain Building.
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When the sculpture was taken down, Sam Wenstrom, who worked for St. Cloud's Chamber of
Commerce, saved the mural by peelmg 1t off the wall usmg wallpapermg tools. In 1988,
Granahan's mural was removed from storage, restored at a cost of $11,000, and hung m the
Stearns History Museum.
Netgam Corporation purchased the
Federal Buildmg m 2005 As part of
an on-gomg restoration, Netgam's
Matt Riley located Putnam's
sculpture and brought 1t back to St.
Cloud where now 1t 1s proudly
displayed m its origmal location.
Putnam's plaster-cast, bas-rehef
sculpture shows two burly workers
a farmer whetting his scythe and a
lumbermah lopping branches off a
tree. As a symbol of the geographical boundary between
Minnesota's agricultural and
lumbering reg10n, the Miss1ss1pp1
flows between the two figures. Like
most WPA projects, Putnam's
sculpture 1s an 1deahzed image of
American workhfe during its
darkest days.
Brenda Putnam was one of
hundreds of artists hired to decorate
pubhc buildmgs during the Great
Depression. The artists worked for
an agency called "The Section," a
The photograph shows the dismantling of Brenda Putnam's
d1 v1s10n of the Treasury Departsculpture in 1965. (Cyril Kuefler [left] and John D. Fandel.)
ment. The Works Progress Adrmmstration (WPA) 1s generally credited
as sponsor of the nationwide arts' program. Although several women pamted murals for Minnesota's post offices, Putnam was the only female sculptor.
Putnam (1890-1975) belonged to an illustrious American family Her grandfather, George
Palmer Putnam, was a noted publisher. Herbert Putnam, Brenda's father, was chosen Librarian
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of Congress m 1899. Born m Minneapolis, Brenda began the study of sculpture at age 15 at the
Boston Museum of Art. After establishmg a studio m New York m 1910, she held her first
exhibit the following year. Followmg a year of study m Florence, Putnam began garnermg
monumental commissions. One of Putnam's bas-reliefs hangs over the v1S1tors' gallery m the
U S House of Representatives.
David Granahan's family moved from Litchfield to St. Cloud m 1920 The future artist
graduated from Technical High School m 1928, where he played football and served as
president of an art-centered school club called "Pamt Box." After attending the Minneapolis
School of Art, Granahan studied art m Europe. Durmg the Depression, the WPA hired him to
paint murals m St. Cloud, Rochester, and Hopkms. When Minneapolis' Gateway Buildmg was
razed as part of urban renewal, a Granahan mural was destroyed.
To prepare for pamtmg the St. Cloud mural, Granahan spent two days sketchmg the granite
work~ and quarnes. He later wrote that the St. Cloud mural was his favonte: "The strong,
rugged men that worked the stone impressed me as being solid, heavy, and monumental as the
huge blocks of gramte they handled. I hoped to catch some of that feelmg m the mural."
St. Cloud is fortunate havmg these two pieces of art from a vital period of Amencan history

A replica of Granahan's mural hangs above
the old post office customers' desk. (The
original is housed in the Stearns History
Museum.)
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Milaca Village Hall, Louis C. Pinault, and
Andre Boratko

A

t its dedication m the spnng of 1936, the Milaca Village Hall was called "a monument to
the WPA and to the spmt of progress of this age, epoch, and era."

Now the Milaca Museum, the Village Hall still stands on a wide swath of lawn on Central -:,
Avenue South near downtown Milaca, Minnesota.

The former Village Hall - now Milaca Museum - is a WPA project rendered in granite and fieldstone.

The Village Hall is a fine example of a government-sponsored proJect built by unemployed
masons durmg the Great Depression. Utihzmg local laQor and local materials, St. Cloud
architect Loms C. Pinault erected the buildmg's walls of randomly-laid gramte chunks and
colorful fieldstones. Above the central doorway stands a rehef carvmg depicting early explorers
and Native Americans.
As the architect of such grand local structures as the Gramte Exchange, the Chancery, and
Techmcal High School, Pinault must have welcomed the chance to design this small, rustic
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masterpiece. The use of stone as a way to tie the bmldmg to the region places the Village Hall
within the Arts & Crafts tradition.
The Village Hall is attached to an 1890 bnck fire hall that now houses museum exhibits. The
Village Hall addition was designed to hold a 325-seat auditonum, a city council chamber, a
library, a clubroom, a kitchen, and an assortment of smaller utility rooms. The Village; Hall
symbolized the government's attempt to buttress community cohesion during the Great
Depression.
Inside the museum hang eight well-preserved murals pamted by Andre Boratko, a WPA artist.
The oil-on-canvas works show scenes from Milaca's pioneer past, mcludmg lumbermen
working a cross-cut saw, logs bemg dragged over frozen roadways, and several "nver pigs"
haulmg and floatmg logs down nver. Boratko painted large figures of a lumberman and an
explorer on either side of the mterior's entryway
Milaca's nch history is well documented m the museum. In the 1860s, lumbermen began cuttmg
the gieat white pme that stood m the Mille Lacs forest. The Mille Lacs Lumber Company
established the first sawmill on the Rum River about 1890 By 1908, the pme reserves were
gone and Milaca was fast becommg a farmmg center.
The work of the WPA is widely represented m Milaca. Besides the Village Hall, a fine WPA
bandshell and an iron bndge erected by WPA workers stand m a city park. These works
constitute a nch chapter m Central Minnesota's Great Depression history

WPA artist
Andre Boratko's
mural shows
lumbermen
maneuvering
logs on the Rum
River.

2009
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Rockville School Has Great Depression Ties
A 73-year-old architectural gem stands on a hill above Rockville, Minnesota.

R uilt m 1936 by the WPA, the John Clark Elementary School provided 78,773 hours of
Ulabor for previously unemployed workers durmg the Great Depression.
At the time of construction, 90% of the Rockville stonecutters, blasters, and polishers were
earned on WPA payrolls. Upon completion of the building, the St Cloud Times hailed
authonties for usmg local materials and local craftsmen.

The 1938 Rockville School is a fine example of Art Deco Moderne architecture from the Great Depression.

The Rockville School is built entuely of pmk-gray gramte. At a time when matenals were
scarce and expensive, the architect selected 65% of the stone from local waste piles. The
buildmg cost about $100,000
The school is named for the founder of the Rockville gramte mdustry Born m Scotland m 1850,
Clark grew up ma family of gramte workers. After arnvmg m the Umted States m 1881, Clark
Jomed J.B McCormick of St. Paul to form a quarry busmess m Rockville.
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The Rockville School is a smaller version of the 1938, Art Deco Moderne Federal Buildmg at
720 West Si. Germam m St. Cloud. The streamlined style mirrored the austere economy of the
1930s.
Loms Pinault, one of Minnesota's finest architects, designed the Rockville bmldmg. Born m
1889 m St. Joseph, Minnesota, Pinault graduated from high school m St. Cloud in 1909 In
1914, he completed his degree in architecture from the Umversity of Illm01s.
When the Umted States entered World War I, Pinault Jomed the Army's Engmeenng Corps.
Upon discharge, he enrolled m the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Pans, the world's premier school of
architecture.
Between 1923 and 1963 Pinault practiced alone m St. Cloud until formmg a partnership with
Peter L. Truszmski. Pinault retired m 1972 at age 83 He died m 1981
!

\
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Other treasures from the world of art hang in the Rockville School. Dunng the Depression, the
federal government hired unemployed artists and put them to work pamtmg murals m schools,
post offices, and other public buildmgs across the Umted States.

y

Gerome Kamrowski painted a mural over the gym door that
depicts activities at the Rockville School.

Under the auspices of the WPA, local
artist Gerome Kamrowski pamted
three murals that after 7 5 years still
grace the walls of the Rockville
School.
Kamrowski was born m 1914 m
Warren, Minnesota. He grew up m St.
Cloud, graduated from Techmcal
High School m 1932, and studied art
m St. Paul and m New York at the Art
Students League. As a WPA artist,
Kamrowski also pamted a sene~.of
murals m Northrop Auditorium at the
Umversity of Mmnesota.

From 1946 until 1983, Kamrowski taught art at the Umversity of Michigan. The artist found a
national audience for his work up until his death m 2004.
2009
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Great Depression Created Grey Eagle
Landmark
F-,dith Kutter, 91, remembers roller-skatmg with a group of her marned-couple fnends m the
Lbasement of Grey Eagle's Village Hall m Todd County Edith recalls that the bmldmg,
erected durmg the Great Depression, was used for high school basketball games and plays as
well as for a movie theater.
The Village Hall, 202 Spruce
Street South, is one of the
most mterestmg bmldmgs m
Central Mmnesota because it
seems to have sprung from a
pile of waste stone similar to
those found m the mounds
that stand m rural fence
comers. In fact, when the
hall was erected m 1934 as a
Civil Works Adrmmstration
(CWA) proJect, farmers were
asked to bnng fieldstone to
town for the buildmg's walls.
The stone-clad Grey Eagle Village Hall is a major landmark from the
Great Depression.

Today, the structure houses
Kb's Specialties, Custom and
Commercial Sewmg. Even
though the mtenor has been radically changed, the exterior is still a proud remnant from one of
the darkest penods m Amencan history Recently, the Grey Eagle Lions Club gave $27,000 to
preserve the village hall's walls.
The monumental concrete entrance, surmounted by a four-foot-tall eagle, was designed m Art
Deco Modeme style, a common mode used by the federal government in the 1930s. ApprQpnately, the eagle mirrors the commumty's namesake, while also servmg as the symbol of federal
programs carried out dunng the Depression.
The fieldstone walls show the mfluence of the Arts and Crafts movement, a style that used
natural matenals and handcrafted methods of construction. Like almost all government-designed
buildings from the 1930s, the builders made use of matenals that could be found locally A
landmark from the day it was erected, the hall was distmctive for a town of 500
Ongmally, the structure had spaces for village offices, a fire department, and a large auditonum.
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The raised basement contamed a meeting room, a kitchen, a bowlmg alley, and several service
rooms. None of these features exists today
The CWA was an early New Deal program organized to help unemployed workers during the
wmter of 1933-34. Todd County had been especially hard hit by fallmg dairy and gram pnces m
the early 1930s and many farmers were forced to apply for work relief programs. Three shifts of
men, each working two days a week, were employed to erect the village hall.
Todd County is home to another landmark from the Great Depression. Durmg the 1930s, the
federal government paid artists to pamt murals m public bmldmgs across the Umted States. The
artists worked for an agency called "The Sect10n," a div1s10n of the Treasury Department. The
Works Progress Admmistratlon (WPA) 1s generally credited as sponsor of the nationwide arts
program.

Lucia Wiley's 1939 mural still graces a wall in the Long Prairie post office.

In 1939, Minneapolis artist Lucia Wiley pamted a fresco mural, "Indians Gathermg Rice," that
still graces the east wall of the Long Prame post office. Wiley (1902-1998) also pamted murals
for the Minneapolis Armory, the International Falls Post Office, and Moorhead High School.
One of her murals 1s part of the permanent collection m London's Tate Museum. The Long
Prame mural was restored m 1987
2009
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~The Writer's Memories of World War II

F

or years after World War II, Aunt Anne Winters joked about how she ruined her dustpan by
donating its rubber strip to one of the war 's rubber drives. (As a survivor of the Great
Depression, my aunt would never have wasted 50-cents on a new dustpan from the Ben
Franklin store in Pipestone, Minnesota.)
From 1942 to 1945, Americans participated in blackouts, plane-spotting, and scrap drives ~
activities that were supposed to help us feel as if were playing a vital role in the war effort. To
some extent these endeavors also kept us from worrying about our relatives overseas.
A blackout was a nighttime exercise that required people to tum off their lights and draw their
shades. Had an enemy plane flown over Southwestern Minnesota, the pilot supposedly would
have had a hard time finding Pipestone or, more importantly, the airbase in Sioux Falls 60 miles
away. Older citizens were designated block-wardens and given military ranks. Mother was a
lieutenant and Aunt Anne a ·sergeant. Their assignment entailed walking around our neighborhood durifig blackouts on the lookout for people who had neglected to turn off their lights.
Mother and I were also trained to spot enemy planes. Had a Zero, Stuka, or Messerschmitt
flown over town, Mother's job was to alert the base in Sioux Falls. (I'm not sure we truly
believed that the Germans or the Japanese might actually bomb our comer of the state.)
For years, Mother and I emptied tin cans, cut out and placed the tops and bottoms inside the
cans, and squashed them underfoot until they were pancake-flat. Once a month, the manager of

In May 1945, St. Cloud photographer Myron Hall shot this photograph of school children entering Rockville's city
hall for a paper scrap drive. (Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)
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the Orpheum Theatre invited kids to bring their can-filled grocery sacks downtown where they
were weighed outside the theatre. The boy or girl with the heaviest bag earned a free piovie
ticket that otherwise cost 25 cents.
·:
Scrap drives were often showcased by a Main Street parade. During one scrap drive, the town's
treasured Civil War cannon the showpiece of our courthouse square - was ignominiously
dragged backward down Main Street, headed for some distant scrap heap.
That day, Mother decided to discard an
ancient sewing machine pedestal and
thought it would be fun for me to push
or drag it down Main Street. For a
costume, Mother found a tall, thin
cardboard box from which she cut holes
for my head and arms. On all four sides
of the box, she wrote in large letters,
"STITCH UP THE NAZIS." Its tiny
metal wheels proved so cumbersome that
I had to abandon the machine in front of
Dibble's Garage, three blocks from
home. Still dressed in my cardboard suit,
I marched on down Main Street while
puzzled spectators wondered what my
message could possibly mean.
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Cartoon by Jim Bertram.

(Author's collection.)

Tires, sugar, meat, and gasoline were rationed during the war. Rumors spread among neighbors
about people who hoarded these goods or sold them on the black market. When our·local
butcher offered Mother a cut of sirloin steak - an item few people legally ate in those days - she
left it on the counter, telling the butcher, "I have three boys in the service."
I was eleven-years-old on D-Day, the day brother Alan walked ashore on Omaha Beach. From
Normandy, he walked across France to Germany with the First Division. Brother Loran, a
battalion surgeon with the 17th Airborne, parachuted into Germany, landing in a tree. Nearing
the cutoff age for volunteering, brother Stan enlisted in the Navy
When the war ended, these splendid men - my heroes - came home to a country where foreign
powers no longer threatened our freedom.
2011
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Char-Gail Women Filled Factory Jobs
During WWII

D

el Lamphere, 19, volunteered for the paratroopers in 1943 The C-46 transport airplane he
called the "workhorse of the Army Air Corps" carried Lamphere and his 11th Airborne
comrades into combat in the Philippines in 1945 A retired banker and insurance agent, ·
Lamphere, 88, has lived in St. Cloud since 1970.
During the years that Lamphere and his fellow soldiers were dropped out of the sky into mortal
combat in Europe and in the Pacific, 1,400 Central Minnesota men and women were turning out
wings and fuselages for the C-46 in St. Cloud's Char-Gale Assembly Plant. The company was
housed in the Pan Motor Company building on 33rd Avenue North, now the site of Electrolux
Home Products.
Char-Gale, a Minneapolis sheet metal and furnace company, opened its St. Cloud plant on
DecembeF 1, 1941 , and reached full production in March 1942. According to historian Mike
Moran, "St. Cloud was chosen
because of the availability of the
large fireproof structure and the
number of skilled workers in the
area."
In the two weeks following the
attack on Pearl Harbor, 1,300
men applied for work at CharGale. Although women were
told not to apply, by 1943 labor
needs had become so great that
women were eagerly sought to
fill riveting positions with the
company (By January 1943,
women filled four of every ten
war production jobs statewide.)
In her book, The Children

A 1944 photograph shows workers at the Char-Gale factory· Irene
Schnettler, Flora Keil, Oscar Eckman, Gladys Pull, Dolores Weihs,
Marguerite Meissner, and Lena Schuneman.

Remember, Stories of Minnesota

(Photo courtesy of the Stearns Hi story Museum.)

Children During World War II,

Sharon Eberhardt Schulte said that her mother and her father both worked at Char-Gale. Silvia
Eberhardt made her own slacks - an item, along with a turban and a blouse, required by the
company 's dress code. Schulte wrote that her mother's first paycheck was used to buy new
shoes for two of her sisters, a rare occurrence for people living during the Great Depression.
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According to Schulte: "On Saturday, both Nita and Verna got brand-new never-worn-before
shoes! They got to pick out what they liked! We all got a tum at that in the weeks ah~ad. Dad
wouldn't have to be repairing our shoes too often anymore. That was exciting."
1

Prospective employees spent three, 40-hour weeks at Technical High School learning how to
weld and master other factory skills. Each day, about 115 people took classes that earned them
50 cents an hour for that training.
Jean Richter Kappel, 88, was a teenager when she took classes at the high school for a job with
Char-Gale. While her future husband, Victor, was serving in the field artillery in Europe, Jean
worked as a "bucker" - one member of a two-person riveting team - from May 1944 until the
war's end.
!

Kappel said that if her team made a special effort to complete a job before their shift ended, the
foreman treated the women to a meal at St. Cloud's OK Cafe.
Alvina Skuza Fleck, 87, was 18 when she left the farm to work as a bucker at Char-Gale. Fleck
said the job was "a great experience"~that paid more than any other job she ever held. Her future
husband, Darel, was in the Air Corps at the time. "The factory crew all felt they were contributing to the war effort," she said.
In April 1944 a St. Cloud Daily Times reporter interviewed several women at the plane factory
and other local businesses. Under the heading, "GI foes Don't Worry! Women Glad to Give
Men Their Jobs Back," the writer concluded that women working at Char-Gale, Lantz Optical,
and the Great Northern Railway roundhouse were more than willing to give up their jobs to
accommodate returning veterans.
Char-Gale owners moved their business back to Minneapolis after the St. Cloud facility closed
in June 1945. Nokohaha, a self-storage business on Hiawatha Avenue, is all that is left of CharGale.

2011
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Civilian Conservation Corps Transformed
Depression-Era Boys Into Men

D

uring the Great Depression of the 1930s, 13 to 15 million men were unemployed,
including five million between the ages of 18 and 25

In April 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt asked Congress to launch the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), a program that would, over the next nine years, put 2.5 million
young men to work.
The CCC's mission statement said the program "must halt the devastation of America's land and
forests and it must train young men for future employment and future participation in American
democracy "
A CCC recruit had to be single, between ages 18-25, and a member of a family on relief. Out of
a salary of $30 a month, $25 was sent home to help indigent family members. Enrollees could
keep five tiollars for personal expenses. The government covered room, board, tools, and
clothing.
CCC camps were run on a military schedule with Army officers in charge of each camp.
Breakfast and calisthenics followed reveille at 6 a.m. Work began at 8 a.m. and ended at 5 15
p.m. Taps was sounded at 10:15 p.m.
In Minnesota, large sections of the majestic northern forests had fallen to the logger's ax,
leaving behind stumps and flammable undergrowth. To reclaim the state's forests, the CCC sent
84,000 young men into the ravaged woods of northern Minnesota.
In the 1930s, Bill Schwegel, 88, St. Cloud, was one of seven children living at home with his
widowed mother in St. Joseph. For six months, Schwegel worked in a camp near Remer in Cass
County where he cut brush, planted trees, and cleared trails. Schwegel remembers that bunks
were checked at night to record men who had gone AWOL. One of the advantages of being in
the CCC, Schwegel said, was that it "taught men how to live away from home."
During his three years with the CCC, Joe Seitz, 94, Avon, was in charge of a crew of five who
built roads and firebreaks near Hibbing. He remembers clearing brush and stacking it onethousand-feet apart in "tepee piles." During a forest fire, Seitz saw evergreens flare up "like
Roman candles" after catching fire.
Seitz said he used a dollar card to buy items from the camp canteen that cost no more than a
nickel. Men stood in military fashion at the mess tables until the cook ordered them to sit, he
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said. When barracks were inspected, enrollees with the most merits earned a weekend pass to
Duluth, 40 miles away, Seitz said.
In a Minnesota History magazine article, veteran CCC member Frederick K. Johnson:.wrote that
enrollees were not officially permitted to have cars, but "the surrounding woods sheltered
several cars of ancient vintage that were owned corporately or individually by men who charged
their buddies moderate amounts for transportation."
The cultural breakdown of CCC members is an interesting facet of the federal program. Living
in segregated camps, 200,000 Black Americans served in the CCC. Soil erosion and chronic
unemployment on reservations were factors in recruiting 14,000 Native Americans for the CCC.
Chronic unemployment among World War I veterans helped raise the age level to 40 so 24,000
ex-servicemen could participate in the CCC. A small number of women also called CCC home.
Minf\esota had 51 camps that housed about 200 men per camp. Tree planting, fire fighting,
lookout tower construction, and recreational development were activities that defined the CCC
in Minnesota. The CCC also stocked millions of fish in Minnesota's lakes.
The Rabideau Historic Site near Blackduck in Beltrami County is one of three preserved camps
in the United States. Fifteen of its original 25 buildings still stand.
From 1933 to 1942, CCC volunteers across the United States planted two million trees, built
3,400 fire towers, 68,000 miles of firebreaks, and restored 3,900 historic structures including 48
Alaskan totem poles. CCC recruits also excavated several archaeological sites.
The average educational level for CCC members was 8.7 years. In 1935, the government began
setting up vocational and academic courses that men could take after a day's work ended. The
CCC also provided courses in reading and writing that helped 85,000 to 110,000 men to become
literate.
In her book, Hard Work and a Good Deal, the CCC in Minnesota, author Barbara W Sommer
quotes a conservation enrollee: "My days in the CCC cannot be expressed in words. You have
to live in the mind of an 18-year-old boy I must say that it taught me the respect of authority, of
individual responsibility, how to work and get along with others. My days in the C's developed
me into a man."
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The WPA Put 8.5 Million People to Work

I

n March 1933, a month before I was born, Franklin Delano Roosevelt became President of the
United States. One month before I turned 12, FDR died during the first month of his fourth
term. Many Americans thought no one could ever take his place.
Almost everyone agreed that FDR exuded confidence and hope during the darkest days of the
Great Depression, though it took a major war to end the economic collapse experienced during
the 1930s.
In 1932, between 13 and 15 million people (25% of the work force) were unemployed, not
counting dependants or the under-employed.
Roosevelt created the WPA-lhe Works Progress Administration - in 1935, ultimately one of
the most successful of FDR's New Deal programs. The name was changed in 1939 to the Works
Projects Administration.
~

At the naiional level, between 1935 and 1943, the WPA oversaw 11 billion dollars of public
projects that provided work for 8.5 million individuals. During the depth of the Depression,
WPA workers built 2,500 hospitals, 5,900 schools, and 13,000 playgrounds. Under the WPA
umbrella, an agency called "The "Section" generated work in their respective fields for artists,
actors, musicians, writers, photographers, and historians.
The WPA's National Youth Administration gave financial aid to more than two million high
school and college students and supported 2.6 million young people who were not in school.
In Central Minnesota, between 1938 and 1942, the number of WPA workers totaled 5,100 m
Steams County, 903 in Benton County, and 723 in Sherburne County Although males carried
out most of the local projects, the number of Central Minnesota women employed by the WPA
rose from ten percent to 33 percent during the same period. The average monthly wage offered
by the government was $54.33, depending upon skill and location.
In 1940, Steams County WPA workers built 573 miles of roads and six new bridges. Eleven
miles of sidewalks and 13 miles of curbing were also laid. Besides constructing new schools in
Rockville and Collegeville, WPA workers renovated 67 public buildings, including 34 schools.
Other projects included granite walls, tennis courts, sewers, grandstands, water mains, dams,
and athletic fields.
St. Cloud's Selke Field Wall was a monumental WPA project completed during the Depression.
Over a three-year period, under-employed local masons laid up, block-by-block, the wall along
University Drive Southeast and 10th Avenue Southeast.
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The late Gene Kropp was one of five masons who worked on the wall. In a 1998 interview,
Kropp told me "the best bricklayers and stonemasons in the country" completed the project.
"The Section" provided work for people of all political persuasions, including Demo~rats,
Republicans, Socialists, and Communists. Although only three artists were African American,
150 of the 850 artists were women, two of whom created works in Central Minnesota.
The Section made a special effort to commission Native Americans and unknown artists from
the American West. During a nine-year period, the Section awarded 1,124 mural contracts; 289
contracts for sculptures; 1,205 individual artists placed their work in federal buildings. The
artwork comprised one-percent of the total cost of an individual building.
Many citizens were adversely critical of the WPA. Terms used were: "We Poke Around," "We
Putter Along," ~nd the "Whistle, Piss, & Argue" gang. Criticism followed "the early practice of
basit1g wages on a 'security wage' that ensured workers of pay even if a project was delayed,
improperly constructed, or incomplete."

An unknown worker etched the WPA initials in this Bemidji, Minnesota, boulder.
2010
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Central Minnesota E:thnic Groups
1858-1905
When I moved to St. Cloud I became friends with Anna Poglajen Petrich, a daughter of
Slovenian-born parents who made their home in St. Stephen-in-the-Woods - the first Slovenian
settlement in America. I learned about Anna's heritage while sitting in her log house sampling
freshly-baked bread from her wood-fed kitchen range.
I

\

Following letters that missionary priest Fr. Francis X. Pierz placed in newspapers, hoping to
draw "thrifty Catholics who would make an earthly paradise of this Minnesota," Germans began
arriving in Central Minnesota as early as the mid-1850s.
Using Warner & Foote's 1880 map of Stearns County and data from the Federal Census of
1880, Geographer Lewis G Wixon color-coded the map to show the ethnic mix of settlers in the
county at that time. Wixon's map resembles a colorful quilt that humanizes the unique diversity
of Stearns County
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Bavarians Came to Area for Fresh Start, 1858
"Hasten then, my dear German people, those of you who have in mind to change your abode,
and settle in Minnesota. "
Fr. Francis X. Pierz

A

s early as 1854, missionary priest Francis X. Pierz was writing glowing letters to newspapers advertising the benefits of settling in Central Minnesota. According to geographer
Hildegard Binder Johnson, Fr. Pierz stressed Minnesota's "mild climate, good soil, high wages,
and economic opportunities for merchants, manufactures, and tradesmen." Fr. Pierz also
addressed his letters to "thrifty Catholics who would make an earthly paradise of this
Minnesota."

At the urging of Fr. Pierz,. Bavarians began arriving in Wakefield Township, Stearns County, in
the 1850s. The Bavarians discovered a region that resembled the homeland - a rolling terrain
fille9 with timber for fuel, fences, and building logs for raising houses and barns. The abundance of thick black soil also provided ideal land for farming. Other Bavarians settled near
Cold Spring, Jacob's Prairie, Collegeville Township, and Albany.

A 1920s grain-shocking scene on the Wedi farm. Theresa and Gust Wedi were second cousins.
(Photo courtesy of Lois C. Wedl, OSB.)
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August Wedi was an early pioneer in what soon became known as the Bavarian Settlement more a cluster of farms than a real village - in Sections 8 and 9, Wakefield Township, north of
what was then called Cold Spring City. Wedi was born in Bavaria in 1823 In 1834, his future
wife, Rosina Schwegel, was born in Bavaria. Rosina's journey by sailing ship to America took
90 days, due to the lack of prevailing winds. After marrying in Wisconsin, August and Rosina
moved to Stearns County in 1858. August was involved in defending settlers at the time of the
U.S.-Dakota War of 1862, and the family, like other pioneers, fought grasshoppers and drought
as they tried to wrest a living from the soil.
In a 1977 i nterview, a cousin, Theresa Wedl, said that August built a log house with the help of
neighbors. "Using a broadax, borers, and handsaws, they erected a house with one big room
down and another single room upstairs. Lighting was by a lard-soaked rag put into a container
and lit. A wood-burning stove was used for the whole house."
Minnesota is a fertile source for the study of German immigration. In 1860, Germans
constituted nine percent of Minnesota's population. At that time Germans were settling along
the Minnesota River, in Winona and New Ulm, near Big Stone Lake, and in Stearns and
Morrison Counties. Historian Kathleen Neils Conzon says that in 1860, 12 German Catholic
parishes stretched in a 40-mile chain along the Sauk Valley, a number that by 1880 increased to
30.
Historians argue that European immigrants were pushed out of the Old World and pulled to the
New. Trying to make a living on small plots of land often reserved for the eldest son, pushed
Germans (and other groups) out of Europe. Abortive revolutions in Germany in 1830 and 1848
forced other Germans to emigrate. Often considered master farmers, Germans sought cheap,
wooded land in the New World. Unlike the English who settled the small towns of the Middle
West and then moved on to fresh territory, the Germans tended to settle permanently and deed
their land to their descendants.
Americans of German descent still form the largest single ethnic group in Minnesota. In the
2000 census, 37 percent claimed German roots, versus 29 percent for Norwegians, Swedish, and
Danes combined.
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Norwegian Heritage is a Rich Thread in
Minnesota's Quilt, 1865
"The homesteads were few and far apart; here and there a windmill gaunt against the sky, a sod
house crouching in a hollow. But the great fact was the land itself, which seemed to oyerwhelm
the little beginnings of human society that struggled in its somber wastes "
·
Willa Cather, 0 Pioneers!

I

n 1865, a group of Norwegian pioneers left Spring Grove, Houston County, Minnesota, by
covered wagon to seek land in North Fork Township in Steams County. The party included a
woman, Ellen Baalson, who came to lay claim to land before her family arrived.
Another Norwegian, Hans P Heieie, built a log cabin in the burgeoning settlement of Elk Grove
near Brooten. His wife, Brynhild, hauled logs by oxen and helped her husband lift them into
place. Brynhild later recalled tying twigs to their oxen's tails to swat swarms of mosquitoes.
\

Nels Strandemoen, a fur trader, built a two-story log house on his homestead, using the second
story for his mercantile business.
Six Civil War veterans made up.a contingent of Norwegian pioneers whom locals called "the
soldiers." After mustering out of the service in Madison, Wisconsin, the men traveled by rail
and steamboat to St. Paul and by ox team to Renville County and later to Paynesville. From
there, they walked to Elk Grove.
During the winter of 1865-66 the veterans - Hans Kittilson, Hans Halvorson, Hans S.
Skaardahl, Halvor Halvorson, Syvert C. Larson, and Kittel Halvorson - shared Kittleson's log
house.
According to historian William Bell Mitchell, the Norwegian pioneers lived in virtual isolation.
Although a few items could be purchased in Sauk Centre, St. Cloud was the closest produce
market - a five- to-six-day journey by ox team. The nearest railroad was some 60 roadless miles
away in Elk River.
In 1908, Ole 0. Tangen, Jr., interviewed the North Fork Norwegians. Tangen learned that
although some newly arrived immigrants built log structures, a surprising number made use of
dugouts - literally hillside caves. Narve Erickson, a native of Flaa, Hallingdal, Norway, lived in
his dugout for five years before building a house from pre-cut lumber. Erickson used aspen
branches and sod for the dugout's roof.
In 1866, Levor Olson Heiplads, another immigrant from Flaa, told Tangen he had lived in a tent
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and in his covered wagon until he had time to dig a cellar in a hillside. Heiplads made his roof
of oak logs covered with dry hay and sod. With a single window and a door of fir, the dugout
served the family for two years before Levor put up a log house.
Kittle Nilson Strande 's log house had a "fairly good roof, but the floor, door, and windows had
not yet been installed." For protection from the cold, Strande hung fur robes in the door and
window spaces. Strande told Tangen that the family's wagon box was used for a bed.
Besides descriptions of their shelters, the immigrants left sad accounts of their children's deaths
during the early years of settlement. Narve and Ragna Erickson had 13 children, eight of whom
died either at birth or during childhood. Their biographer noted that "it was common in those
days that you did not count your children until they were adults. It also was common to believe
in large families in case some of them died before reaching adulthood."
\

Between 1825 and 1928, 850,000 Norwegians arrived in the United States, with Minnesota
absorbing the largest number. The 1905 State Census records 1,573 Norwegian-born immigrants
in Steams County In 1990, some 757, 212 Minnesotans identified themselves as being of
Norwegian ancestry
The cultural heritage shared by those claiming Norwegian ancestry is a rich thread that runs
through Minnesota's history today

This handsome immigrant
chest is a prized artifact in
Judith Eittreim Morgan 's
family. The chest crossed
the Atlantic sometime after
1842 where it found a home
in Iowa.
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A Swedish Gunsmith's American Dream, 1867

J

ohn Hedlund, who arrived in Central Minnesota from Sweden in 1867, is a prime example
of someone who realized the American Dream.

Hedlund was born in Fagelsjo, Sweden, in 1842. A gunsmith taught Hedlund a trade .!hat he
practiced first in Sweden for eight years and later in St. Cloud for 50 years.
·
In 1866, John married Anna Halverson, his childhood sweetheart. In a 1917 memoir, John wrote
that on the day they married he and Anna skied 25 miles "through dense woods, over lakes,
swamps, and deep snows" to reach their minister's home. After spending the night, the young
couple skied back home the next day
In the summer of 1867, the newlyweds began the long journey to Minnesota. To reach the
seaport of Gothenburg, Sweden, the couple traveled by horse-team, steamer, and rail before
reaching the sea .

.

On the North Sea, aboard a steamship to Hull, England, a 36-hour storm with ten-foot waves
dumped 18 inches of water into the passengers' quarters through a hatch that someone had
carelessly left open. The water, Hedlund wrote, "dashed from one end of the room to the other,
taking with it such as trunks, boxes, barrels, etc., smashing such against posts and walls, and
woe if a person ventured in its way "~
After a train ride from Hull to Liverpool, the Hedlunds made an uneventful nine-day steamship
trip to New York City From New York the couple journeyed along a common route that
imicigrants headed for Minnesota used - a train from New York to Chicago and La Crosse, and
a steamboat ride from La Crosse to Red Wing, St. Paul, and St. Cloud.
The Hedlunds' destination was Oscar Lake, a hamlet near Alexandria in Douglas County,
Minnesota, where relatives and friends awaited them. In Richmond, the Hedlunds joined other
Swedish pioneers to help drive a herd of sheep along one of the oxcart trails to Oscar Lake.
As they left Richmond, the party had to cross the Sauk River where deep water soon inundated
the sheep. "Here in a very few minutes," Hedlund wrote, "we had about 200 sheep piled up
behind each other, perfectly helpless, sadly looking to us for rescue." After much effort, all of
the sheep were saved.
Hedlund's memoir provides a vivid view of the unsettled Stearns County landscape that
immigrants had to cross in the 1860s. "During three days of travel, we did not see a house, a
shed, a fence, a tree enough for a bonfire at night, and one morning when we got up, found
ourselves and the bleak desolation about us covered with three inches of snow."
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That fall, John and Anna shared a dugout that was lighted by a lamp made from a rutabaga and
a rag soaked in skunk oil. By Christmas, the Swedes had erected a log cabin large enough to
house nine settlers. The Hedlunds lived there for six years.
John wrote that Anna frequently strapped one of their babies on her back and skied to outlying
neighbors, "returning sometimes with a pail of milk, a roll of butter, a bundle of flour... always
with a smile on her face, returning with some kind of honey to the hive."
In 1873, John and Anna moved to St. Cloud where John opened a gunsmith shop that he
operated almost up to the time of his death in 1937 A 1981 article by Elaine Gilbertson says
that John also invented tabulator stops for typewriters and a crank-type blackboard eraser. A
plan for a hydraulic car hoist was stolen before Hedlund had time to patent it, Gilbertson wrote.

John Hedlund's
gunshop stood in
downtown St. Cloud
on the site of the
Wells Fargo bank.
(Photo courtesy of the
Steams Hi story Museum.)

In her book Built on a Rock, historian Meredith Medler 's history of St. Cloud's Salem Lutheran
Church, the author wrote that most Swedes were "religiously minded and wanted very much to
form Lutheran congregations where they could worship in their accustomed manner." Medler
notes that the names "J Hedlund and Family" were recorded as charter members of the Salem
congregation in 1883
2011
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Crow Lake Danish Lutheran Church is a
Heritage Landmark, 1877

T

he handsome yellow-brick church holds a commanding view of southwestern Stearns
County's rolling landscape. On a recent frosty, sun-drenched January morning, ttie building
- known locally as the "Danish Church" - presented a postcard-perfect sight. Located in Crow
Lake Township, the structure fronts County Road 200, one-mile north of the Kandiyohi County
line.
In the summer of 1877, forty
Scandinavian settlers gathered at
the Jens Troelstrup farm on the
south shore of Crow Lake, where
they signed a document forming
Our Savior's Evangelical
Scandinavian Lutheran Church of
Crow Lake.
At that meeting, in Willmar,
Minnesota, pastor Rev Ole
Paulson was hired to hold 12
services a year with at least four
services to be held on Sundays and
two on festival days. Paulson was
paid a yearly salary of $60.

The Danish Church stands on a small hill overlooking the rolling
landscape of southwestern Steams County.
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Arriving the night before by horseand-buggy, Paulson was housed in
the home where the next day's
service was to be held. According
to a local history· "Many times a
wmter blizzard or impassable
roads would cause [the minister]
to leave his horse-and-buggy and
continue on skis or on foot to
fulfill his strong desire to bring the
gospel to his parishioners." When
the weather was mild, the pastor
would hitch up his buggy to make
the 30-mile trip back to Willmar.
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In 1878, the congregation purchased 40 acres from the St. Paul and Chicago Railroad Company
for two dollars an acre. In the summer of 1881, a group of men were hired to haul supplies with
which to erect the building that stands today Each man received $1.50 a day for his serviqes. If
he missed a day, the worker was fined a dollar. The church was completed in 1883
The Crow Lake building is a classic example of a Georgian Revival style church, similar to
small churches found in New England. (Its tall tower, belfry, and spire were rebuilt in 1987 )
The arched doorway and windows are Gothic Revival in style.
Until 1947, services were held in the Scandinavian language. Although an occasional wedding
and other activities are held there today, the church was closed in 1991 due to the dwindling
number of parishioners.
~

At present, the church is undergoing another renovation. Caretaker Delno Jensen and his son,
Darin, are reshingling the roof, tuck-pointing the brick, and covering the old wooden soffit with
aluminum. These efforts will help preserve this beautiful Stearns County landmark for future
generations.
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Anna Petrich Mirrored Slovenian Heritage,
1883

A

lthough she died in 1994 at age 99, I still think about Anna Petrich almost every day I met
Anna and her husband, John, in 1980 when they were living in the log house th~t Anna's
father built near St. Stephen, Minnesota, in 1883

Heavy, square-hewn oak timbers, chinked with wood and cement, made the Petrich home as
snug as a modem frame house.
The kitchen was the family hearth. It contained a wood-fed Monarch range from which Anna
baked delicious cookies, pastries, and bread made from Slovenian recipes that had been passed
down through the generations. The range was also used to heat old-fashioned flatirons, light was
produced by kerosene lamp, and the kitchen sink filled by water drawn from an outdoor well. In
the parlor a potbellied stove provided heat for a downstairs bedroom and for a sleeping loft
above.
Several outbuildings encircled the house, including a log barn and a log granary - a farmstead
that resembled Anna's Slovenian parents' farm back in Yugoslavia. In the 1880s, the St. Stephen
area was so densely populated with trees that ax-wielding pioneers found a plentiful supply of
wood for building material. Anna's f~ther, John Poglajen, told Anna that he had to clear the land
of trees before he could see the sky.
Anna said that when she was three she watched her father erecting the log granary· "It was so
nice to watch my father build it. With strings they marked the hewn logs. The shingles were
home-split. Oak splits real
nice. Even now when
John splits oak for wood
there comes a piece that
just reminds me of the old
shingles from that
building."

Anna Petrich made cookies, pastries,
and bread in the Monarch oven in
her kitchen in her log house near
St. Stephen.
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About 1883, Anna's parents arrived in what was then called St. Stephen-in-the-Woods from
Ljubljana, the capital of what is now the Republic of Slovenia.
',

In the early 1860s, Slovenian missionary Fr. Francis Xavier Pierz circulated glowing accounts
of opportunities in Central Minnesota in a Cincinnati German-language newspaper. Fr. Pierz
also wrote hundreds of letters to fellow countrymen, hoping to establish a "New Slovenia" in
Minnesota's Big Woods. Thanks to the work of Fr. Pierz, St. Stephen has the distinction of
being the first Slovenian settlement in the United States.
John Petrich was born in Slovenia, a few
miles from the Poglajen farm. After coming
to America, John's family settled on the Iron
Range. Jo}:m's father owned land near St.
Stephen ahd John often accompanied his
father on business there. This is how John
Petrich met Anna Poglajen, whom he married
when Anna was 17 For seven years the
couple lived in Northome, Minnesota, where
John worked 10 hours a day for 14 cents an
hour in the iron mines. Sometime around
1918 the couple returned to St. Stephen to
live in the house where Anna was born.
When she was in her eighties, Anna still
tended a large garden where she grew, among
other flowers and vegetables, gladioli that
she used to decorate the altar for the Church
of St. Stephen. For several years Anna also
wrote the weekly church newsletter. Anna
read widely, kept up with current events, and
tended to John's needs after he suffered a
massive stroke.

From the corner of the log barn one can see the
Petrich's log house, built in 1883.

During the last years of their lives, John and Anna moved to Sartell where they lived in Country
Manor Nursing Home. Anna told me how much she appreciated running water and a flushing
toilet, but missed driving her old Chevy.
2005/2010
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Swedes Arrived in St. Cloud to Work in the
Granite Quarries, 1885

S

wedish immigrants who arrived in St. Cloud in the late 19th century called their
neighborhood "Svenska Dalen" - Swede Hollow

More of a hill than a valley, Swede Hollow encompassed a three-block area south of Michigan
Avenue along 11th Avenue Southeast in East St. Cloud.
According to author Thaspena Gaples, 25 Swedish families immigrated to America in 1885 to
work in St. Cloud's granite quarries. The men were skilled workers who had learned how to
mine granite back home in Scandinavia.
Mathias Breen, an Irish immigrant, and Scotsman John T Young established Minnesota's first
granite quarry, which stood just outside of what is now the granite wall surrounding the
Minnesota Correctional Facility The Swedes found work at the Breen and Young Quarry
\

The workers were paid $1.50 to $2.00 a day to cut and dress building stone and help haul it by
horse team to the Northern Pacific tracks for shipment throughout the United States. The first
stone quarried in Minnesota was used for the Rock Island Arsenal in Illinois.
Originally, the Swedes lived in three-room, tarpaper shanties in a "squatter community" near the
quarry site. The settlement had a boarding house for single men, a general store, and a church.
As the Swedes prospered, they were able to purchase lots and move into the 11th Avenue area
that came to be called Swede Hollow.
"No longer did the immigrants feel like foreigners, for they held good jobs, owned property,
were rearing families of about five children, and most important, they realized that they were
taking part in building a community, a state, and a nation," Gaples wrote.
Three extant buildings in East St. Cloud date from the period of Swedish settlement. At 1543
11th Avenue Southeast stands a two-story brick house erected in 1890. Greek Revival in style,
the L-shaped house still retains some of its original yellow-brick exterior. Before the area
became Swede Hollow, the land upon which the house sits belonged at different times to several
prominent early St. Cloud pioneers, including Willis Gorman, George Brott, D.B. Searle, and
Albert Whitney.
The Albert and Wilhelmina Johnson House, comer of 11th Avenue Southeast and 16th Street
Southeast, was erected in the 1880s. The frame house has two dormers, the original lap siding,
and a kitchen lean-to. The horse barn still stands in the backyard.
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The Albert and Wilhelmina
Johnson House still stands
on the corner of 11th
Avenue Southeast and 16th
Street Southeast.

Albert Jol\nson arrived in St. Cloud from Sweden in 1879 and secured a job at the Breen and
Young Quarry at $25.00 a month. Johnson formed a partnership in 1900 with two other men
that lasted until 1919 From 1919 to 1926 he worked for the Hilder Granite Company
The Seventh Ward School at 1538 9th Avenue Southeast was built in 1883 to serve Swedish
children enrolled in the four lower grades. The yellow-brick school is a private residence today
A quest for religious freedom and greater opportunity in America drove 1,250,000 Swedes out
of their homeland between 1845 and 1930. Only Ireland, Iceland, and Norway lost a greater
percentage of their population during the same period.
Minnesota is the "most Swedish" state in America. In the 2000 census 9.9% or 486,507 people
in Minnesota claimed Swedish ancestry
The high mark of Swedish settlement in Steams County was 1905 when the census recorded
1,020 Swedes. Besides quarrying, Swedes were drawn to Minnesota to work at jobs in logging
and mining. Near Phalen Park in St. Paul, Swedish immigrants who worked in the flourmills
and breweries settled in their own Swede Hollow In 1905, 1,000 people lived there.
In a 1999 Times article, historian Sr. Owen Lindblad wrote: "St. Cloud emerged rich in cultural
diversity Each group of people wove its particular charm and talents into the composition.
Today is no different. There are new peoples and cultures - all of whom contribute new beauty
and strength to our community "
2011
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Forgotten Communities and German Heritage,
1895-1905

W

hat do Arban, Bavarian Settlement, Kandotta, Merkling, and Neenah, share in common?
Answer Although, virtually unknown today, all were at one time up-and-coming Steams
County communities.
·.

Also known as Young's Settlement and Green Valley, Arban stood in Section 27 of Holding
Township. The hamlet prospered between 1895 and 1905 until the Soo Line laid its tracks
through Holdingford, an act that doomed Arban 's future development.
Arban, originally spelled Urban,
may have been named for Pope
Urban VIII. At some point, the U
became an A. A church, erected
in 1904, served the area until it
was moved to Albany's Pioneer
Village in 1989
Jerome Young is a member of the
fourth generation of German
settlers who arrived in Holding
Township following in the steps
of the Slovenian missionary, Fr.
Francis X. Pierz. On a recent
spring day, Jerome, his wife,
Darlene, and I toured their
immaculately landscaped acreage,
a site a few miles from where
Jerome's great-grandfather, Franz
Jung, founded Young's
Settlement.

The Arban church stands on the grounds of Albany's Pioneer
Village.
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Franz Jung, his wife Catharina,
and their five children, ages nine
years to nine months, left Bremen
in the fall of 1868 by steamboat
bound for the United States. After
briefly settling in Chisago
County, the J ungs, a brother,
Henry Jung, and Franz's sister,
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Anna Luckeroth, made their way by railroad and wagon to the rich farmland of Steams County
According to his great-grandson, Franz had worked in the mines to finance his passage to New
York. Jerome said his ancestor suffered the rest of his life from a lung condition contacted-in the
mines. At New York's Castle Garden, an early processing station, Franz's surname was Americanized from Jung to Young. Franz and his two sons erected a log house in Steams County that
served the family for 60 years. A log barn and a log school were built later.
In the winter of 1874-1875, Franz was one of a handful of German settlers who helped establish
the Church of the Sacred Heart in Holding Township. The Young family donated 20 acres for
the church site.
After hauling trees by oxen through Central Minnesota's Big Woods, parishioners hewed,
notched, dnd caulked the logs. An altar and pews were carved by hand.
In 1887 the growing community erected a second structure. Made of logs and lumber, the
church was painted white so members could find it as they walked through the woods. The
building seated 40 families and had two qells and an organ. On July 8, 1903, a tornado ripped
through the area, destroying the tower and knocking the bells to the ground.
In the spring of 1904, a third church was raised. According to church historian, Fr. Robert J
Voigt, the basement was dug with a scraper and a team of horses. Built on a fieldstone
foundation, the frame structure, Voigt wrote, "had a steep roof with cedar shingles so that the
snow and ice would easily fall down."
Due to the efforts of an active congregation, the church prospered until the 1980s, Darlene
Young said. An informal "second mass" took place after church when parishioners gathered to
discuss the week's happenings from the previous Sunday The Youngs said everyone contributed
to the building's upkeep and the maintenance of the nearby cemetery When no priest could be
found to take over the Arban church, the building was moved to its present location. A granite
marker stands on the original church site.
The Arban church is well maintained to this day. Standing on a new foundation at Albany's
Pioneer Village, the church resembles a New England meetinghouse. The structure is a plain,
rectangular box, surmounted by a gabled roof. A square tower adorns the fa~ade. The church
sustained damages when a tornado swept through the grounds in 1998. Sacred Heart Church
was named to the National Register of Historic Places in 1982.
2009
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On February 20, 1941, in sub-zero weather, Central Minnesota's 217th Coast Artillery unit left St. Cloud for
California. This scene shows the troops marching toward the train station on East St.Germain.
(Myron Hall photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)
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Remnants of E:arl_y Sites
Some historic sites - like the oxcart trails - have left dim traces of their pasts. Although no
plaque honors it, LeSauk Township's Five Points Crossing is linked to the Native American
past. Around 1900, Indians, who were camping nearby, came to Veronica Lahr's door and asked
for bread, honey, and sand. Several decades ago a neighbor found a carved pipe near one of the
trails.
Although ! ew vestiges of another path exist today, the Wadsworth Trail once connected St.
Cloud to Fort Sisseton, South Dakota. The trail helped secure safe passage for miners, soldiers,
and settlers between 1864 and 1889
The MacDougall Farm is one of my favorite Central Minnesota landmarks. As early as 1847,
William W. Warren had a trading post on lhe site. There, he wrote a book about Ojibwe culture
still considered a classic work today Now, only the magnificent four-bay barn, built in 1874,
remains. In 2004, vandals torched the unique late-1870s' New England-inspired, connected
house-summer kitchen-woodshed.
I like to sit in front of my study window and look out at the land where the late-19th century
entrepreneur Nehemiah P Clarke once raised Clydesdale horses and Cotswold sheep. Clarke's
three-thousand acres in LeSauk Township once was divided into three farms called Meadow
Lawn, Clyde Mains·, and Nether Hall. Today, the site is home to Meadowlawn Patio Homes.
Even as ordinary a corridor as it is, dusty, industrialized Lincoln Avenue has its own history At.
one time the street was a part of the Jefferson Highway, a route that connected New Orleans to
Winmpeg. In 1925, the highway (and the street) became a piece of Highway 10 before that road
was moved to its present site in 1959 A handsome steel gate on the comer of East St. Germain
and Lincoln Avenue once greeted travelers entering the "Busy Gritty Granite City"
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Five Points Crossing is a Historic Complex
of Early Trails

W

hen Chris Platz bought his house, the inspector said, "Daniel Boone must have built it."
Chris and his fiance, Jessica Pfeil, live at Five Points Crossing, a historic inters~ction in
Stearns County's LeSauk Township. The house stands on the edge of Sartell's future ·development, where several farms, including four Century Farms, are clustered near County Roads 4
and 13.

In 1861, Mathias Staubach and his wife, Gertrud, purchased the LeSauk site from the federal
government. Sometime between 1861 and 1878, when the Staubachs sold the property to Peter
and Maria Schmitt, Staubach erected his house in a comer where two roads meet at Five Points.
When Florence and Clarence Heim bought the farmsite in 1957, it had, besides the house, a
chicken coop, a barn, a granary, a blacksmith shop, a machine shed, and a sawmill. Florence
said that when the couple occupied the house it had been used as a granary and had no running
watet. The Heims razed all of the buildings, except for the house.

A map of Five Points Crossing is part of a historical collection created by
Florence Heim. The photo shows the landscape near Five Points Crossing.
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The house retains many of its original features today, including rough-hewn rafters, plank
flooring, and a fieldstone foundation. A first-floor support beam shows ax marks on two sides
and bark on the others. At the time when it was used as a granary someone nailed Copenhagen
tins over the floor cracks to keep oats from filtering through. Florence said her husband and her
father-in-law, William Heim, both chewed snuff, so the plugs may have been signs of their
handiwork.
Like Clarence and Florence Heim, Chris and Jessica share a connection with the pioneer past.
Tired of paying gas bills, Chris hooked up a woodstove that he feeds from the woods behind the
house. Because so many people stopped to ask about his woodpile, Chris set up a mini, selfserve wood business in his yard, using a coffee can to collect change. Chris, who works for
Schwan's Fine Foods, and Jessica, an SCSU senior in elementary education, hope to restore
parts of the house to their pioneer appearance.
Behind the house is a stand of oak trees, a tiny remnant of the Big Woods that once covered
eastern Stearns County Today, these woods shelter deer and turkeys, and until recently, coyotes.
With access to both town and country, Chris says he and Jessica have the best of both worlds.
Today, only four roads meet at Five Points Crossing. An 1874 atlas shows dense woods and a
handful of dwellings, an indication that Five Points Crossing may have been a Native American
site. Florence said William Heim found a pipe carved from a bone when the barn was raz~d. A
neighbor, the late Veronica Lahr, told Florence that she fed Indians who came to her door in the
1890s. The proximity to the 19th-century Oxcart Middle Trail is an added historic dimension to
the Five Points area.
I would like to see the county erect a permanent marker to honor this unique Central Minnesota
landmark.

2008
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Wadsworth Trail and South Dakota Fort
Have Minnesota Roots

R

ecently, I visited my favorite geographical site: the 200-mile-long by 40-mile-wide strand
of land the French voyageurs dubbed the Coteau des Prairies - highland of the prairie that rises 2,000 feet above sea level along the eastern border of South Dakota. Every year or so,
I criss-cross the Coteau 's gravel roads by car, looking for abandoned buildings to photograph
and colorful stones to haul home.
This year, azure-tinted water has collected in the Dakota prairie hollows. A slight breeze
alleviates the suffocating humidity common to the Northern Great Plains in late July Buttercups
dot dry patches of parched grass. Here and there, pelicans and egrets descend from the sky to
land on one of the numerous water holes and lakes.
Twenty miles west of Sisseton stands a little-known treasure: Fort Sisseton, a restored military
post that served frontier soldiers, settlers, and adventurers between 1864 and 1889
\

Built to protect settlers from marauding Indians at the time of the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 and
to provide safety for miners traveling to the Idaho goldmines, the fort's buildings sit around the
parade-ground's four sides. Interestingly, the original planners constructed berms and ditches,
rather than a wooden palisade, to
surround the buildings outside the
square.
The fort contains two huge
fieldstone barracks and several
other buildings, including two
officers' quarters, a surgeon's
house, a hospital, and a library - all
made of yellow brick. Each
structure has been carefully restored
to the period of construction.

Several handsome yellow-brick buildings surround Fort Sisseton 's
parade-ground. This structure is the hospital.
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(The fort was originally named Fort
Wadsworth after a Civil War
general who was killed in 1864 at
the Battle of the Wilderness. When
the government discovered that a
New York fort shared its name, the
South Dakota site was renamed in
1876.)
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Fort Sisseton is also connected to the history of Central Minnesota. During the time when the
fort was active, a road, known as the Wadsworth Trail, began its weaving route in St. Cloud.
From St. Cloud, the Wadsworth Trail crossed Steams County to Sauk Centre where it turned
south to Glenwood and Browns Valley, and from there to the fort, 20 miles west of Sisseton.
During the Civil War, supplies were shipped upriver from St. Louis and St. Paul, where they
were loaded on ox- or mule-drawn wagons in St. Cloud. Although the yellow bricks used at the
fort resemble St. Cloud's cream-colored bricks, fort historian Norma Johnson said that clay beds
near the fort were used for the buildings. Johnson said that German bricklayers, who saw a
posted notice at Fort Snelling, volunteered to build the yellow-brick structures at Fort Sisseton.
The Red River Oxcart Trails, active between 1845-1870, are better known than the Wadsworth
Trail. When the Wadsworth Trail was opened in 1864 the government upgraded the oxcart trail
between St. Cloud and Sauk Centre, and the route soon became a popular path for homesteaders, soldiers, and stagecoach drivers.
Readers who are interested in the Wadsworth Trail may wish to visit the excellent exhibit at the
Stevens County Museum, Morris, Minnesota, and drive on from there to Fort Sisseton. The
recently reprinted 1938 classic, The Wadsworth Trail, by Grace Cynthia Hall, is available at the
Stevens County Museum.

NORTH DAKOTA
MINNESOTA

Fort Wadsworth

Sisseton

SOUTH DAKOTA

The Wadsworth Trail began in St. Cloud and ended up in Sisseton, SD. (Map courtesy of Lisa Mueller, St. Cloud Times.)
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William W. Warren and MacDougall Farmsite

A

t this time of year, the slender spikes of big bluestem grass that line the half-mile road into
the William Warren, Two Rivers House Site & Peter MacDougall Farmstead have turned
an autumnal brown. In the distance the oaks are still wearing their russet-colored coats. A
commercial jet cuts across the sky above, oblivious to the pioneer past this land sym~olizes.

The farmsite stands three miles west of Royalton on Hilton Road in Morrison County The farm
is one of my favorite Central Minnesota natural and historic sites. Today's visit is about my 30th
to this fairly r~mote and little known landmark.
The only sound on this warm fall morning
arises from Steve Emerson's tractor.
Emerson, who works for the Little Falls
office of the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), is disking in preparation
for next year's prairie restoration seeding,
when virgin seeds - Indian grass, big and
small bluestem grass, and prairie dropseed
- will be broadcast in the farm's sandy soil.
As I walk to the farmsite I can hear the
distant sound of crows that have gathered
in the oaks that surround the site where
William Whipple Warren built his trading
post and where four Scottish-Canadian
brothers erected a majestic four-bay barn
and a rare New England style house in the
mid-to-late 19th century

The MacDougall House as it appeared about 1980.
Arsonists destroyed this landmark in 2004.

The story of the Warren-MacDougall site begins with Zebulon Pike, the famous explorer, who,
after his 1805 visit, named this area Two Rivers. Between 1847 and 1853, William Whipple
Warren, whose 1885 History of the Ojibway People is still read as a major study of Native
American culture, built a log cabin and founded a trading post on the site. Warren's post once
served fur traders along the oxcart trail from St. Paul to Pembina, North Dakota, which ran near
the spot where I am standing today.
In the spring of 1847, Duncan MacDougall, the first of four brothers to settle in Morrison
County, began farming a mile north of Warren's trading post. In the early 1850s, Duncan's
brother, James, arrived and established a post office at Two Rivers. Donald MacDougall joined
his siblings in 1857 The last brother, Peter, arrived with his wife, Martha, in 1873 Peter
MacDougall, who constructed the buildings and renamed the site Riverside, is the brother most
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closely identified with the farmstead. Peter died in 1904, leaving a wife, six sons, and four
daughters.
The only buildings now standing are the 187~
barn, a concrete chicken shed, and an outhou~e. A
bladeless windmill rises above the site where the
house once stood before vandals torched it in 2004.
The MacDougall barn is, without doubt, the largest
barn in Minnesota. More at home on the prairies
and plains of central Canada, the barn is an outstanding example of a multi-purpose structure that
The 1874 four-bay barn is a rare structure for
once housed cattle and horses and additional space
Central Minnesota.
for hay storage, a dairy shed, and a granary
i
Moisture would have rotted out the interior long
ago had not the Minnesota Historical Society donated funds to reshingle the roof in the 1970s.
Today, the barn's huge entry doors no longer close, leaving the interior exposed to the elements.
Inside, one still finds the magnificent medley of hand-crafted posts and beams, as plumb as the
day they were raised in the 1870s.
The MacDougall farmhouse was also unique in this area. More commonly founo in New
England, the house, built in the late 1870s, was a fine example of continuous architecture, a plan
that joins living quarters to a kitchen, a summer kitchen, and a woodshed. The purpose of this
plan - individual units of which were built over a thirty-year period-allowed the family to
move from room to room without having to go outdoors during inclement weather.
Several other buildings once surrounded the large open area the MacDougalls used to exercise
their team of Belgian horses - animals that weighed 4,200 harnessed.
A stand of white pine, rare in this part of the state, rises above a slope on the nearby
Mississippi. For several years a nesting pair of loggerhead shrikes made their home on the
farmsite. According to Mike Lee, an officer with the Sauk Rapids DNR office, this species is
under review by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service as a candidate for the Federal Endangered
Species List.
Standing here today, I once again sense what pioneer life on the Minnesota frontier must have
been like.
1998/2011
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Meadow Lawn Farms and the Legacy of
Nehemiah P. Clarke

S

ometimes I imagine hearing the sound of horses' hooves, the baaing of sheep, and even the
smell arising from a hog-yard as I sit in the doorway of my garage.

Our patio home in Sartell's Meadowlawn Village stands where a prosperous farm owhed by
Nehemiah Parker Clarke once stood. Clarke was a St. Cloud banker, a stock raiser, a
lumberman, and a corporate director for several Red River railroads.
In the late 19th century, Clarke owned 3,800 acres in
sections 16 and 17, LeSauk Township, Stearns County,
divided up into three farms he called Meadow Lawn,
Clyde Mains, and Nether Hall. The LeSauk farms also
boasted a creamery and a cheese factory
At the height of his career, Clarke had a national
reputation as a breeder of Clydesdale and Hambletonian
horses, Shorthorn and Galloway cattle, Berkshire hogs,
and Cotswold sheep. Clarke named his shorthorns
"Meadow Lawn," one of which, "Dorothea II," won
more than two dozen championships.

This 1870s photograph shows Nehemiah
P Clarke at the height of his career.

According to historian William Bell Mitchell, Clarke
routinely sailed to England to select "the choicest
animals, regardless of cost, for the Stearns County
farms." In 1892-93 at the Chicago World's Fair, Clarke's
Prince Patrick and Queen Lily garnered the world's
championship prize for Clydesdales.

(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

Nehemiah Clarke literally walked into a successful
career in Central Minnesota. Clarke, who was born in
Massachusetts, made his way west by way of Kentucky and Wisconsin, arriving in Minneapolis
at the age of twenty
In 1856, accompanied by a friend, John Proctor, Clarke set out from Minneapolis on foot for St.
Cloud. By the time the young men arrived in Monticello, the footsore Proctor begged his friend
to stop and await the next stagecoach. Rather than waiting for a coach, Clarke hoisted Proctor
on his back and carried him the rest of the way
The young adventurers arrived in St. Cloud at a time when the village was a mere scattering of
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houses spread along the riverbank.
The time and place were ripe,
however, for young, enterprising
risk-takers. On the site where the
Le St-Germain Hotel stands
today, the partners erected a
building where they sold hardware
and farming implements.
Clarke's 1892 red-brick Victorian house is an important St. Cloud
Clarke's fortunes soared after
landmark.
securing a government contract to
build a stage route between St.
Cloud anq the Black Hills. For several years, his transportation business supplied goods, carried
by mule ahd oxen, to government posts throughout Dakota Territory Clarke was also one of the
first local men to drive cattle from the Lower Missouri to the upper reaches of Dakota Territory

As a prominent lumberman in the 1870s and 1880s, Clarke and his partner T.C. McClure owned
milling operations in St. Cloud, Minneap?lis, Manitoba, and Perham, Minnesota.
Flushed with success, in 1892 Clarke hired a prominent Minneapolis architect to design a home
for himself, his wife Caroline, and their three children. The three-story mansion at 356 Third
Avenue South, now the Dr. Lawrence Thienes home, still stands as one of St. Cloud's grand
Victorian landmarks.
In 1909, Clarke began divesting his agricultural empire. The St. Cloud Journal-Press called the
sale "one of the greatest and most important deals ever made in pure bred cattle." Clarke sold
his holdings to Archibald S. White of New York City and Leslie Smith, a local businessman.
In the 1940s, John Bernard ("Duke") Caborn bought Meadow Lawn farm from Leslie Smith.
According to Duke's son, Dan, his father was a "farmer at heart" with a fondness for shorthorn
cattle. When he was 17, Dan Caborn accompanied his father on a trip to South Dakota to pick
up a bull called "Headlight Major." Caborn said that the family's farmhouse stood on Pinecone
Road on the present site of the Holiday Station.
As I look out my window today, I see a row of patio homes called Meadowlawn Village, where
the chirping of birds on my feeder have replaced the sounds of cattle, horses, and hogs.
2009
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This 1924 photograph shows an illuminated
sign that once graced the intersection of
Lincoln Avenue and East St. Germain.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)
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Lincoln Avenue Was Once a Part of the
Jefferson Highway

I

t's one of my favorite photographs. Local portrait and commercial photographer Colie Guy
shot the photo, on the previous page, in the summer of 1924. The photograph show~ a sign at
the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and East St. Germain. Erected by the St. Cloud Automobile
Club, the $1,000 sign stood 20 feet tall and 30 feet wide. At night, it was illuminated'by 300
electric lights.
In the photograph's lower right hand corner stands a sign that advertised the Pure Oil Filling
Station that today houses Val's Hamburger business. An early St. Cloud city directory identifies
the wooden building across the street as Gerhard Schmelz Groceries, Provisions, Confectionary,
and White Eagle Filling Station. Four gas stations once stood at this intersection.
In 1924 the road at the center of the photograph was part of the Jefferson Highway, a route that
was completed between Faribault and Little Falls in 1922. At the time, the road was touted as
the longest paved highway in Minnesota - one source says the longest paved road in the United
States.
The new road, which passed through St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids, was celebrated by a grand
automobile parade along 175 miles of the new highway Little Falls staged a celebration in
November 1922 that drew dignitaries from throughout the state.
The Minnesota section of the Jefferson Highway was but a small part of a 2,000-mile route that
originated in New Orleans and ended in Winnipeg. Two thousand poles, stenciled with a "JH"
emblem, were erected along the entire route. An early source says, "In its course the Jefferson
not only traverses the heart of the richest country on the globe, but also one filled with romance
and sentiment," a nod to a period when driving an automobile was considered a supreme
pleasure. Begun in the 1910s as part of the National Auto Trail system, the road was nicknamed
"Palm to Pine Highway"
An early map shows that the highway entered St. Cloud near the Reformatory and wound its
way through the city before returning east to Sauk Rapids and points north. (The winding
Minnesota Boulevard south of the Reformatory wall is probably a remnant of the Jefferson
Highway.)
The Jefferson Highway became Highway 10 in 1925 At one point, the road shown in the
photograph was called Lincoln Avenue, its name today Highway 10 was moved in 1959 to its
present location. Lincoln Avenue looks about the same today as it does in the 1924 photograph.
No one I have asked knows the fate of the illuminated sign.
2009
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Special Topics
Photographs provide insights into special facets of everyday life. Prior to the development of the
inexpensive Kodak Brownie Camera in 1888, local studio photographers documented marriages,
christenings, and other sacred events. Many of our most haunting images are of Civil War
soldiers decked out in their uniforms - some brandishing weapons.
One of my favorite photographs shows a wintry street scene with a tiny figure in a sleigh - a
slice of S . Cloud's history, frozen in time and space. From the background of a photograph of a
circus parade another small piece of local history can be extrapolated.
For the family genealogist, cemeteries are a valuable resource for discovering dates and names
that might not be found elsewhere. Even the size of a marker or a message carved upon it might
tell us something special about the life ohhe deceased.
My friend Tim Chirhart introduced me to fresh subjects related to the history of Morrison
County Tim told me about the career of Vernon J Pick, a self-made man who fits the model of
the rags-to-riches theme portrayed by Horatio Alger in books he wrote for boys. A walk through
the Royalton cemetery brought to life the story of two local heroes - Charles and Amos Berry and the history of their Civil War outfit - the First Minnesota Infantry Regiment.
Of the many people I have interviewed over the years, no one has touched me more deeply than
Sr. Justina Bieganek, who arrived in St.Cloud on one of the orphan trains when she was twoyears-old. Sr. Justina did not know until she was 65 who her true parents were or the circumstances that led to her placement in New York's Foundling Hospital. Touching the screen where
hospital records were stored, Sr. Justina said, "Something happened at that moment-I found
inner peace."
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Cabinet Cards Reveal Secrets from the
Victorian Age
"Well, we went to Eden Valley by horse and buggy, and I remember that Mr. Hyneman took
some time to get us all arranged just right. He gave us directions to hold absolutely s~ill and fix
our eyes on the camera until he would let us know it was all right to move. Then we had to wait
around a long time while the picture was being worked on."
Interview with Helen Lahr, 1958.

T

he photograph below was taken in Ralph W Hyneman's photo gallery in Eden Valley,
Minnesota, sometime after 1901 The young girl is wearing a new homeJilade dress, black
stockings, and polished boots. Perched precariously atop a wobbly wicker chair, she has just
been told that she must stand very still.
Unfortunately, no one recorded the girl's
name on the back of the photograph.
This photograph, and hundreds of thousands
like it, is called a cabinet card, so-called
because it was designed to stand on a
knickknack shelf. From the post-Civil War
period until about 1910, cabinet cards were
the major way in which people visually
documented personal milestones.
Cabinet cards commemorated christenings,
weddings, and other special occasions.
Single subject cards and bride-and-groom
photographs are the most common type.

This cabinet card shows a child in Ralph W Hyneman's
photo studio in Eden Valley, MN. (Author 's collection.)
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Except for the photographer's name, the
cards rarely contain information on the
photograph's reverse side that would help
identify the subject or the occasion. Even
cards found in attics remain unidentified
because relatives rarely took time to
identify the subject by writing names and
dates on the back. These unidentified cards
often end up in antiques' stores or flea
markets where collectors dub them "Instant
Relatives."
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As a collector, I've seen card prices rise over the years. A single card may sell for as much as
$10 or more - a value determined by the subject's clothing, studio props, or bits of recorded
information on the reverse side. Some studio photographers were more artistically incline~ than
others - Ralph W Hyneman among them- these cards demand higher prices.
Occasionally, a collector will find a card that contains a poignant statement on the back. One of
my cards says. "Nettie Gaines. Died 14 yrs typhoid." Another card carries this message: "Eddy
was dressed like a girl because he had curley (sic) hair. The one in the center was a girl but died
young."
For family historians, finding an approximate year when a photograph was taken is difficult,
although the studio's backdrop may help identify the period when the photograph was taken.
Author Catherine Noren says that in the 1860s, photographers used balustrades, columns, and
curtain batkdrops. Rustic bridges and stiles were common in the 1870s. In the 1880s, palm
trees, birds, and bicycles, often served as studio props.
With the advent of George Eastman's Kodak camera in 1888, photography became a popular
outdoor pursuit. People took snapshots of loved ones as they stood next to or sat upon their
favorite automobiles. This trend continuea well into the 20th century, Noren says.
My students often asked me why people in early photographs rarely smiled. Some theories
include:
No one smiled because life was such a struggle.
People did not smile because they had bad teeth.
The solemnity of the occasion demanded a serious expression.
Slow shutter speeds - especially during the early stages of photography determined the need to help keep movement to a minimum.
Ralph W Hyneman was born in Germany in 1875 In 1892 he landed in Chicago where for
several years he worked in a photo studio. In 1899 he married Elizabeth Fischer. In 1901 he
moved to Eden Valley where he remained until his death in 1956. At one time he had a branch
studio in Cold Spring. In his history of Eden Valley, W.R. Salisbury said that Hyneman was a
common sight on the streets of Central Minnesota, "driving a white horse attached to a single
buggy"
Can you identify the little girl in the photograph? Perhaps one of my readers will know.
2007/2012
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Early Photograph Illuminates Downtown
History
A photograph freezes forever a moment in time.

S

ometime late in the 1890s, a photographer stood on the comer of St. Germain aQd 6th
Avenue North in St. Cloud. Try to imagine the photographer gazing through his lens to
capture the scene before him.
On this wintry day the only person abroad is the fuzzy figure in the horse-drawn sleigh seen at
the foot of the telephone pole. A recent storm has left just enough snow to allow the driver a
noontime ride. (The absence of shadows suggests the photograph was shot midday) Who the
sleigh driver is, no one will ever know.

An unknown photographer shot this view of downtown St. Cloud sometime in the 1890s.
(Photo courtesy of the Stearns History Museum.)

Of the four structures, only the Lahr Block (far left) still stands. The false front building (center)
was torn down in 1903 to make way for an addition to the Lahr Block. Just beyond the poster
on the right is a store that sold wallpaper. Erected in 1892, it too was absorbed into the Lahr
Block in 1903. An early St. Cloud enterprise, the Commercial Hotel, can be seen on the far
right.
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Dennis Hanlon's saloon (center) is probably the photographer's chief subject. Hanlon was born
in County Donegal, Ireland, in 1860, and immigrated to America in his twenties. Settling first in
Pittsburgh, where he worked as a miner, Hanlon made his way to St. Cloud in 1882. In 18_92 he
married Katherine Goedker of Sauk Rapids. The couple had three children. Hanlon traveled to
Ireland in 1900 where, ironically, he died while visiting his hometown.
Nicolas Lahr built the red, pressed-brick commercial block that still graces that comer today
Lahr was born in Luxembourg in 1829 where he learned the blacksmithing trade. His widowed
mother gave Lahr $200 to finance his journey to America. In Illinois, he learned how to manufacture plows, a trade he brought to St. Cloud in 1854. Lahr invented a steel plow that was well
adapted to Central Minnesota's virgin soil. Lahr and his spouse, Mary Burden, had 12 children.
Forced to retire because of ill health, Lahr moved to St. Paul where he entered the real estate
business. He died in 1914. Lahr's legacy is the handsome structure restored in 2001 to house the
GeoCom1l1 Corporation.
The posters in the photograph help us to understand a bit more about the history of the period.
James T Shea and George P Wellcome ran a dry goods store that closed in 1896. The store sold
detached collars and cuffs, common male wardrobe items at that time.
The most interesting signs, perhaps, are those advertising "Corse Payton and his Merry
Company" Corse Payton was a famous entertainer who traveled throughout the Middle West
with his vaudeville show in the late 19th century. Born in 1866 in Centerville, Iowa, the future
entertainer ran away with a circus during his youth. Later, he formed his own comedy group.
After leaving the Middle West, Payton bought a theater in Brooklyn, New York, where the Gish
sisters, Ed Wynn, and Mary Pickford, served their apprenticeships. Payton was widely known
for selling 10-, 20-, or 30-cent seats for his shows. Payton called himself "America's Best Bad
Actor."
Thanks to an unknown photographer and several trips to the Steams History Museum, a tiny
slice of St. Cloud's history can be illuminated.
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When the Circus Came to Town, 1895

W

hen he was a child, David Morreim's grandfather, John Brodie Pattison, told him about
seeing Annie Oakley and Buffalo Bill Cody when Cody brought his Wild West Show to
St. Cloud in 1885.

That experience gave Pattison, a prominent St. Cloud attorney, state senator, and representative,
a life-long love of circus life.
In the summer of 1895, St. Cloud citizens lined the street and second-story windows along St.
Germain Street to witness a parade sponsored by the famous Walter L. Main's Circus. John
Pattison owned two photographs of that parade which he later donated to the Steams History
Museum.
What do those photographs tell us about St. Cloud's history?
A two-page spread in the St. Cloud Journal Press, July 4, 1895, advertised the Main's Circus as
the "brandest and Best Show on Earth," featuring Lady and Gentlemen Riders, tower-diver,
Capt. Pierre Perrier; and an "Ethnological Congress of Strange People." In bold letters the
advertisement also publicized a "Grand Free Street Parade Daily."
One of the Pattison photographs shows the circus parade heading west along the 700 block of
St. Germain; the other is a close-up of a pony-drawn carriage crammed full of dogs. Both
pictures were probably taken the same day
The parade photograph shows the Edelbrock building on the corner of St. Germain and 7th
Avenue North. Photographer J.J Fritz had his studio on the second floor. An interesting feature
of this modest wooden structure is the large, east-facing glass window used to emit hght into
Fritz's studio. In 1904, clothing and shoe merchants, August and Theodore Edelbrock, erected
the three-story brick building that stands on that site today
Signs on the stores in the carriage photograph show the Franke Bakery and the L. Thielman &
Son hardware store. A section of the Edelbrock Building appears on the right. Alois Franke
managed a grocery store and bakery at 705 St. Germain. Franke came to the United States in
1896. He and his spouse, Anna, raised nine children in St. Cloud.
Leonard Thielman erected the middle building in 1895 at 703 St. Germain to house a hardware
store. The Thielmans ran that business from 1884 to 1985. Thelen Advertising owns the place
today At the time when the photograph was taken, John D. Sullivan had an upstairs office in the
Thielman Building. His sign appears on the second-story wall. Sullivan was born in Ontario in
1862. He arrived in St. Cloud in 1884 to study law with the firm of Taylor & Taylor. After
adnussion to the bar, Sullivan was elected county attorney in 1892, and in 1910 he launched a
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20-year stint as a state senator. Sullivan married Elizabeth Schmidt in 1886. He died in 1933
Attorney John B. Pattison was born in St. Cloud in 1876. His parents, William and Mary
Duncan Pattison, came to Central Minnesota in 1855 As a member of the University of
Minnesota National Guard, Pattison left law school in 1898 to serve in the Spanish-Ameritan
War. He was sent to the Philippines with the 13th Minnesota Volunteer Infantry
Pattison left a stirring written account of his service in that war. He said his unit initially
camped in the cattle barns at the State Fair Grounds in St. Paul where each stall held six men.
Inadequate uniforms, food, and pay resembled the hard conditions of the Civil War era. Pattison
noted that his unit was served bacon, hardtack, and, occasionally, water buffalo and goat meat.
In Manila, several of his comrades were killed in action.
In 1900, Pattison graduated from law
school. He married Anna Hartfiel in
1913. Pattison served in the Minnesota
Senate and House from 1917 to 1935
He practiced law until 1962, and died
at 92 in 1969 Pattison was the last
survivor of the Spanish-American War
in St. Cloud.
The Main's Circus is famous because
of a tragic train wreck. Two years
before the circus came to St. Cloud,
several of their railroad cars plunged
over a thirty-foot embankment near
Tyrone, Pennsy 1vania, killing seven
and injuring 18. Fifty horses had to be
put down, and several lions and tigers
escaped. The circus, founded in 1885,
folded during the Great Depression.

Two photos show the Main's Circus on
St. Germain in 1895.
(Photos courtesy of the Stearn History Museum.)
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Cemeteries Reveal Important Information for
Family Historians

A

s Memorial Day approaches, my wife and I will make our annual journey to decorate
graves. Judy's parents and ancestors lie in cemeteries scattered about Central Iowa; my
family members are buried in Pipestone County We feel that we may be the last gen~ration to
schedule time to perform a task our parents and grandparents passed on to us as their-legacies.

With our mutual interests in family history, we look forward to our yearly cemetery visits.
Gravestones reap a harvest of names and dates that help fill gaps in our research. Names on
markers also trigger memories that we can share as we drive from one site to the next.
I'll never forget the thrill of stumbling upon a small cemetery in Vermont where my Grandfather
Warrington Brown's infant siblings rest. A freshly painted sign revealed the graveyard had-been
recently restored. The day of my visit, a Boy Scout troop was mowing grass in the plot that held
probably no more than a dozen weather-beaten stones. Had the community ignored this site I
woultl never have learned that my grandfather had two sets of sibling twins - all four, sadly,
having died one year apart in the decade preceding the Civil War.
The star of the Grand Army of the Republic stands on Grandfather Brown's grave in Pipestone's
Woodlawn Cemetery After leaving Vermont to settle in Wisconsin, Warrington joined a local
regiment in 1864. A year later and a week short of the war's end, he was seriously wounded
near Petersburg, Virginia. After he was carried from the battlefield, an army surgeon removed a
minie ball from Warrington's skull. As the last Civil War veteran in the county, Grandfather died
at age 92 when I was four.
Grandmother Mary Brown's stone stands next to her husband's. In 1855, eight-year-old Mary
Halliday left England with her parents and sailed west aboard a wooden ship named "St.
Patrick." My grandparents met and married in Goodhue County and later moved to a farm near
Pipestone.
In December 1932, my father, William Towner Morgan, went out to hunt pheasants. While
climbing over a barbed wire fence, my father's wrist caught a barb that left a deep wound that
may have caused the infection that took his life a month later. Will Morgan left a pregnant wife
and four teenaged children. Mabelle and Will's stones stand in Woodlawn as well.
Occasionally, I'll chance upon a tiny abandoned family plot somewhere in Central Minnesota.
Even here, a weed-choked patch of crumbling stones arouses my imagination. Who remembers
the family name inscribed upon these stones?
In s01:ne cases, preserving a cemetery comes down to simple basic maintenance. After he retired
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from farming, Judy's dad, Merle Eittreim,
volunteered to groom the cemetery in Eagle
Grove, Iowa. After mowing the aisles
between the rows of stones, Merle
meticulously trimmed around each marker
and removed dead and dying flowers.
People like Merle - whether in Vermont,
Minnesota, or Iowa - are the preservationist's and historian's best friends.

Right Photo: Yankee settler Winslow Getchell's stone stands
in Winnebago Prairie Cemetery, Brockway Township.
Bottom Photo: The Bohemian Cemetery, Getty Township,
is one of the best-maintained plots in Stearns County.
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Civil War Veteran Built a Home,
Life on the Prairie
"Who will know about this after I'm gone, unless I do it now?" David Storms asked me.

S

torms, a retired Clearwater businessman, and I were standing in Clearwater's Artadia
Cemetery where Storms had recently placed a bronze plaque on the grave of his ·greatgrandfather, Stearns County pioneer David Dwight Storms.
Over a year ago, the greatgrandson learned that the
federal government offers a
free gravemarker for any
honorably-discharged veteran
whose descendants are willing
to fill out a simple, one-page
form.
The veteran in question served
in the 25th Illinois Volunteer
Infantry during the Ci vii War.
Dwight David Storms' journey
mirrors the Central Minnesota
pioneer experience. Born in
New York State in 1839,
Storms attended school in
Rome, New York, where he
prepared for a career in
teaching and surveying. After
the Civil War, Storms returned
home to farm and during
winters teach school.

The star-shaped marker signifies the grave of
a woman who belonged to the Ladies of the
Grand Army of the Republic.
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In 1867, Storms left home intending to settle in Denver, Colorado. A stop in Clearwater to visit
an uncle, the Rev William Dady, sealed his decision to make Minnesota his permanent home.
Here, he purchased 160 acres for $700 in section 30, Lynden Township, Steams County ·.
According to his biographer, William Bell Mitchell, Storms' land was "wild and covered with
brush. He broke and grubbed the land, built his home and a set of buildings, and engaged in
farming." Storms' first house was rebuilt from an old wagon shop that he hauled from
Clearwater to his f armsite.
A passionate desire to teach school defined Storms' career. In 1907-08, he taught industrial arts
at the Standing Rock Indian Reservation, Fort Yates, North Dakota, for $14 a month.
Storms outlived his wife, Mary Ann Ketcham, who died in 1884, by 33 years.
David Dwight Storms was one of four brothers who fought in the Civil War. Other citizen
soldiers in the family have served in U.S. wars from the War of 1812 to the Korean War, David
Storms said.
A handsome bronze marker like the one ~laced in Arcadia Cemetery can be ordered from the
Department of Veterans Affairs, 810 Vermont Avenue Northwest, Washington, D.C., 20402.
Information needed for the one-page form includes the veteran's date of enlistment and the date
of separation.
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First Minnesota Regiment has Honored Place
in Civil War History
"We camped [near Antietam] all night with the dead and dying all around us. The next morning
I looked over the ground on our front and it was covered with the dead bodies of our enemies.
There I saw a rebel sitting on a rock with a woman's picture in his hand as though he· were
looking at it, but he was dead."
·
Pvt. Charles Berry's Civil War Diary, 1862.

O

n February 7, 1864, battle-scarred soldiers of the First Minnesota Regiment - their threeyear enlistment having come to an end - boarded a train in Washington, D.C., bound for
Lacrosse, Wisconsin, where the railroad ended. There, horse-drawn sleighs would carry the 300
veterans up the ice-bound Mississippi to St. Paul. Clad in buffalo robes and blankets, the warweary men were honored in Winona, Wabasha, Red Wing, and Hastings - a taste of the huge
celeqration that awaited them in St. Paul.
\

The story of the First Minnesota Regiment begins in April 1861 following the Confederate
attack on Fort Sumter that ignited a four-year civil war. Two days after the opening shot,
Minnesota Governor Alexander Ramsey, who happened to be in Washington, D.C., offered
President Lincoln a thousand Minne~ota men to serve the Union cause.
Historian Richard Moe wrote that during the first few days of the rebellion, Minnesota
volunteers flocked to town halls to join the Union Army Included among the enlistees were
Swedish-born lumberman Peter Hall, who built a raft to carry him from Taylors Falls to
Stillwater to sign up, and Newton Brown who walked barefoot sixty miles from Waterville to
Fort Snelling to enlist.
In his history of the First Minnesota Regiment, author Brian Leehan says the volunteers were
made up of "loggers, printers, rivermen, carpenters, house painters, and cobblers -tradesmen of
every kind. They were farmers, newspapermen, lawyers, and legislators. Their first colonel,
Willis Gorman, had been [Minnesota's] second territorial governor... "
By 1865, 24,000 Minnesotans - roughly one-half of the state's eligible males - had served in
the Civil War. Having been a state for only three years, Minnesota was the farthest western state
to send substantial numbers to the war.
In Central Minnesota, Amos Berry, 27, and his brother, Charles, 19, joined the swarm of men
who hastened to volunteer. Natives of Maine, the brothers had arrived in Stearns County in
1851 to work as lumberjacks. At the outbreak of the war, Amos and Charles joined Company E
of the First Minnesota Regiment.
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Amos Berry (left) and Charles Berry served in the same Civil War unit.
(Photos courtesy of Roberta Benusa, Charles Berry's great-granddaughter.)

On July 21, 1861, at Bull Run, Virginia, the red-shirted First Minnesota found itself in an open
field facing withering Rebel fire. That day, the regiment sustained the loss of 20% of its men,
the highest number of Union regimental casualties - 49 killed, 107 wounded, and 34 missing.
On September 17, 1862, Charles Berry was severely wounded at Antietam. The bullet entered
Berry's chest below the ribs and exited near his spine. Abandoned on the battlefield, Charles
was captured and sent to a Richmond prison. Following his release and time spent in a hospital,
Berry rejoined Company E. On the march to Gettysburg he sustained back pain and exhaustion
from temperatures that reached 86-degree-heat.
The First Minnesota earned an honored place in military history on the second day at
Gettysburg. On July 2, 1863, the First Minnesota was positioned below Cemetery Ridge. Other
Federal troops had retreated to the safety of the high ground as 1,000 Alabama soldiers were
about to advance and seize that strategic hill.
Fearing that Cemetery Ridge would be overrun, General Winfield Scott Hancock, head of the
Union Second Corps, told Col. William Colvill, commander of the First Minnesota. "Colonel,
do you see those colors? Then take them." In a line that stretched a mere 100 yards, Colvill
ordered his 289 troops to move forward and engage the over-whelming number of Rebel troops.
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Regimental Historian William Lochren later wrote: "Every man realized in an instant what that
order meant - death or wounds to us all, the sacrifice of the regiment to gain a few minutes'
time and save the position, and probably the battlefield."
In a fifteen-minute clash of arms, the First Minnesota lowered bayonets and charged fhe
Southerners, providing just enough time to arrest the attack and allow fresh Union troops to
advance against the surging Alabamians. Colvill, who was wounded during the charge, later
wrote: "It was grand. The regiment moved as one man, taking up its swinging gait down the
slope." (Amos Berry and Charles Berry each received superficial wounds during the charge.)

The Berry,brothers' stones stand in Royalton's Riverview Cemetery.

Only 47 men from the regiment were still on their feet following an orderly retreat back to
Cemetery Ridge. The Minnesotans had earned the distinction of sustaining the highest
regimental loss of men, in proportion to the number engaged, in any battle in modem history
The next day, the regiment once again distinguished itself as it faced Pickett's Charge. The
regiment lost another 64 killed and 160 wounded during the charge.
When the war ended, Amos Berry returned to lumberjacking. He died in Bowlus in 1913 In
1867, Charles Berry began farming in Brockway Township, Steams County He was living in
Royalton when he died in 1928. Buried in adjoining graves, the brothers rest in Royalton's
Riverside Cemetery
2012
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Local Signs Reflect Retro Period Design

A

handful of "retro" signs - commercial signs from the 1950s and 60s - still grace the local
scene. By using triangles and rocket-launching posts, they symbolize the space age.

Today, the few standing retro signs add a bit of color and graphic excitement to the mode~
urban landscape. The signs also remind us of a time when individual neighborhoods could' boast
of at least one, small family-owned business.
Of the three still-standing vintage signs I've found, two advertise on-going businesses, a third
sign is a remnant of a business that closed in 1991.
Standing on the comer of St. Germain and
Lincoln Avenue Southeast, Val's
Hamburgers' sign sports a fresh paint job.
Founder Val Henning, who once tended bar
at the Germain Hotel in downtown St. Cloud,
acquired the sign from a shoe company Once
wired to flash in a moving cycle of light, the
now non-electric sign still advertises a
business that recently celebrated its 50th
anniversary According to Val's son, David,
the building itself was once a filling station,
one of four that stood at the intersection of
East St. Germain and Lincoln Avenue when
Lincoln Avenue was Highway 10.
Several blocks away at 417 East St. Germain
hangs another relic of the 1950s, a vintage
sign that marks the site of Dutch Maid
Bakery Owner Jeff Muntifering said his
father, Bob, established the business in 1957.
Jeff's fiance, Rachel Skerston, said the "allfamily" business employs several people who
are "related or related-by-marriage." The
business caters to loyal, walk-in customers
and bulk-ordering restaurants that prefer
handmade bakery goods.

Val's sign is a well-known St. Cloud landmark.

A third sign harkens back to the 1889
World's Fair in Paris. Although Frenchy's Supper Club closed after a 1991 fire, its Eiffel Tower
sign still stands at 2832 West St. Germain.
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Odette Pelarske, known as "Frenchy," told me that she designed the sign from memories of her
childhood in Paris. The 25-foot sign was once lit in red neon.
A war bride, Odette met her soldier husband, Joe, during the liberation of Paris in 1944 and the
couple married in 1946. The Pelarske family ran "Frenchy's" from 1959 to 1991 Joe~~a granite
stonecutter, died in 2000.
Odette and her daughter, Mariette Pelarske, said that wedding parties often gather beneath the
sign for group photographs, Parisian-style.
Like vintage buildings, retro signs remind us of the past, and hence deserve efforts to preserve
them where they stand.

The Dutch Maid Bakery sign's triangular shape
represents the space age.

Frenchy's Supper Club was destroyed by fire in
1991, but its Eiffel Tower sign still stands on
West St. Germain.
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Crossroads and the Modem Indoor Mall

I

t's early Monday morning at St. Cloud's Crossroads Center. The sun is shining through the
skylights. Because winter has finally shaken off its chill, there are fewer senior walkers
exercising inside today
As I wait for the coffee shop to open at 9 a.m., early-arriving business people walk by, chatting
away on their cell phones. Above the sound of voices and footfalls, the mournful cry of a jazz
trumpet echoes through the hollow corridors.
Around 10 a.m., as store gates open, the music builds to a rhythm that mirrors the upbeat pace
of incoming customers. Now, mothers with baby strollers are beginning to promenade down the
busy hallways. Several older men have found seats that dot the corridors throughout the mall.
While their spouses shop, some men rest, a few sleep, others read.
After limbering up from his daily walk,
retired sal sman Jim Foy, St. Cloud, is
about to tackle this morning's crossword
puzzle as he relaxes in the St. Cloud
State University seating area.
From where I am sitting, this could be
a downtown village green with streets
forming a square around a vintage
courthouse. At the mall, however, the
central core - where a public building
would stand - is filled with stores. Street
signs, benches, and kiosks add to the
illusion of a small-town and urban mix.

After a morning 's stroll through the mall, retired salesman Jim Foy, St. Cloud, works his crossword puzzle.

Unlike the classic downtown, however,
Crossroads is a controlled environment
where temperature, maintenance, lighting, and security are governed by rigid standards.
According to General Manager Darcy Eigen, even the music is calibrated to change during the
day to accommodate the tastes of different clientele. By 3 p.m., contemporary radio pop music
has taken the place of cool jazz.
In 1965, the area that is now Crossroads Center was a peat bog and a cattle pasture. A heavily
wooded plot of land stood across Division Street. Prior to construction, workers had to excavate
and fill in the bog with granite dust from nearby quarries. When the Center opened it contained
400,000 square feet of retail space, roughly half of today's footage.
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Crossroads was built only nine years after Edina's Southdale Center Mall, the first enclosed
regional shopping center in the United States. Designed by Austrian-born architect Victor
Gruen, the world-famous mall was created to serve as a community meeting place where, in
Gruen's words, "people could shop, drink coffee, and socialize." Today, Southdale h~s 130
stores, only 13 more shops than Crossroads.
·
After several mornings of note-taking and lots of coffee, I've become a mall fan. Although I
have strong feelings for the architectural details and styles found in downtown St. Cloud,
Crossroads contains enough stylistic variety to satisfy my taste.
Walking through the corridors I have found a mixture of styles among the 119 stores. The tenant
criteria detailed in the corporate manual that governs styles, materials, and signs are flexible
enough to allow each store to select a unique fa~ade that reflects what is sold within.

The Food Court's contemporary architecture resembles the interior of a modem air terminal.
2010
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Vernon J. Pick and the American Dream
"I learned this, at least, by my experiment; that if one advances confidently in the direction of
his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success
unexpected in common hours."
Walden, Henry David Thoreau

P

eople knew Vernon J Pick was in town when they saw his red Ford pickup, long hair,
battered hat, and torn leather jacket.
In 1942, Pick, a self-educated electrical engineer,
bought a 25-acre plot three miles west of Royalton
in Morrison County's Two Rivers Township. A fourstory flour mill, built in 187 5, and three frame
buildings stood beside the picturesque stream that
still flows through the site today
Pick, who dreamed someday of finding a place to
erect a hydro-electrical plant, spent the next decade
building a dam and a concrete structure to
accommodate a power plant. Pick also used the old
flour mill to house a factory where he could build
furniture by hand.

Vernon Pick's face reveals the rigors of a
prospector's life. (Photo courtesy of Jim Hanson.)

Pick's life began on a farm near Portage, Wisconsin,
in 1903, the same year his parents moved to another
farm near Redwood Falls, Minnesota. Later, the
family settled on a farm near Warroad, Minnesota.

Bored with farm work, Pick left home at age 16. In the early 1920s, he joined the Marine Corps
and later worked in a Manitoba goldmine. Sometime during that period he also learned how to
fly airplanes.
With a nest egg in hand, Pick moved to Minneapolis where he started and, for 17 years, ran an
electric company With but one year of high school, Pick took extension courses in electrical
engineering at the University of Minnesota and furthered his education by devouring books in
philosophy, science, religion, and literature.
After moving to Two Rivers, Pick cut down an oak tree and fashioned a loom so his spouse,
Ruth, could make drapes from fine fabrics. The couple and their daughter, Virginia, ran a handfed printing press. In his shop, Pick repaired electric motors using waterpower from the river
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that ran beneath the plant. Ruth helped support the family by teaching in Benton County and by
canning vegetables, berries, and fruits.
Disaster struck on May 9, 1951, when fire destroyed the mill where Pick stored tools_. and
machines. When he found that insurance covered only one-third of his holdings, Pie~ decided to
use the insurance money to buy
a trailer and, with his family,
head west for a combination
vacation and job hunt.
In Grand Junction, Colorado, a
mining engineer at the Atomic
Energy Commission
headquarters circled on a map
the tiny community of
Hanksville, Utah. Pick might
just find uranium near there, the
engineer said.
An early scene of the wooden dam from the flour mill days.
(Photo courtesy of Carole Zapzalka, Bowlus, MN.)

Pick's life was about to change
forever when that idea sparked a
nine-month search for treasure.

The area that Pick explored is today as rugged as it was in the 1950s. To find the deposit he
later called the Hidden Splendor Mine, Pick left his truck and walked 25 miles into the site. For
one six-mile stretch he had to
ford a stream 21 times.
In a 1954 Time magazine article,
Pick said, "My feet got wet over
and over again, and then they
softened and the sand got in my
boots and made blisters. At night
I would pick the grains of sand
out of the blisters with a
matchstick."

Vernon Pick's dam still stands on its Morrison County site.
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chunk of uranium ore. After staking his claim, the prospector fashioned a crude raft that would
carry him back to civilization. When the raft capsized, Pick began a four-day journey on foot
during which he subsisted on dried milk and oatmeal.
Back in Colorado, Pick used his truck as collateral to buy a jeep and rent a bulldozer. In Utah,
he proved up 300,000 tons of ore that Time called "one of the richest finds in the Colorado
Plateau."
He later sold his mine for $9 million, collecting $6 million after taxes, a sum equal to around
$100 million today. As part of the deal, he also acquired a $250,000 seaplane.
With a fortune in hand, Pick purchased an
historic cottage on an 800-acre site in
California's Santa Cruz Mountains. In
honor of ~is hero Thoreau, he named the
place Walden West. There, he built an
electronics and geology lab where he
employed 20 scientists.
In the 1970s, Pick began another project .
he called Walden North in British
Columbia. Until his death in 1986, Pick
stayed abreast of new developments in
computer and scientific calculators'
technology
A writer once said that Pick, "spends a lot
of time in a log cabin hidden in a forest a
couple of miles from the main house.
There, in absolute seclusion, he likes to
putter about, making kitchen utensils,
cutting his own wood, cooking his own
food and, most of all, reading and
dreaming. "
Ann Marie Johnson, Morrison County Historical
Society, Little Falls, provided sources for this story.
Vernon Pick's nephew, Jim Hanson, Maple Plain,
helped corroborate facts about his late uncle's life.

A view of the Two Rivers' site.
2012
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The Legacy of the Orphan Train Movement
The front page of the St. Cloud Daily Journal, November 19, 1913, contained the following
item.

BABY DAY TODAY
Twenty Children Are Distributed to Residents of This City This Morning ~
The train from New York with the special Pullman car of babies from the orphanage of the
Sisters of Charity arrived at the Great Northern Depot this morning at 11 :25 The children all
wore badges having their names and number attached and were distributed by the Sisters at the
depot.

F

rom 1854-1929, an estimated 250,000 children from New York City orphanages were
placed on trains and transported to towns and cities across the United States. The Orphan
Traiq concept was created by Charles Loring Brace, a minister and a social worker, who
established the Children's Aid Society in 1853.
Brace conceived the idea of providing homes for children, many of whom had been abandoned
in the streets, alleys, and doorsteps by people who could not afford to support them.
Aside from those housed in orphanages, about 10,000 to 30,000 homeless children roamed the
streets of New York City during the 19th century, where they sold matches, rags, and
newspapers, to survive.
Besides the Children's Aid Society, the New York Foundling Hospital also pla,ced homeless
children on westward-moving trains where Catholic families awaited children whom they had
previously arranged to adopt. The train that arrived in St. Cloud in 1913 carried 20 children
from the New York Foundling Hospital.
Recently, I had the privilege of meeting a woman who arrived on
that train in St. Cloud on November 19, 1913
Sister Justina Bieganek, St. Francis Convent, Little Falls, still
remembers that day - 97 years later. Although she was just short of
two-years-old in November 1913, she remembers walking across
the train platform and into the arms of her foster parents, John and

Sister Justina, 99, the day I interviewed her in Little Falls.
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Mary Bieganek. A number "41" on John's adoption document matched the "41" badge sewn
inside the hem of the child's dress.
The young girl's name was Edith
Peterson. The Bieganeks were
prosperous farmers with land near
Avon. Both 45, the Bieganeks had
applied for a blond, blue-eyed Catholic
girl from the New York hospital. The
couple already had raised eight
children, four of whom - all boys were still living at home.
In 1917, Mary Bieganek died and Edith
was sent tp live with Joseph Bieganek,
the oldest son, who was about to marry
his fiancee, Rose Dering. When Mary
Bieganek knew she was dying, she had
made a pact with her sons. Whoever
married first was to take Edith into their
home. At age eight, Edith was a flower
girl at Joseph and Rose's wedding
ceremony
Edith was enrolled in a rural school
near Arban, where she studied German.
In the family church in St. Anna,
sermons were delivered in Polish. Sister
Justina said, "So here was a Norwegian
in a German school, a Polish home, and
everything in church was Polish."

~

Edith Peterson, age eight, was a flower girl at the
wedding of Joseph and Rose Bieganek. At age two, Edith
arrived in St. Cloud in 1913 on one of the Orphan Trains.
(Photo courtesy of St. Francis Convent, Little Falls.)

After completing eighth grade, Edith stayed home for one year to work on the farm. From there,
she enrolled at St. Francis High School in Little Falls. At age 17, she entered the novitiate and
became Sister Mary Justma.
Sister Justina knew little about her life before her arrival in Minnesota until she traveled to New
York City when she was 65 Among records at the Foundling Hospital, she learned her correct
birth date - January 16, 1912 - and that her mother, Rebecca Schmidt Peterson, had immigrated
to America from Norway as a young woman.
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Sister Justina also learned that her father, Magnus Peterson, was a sailor from New York City
who had met Rebecca in Scandinavia. In June 1912, Magnus, age 28, died, leaving behind
Rebecca, an older child, and six-month-old Edith. Now a 26-year-old widow, Rebecca found she
could no longer care for Edith, and three weeks later, she left her with the Sisters of Charity.
In Andrea Warren's book, We Rode the Orphan Train, Sister Justina told the author that when
she moved her fingers across the screen that held her records, "Something happened. In that
moment, I found inner peace."
During the era of the Orphan Trains, 3,258 children were placed in Minnesota homes. In the
summer of 1873, the St. Cloud Times noted that 18 children had arrived in St. Cloud where a
committee of Presbyterians helped distribute the children to families who had arranged, in
advance, for certain young ones.
In the fall of 1899, the Journal-Press reported that a coach carrying 47 children had arrived in
St. Cloud. The reporter said, "their sweet little faces were glued against the [train] windows as
they gazed into strange faces, for the tots were miles and miles distant from the place of their
nativity"
Many of the children who found homes in the West were not so fortunate as Edith Peterson.
Many provided free labor. Other children were separated from siblings. Many older boys simply
ran away, while others were rejected by their foster parents. When I asked Sister Justina about
the runaways, she said, "They are now lost in history somewhere."
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Chapter 8 · Special Topics

The Story of Mary Venere
On November 18, 1910, Mary Venere, a three-year-old curly-headed, brown-eyed child arrived
at the Great Northern Depot in St. Cloud. John Grams, manager of the Great Northern Hotel,
and his wife, Mary (Karls) Grams, had made a prior arrangement with the New York Foundling
Hospital to adopt little Mary.
On a chilly November day, the Grams greeted Mary at the depot and carried her across the
street to John's hotel. When she arrived on the Orphan Train, Mary, who spoke only French,
was wearing leggings, boots, and a
mother-of-pearl buttoned sweater
buttons that Mary Lou Westra, Mary's
daughter, saved and cherishes to this
day
Mary Venere grew up to become
Louise Grams, nicknamed "Frenchy "
She worked at Diamond Motors and
the OK Cafe. In 1928, she married
granite-stonecutter, Anton J (Tony)
Maile. Louise died in 2000.
On a visit to New York City, Mary Lou
Westra learned that her mother's
parents were Vincent Venere and
Carolina Balzario, residents of
Manhattan's Little Italy neighborhood.

Mary Venere and her foster brother, Emil, on
the day Mary arrived on the Orphan Train.
(Photo courtesy of Mary Lou Westra.)
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Volume II
Few knm the architecture of th region better than Bill Morgan. None write
about it bett r. Building - home and bu ine e - gard ns and intersection , t
- hint at generations of people, bu ine es tO\ n life. In his ne\ paper column
and in the nm t\ o volumes of Earth, Wood Stone, Bill tell us ome of th e
tories. More important! , he teache u to look at our urroundings and to begin
to see that we're urrounded b tories. Thank ou Bill for helping us to knO\
more about our place and even oursel es. '
Annette Atkins, Professor of History,
St. John' Uni er ity/ ollege of St. Benedict
'For man
ear readers of the St. Cloud Times ha
looked fon ard to Bill
Morgan's fascinating articles. A gifted stor teller, Bill drm on his e perti ea
a teacher, scholar and preser ationist to bring to life the hi tory of familiar place
and forgotten e ents of our region. This volume of his collected tories is a treasure for his many fans and will delight new readers \ ith the rich history that is all
around u .
Mar Wingerd, author of North Country. The Making of Minnesota
'Bill Morgan und r tanding and appreciation of
U' building both pa t
and pre ent and campu hi tor i in al uable. Without hi efforts to teach to the
community about
SU, campu building \ ould ju t be faceles and b ring
in tead of omething that should be celebrated. Bill's knO\ ledge is price)
Tom teman, S U Archi i t and Profe or
'Bill Morgan pro ides a\ onderful gift to our comm unit , a he hare mor of
t. loud hi tor in this edition. A omeone who tudies hi tory, I read and
refer to his b ok often, o that I can pro ide accurate and interesting account
of St. loud' earlier da s during m man hi tory tour . Bill has pro ided me,
and countle s other , \ ith a wealth of information about t. loud, a communi t that I am honored to er e."
Dave Klei , St. Cloud Mayor

